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Chapter 1 

With a yawn that dislocates her jaw, Dawn Addison sits up in her cloud-shaped bed and 

floats onto a nearby balcony. The sun glints off her golden eyepatch while she runs her hands 

through her brown hair to pull out the knots. A gentle breeze takes the severed tresses from her 

hair and adds them to a tapestry that depicts an island in the middle of a lake. She stares at the 

city that surrounds her five-hundred story hotel called Heaven’s Nest, which she has moved 

around the world for the last year. The young woman remembers going to bed in Los Angeles, 

but she can see Mount Kilimanjaro in the distance as well as the Parthenon. Realizing that she 

must have moved them in her sleep, Dawn waves her hand to whisk the landmarks back to where 

they belong. She pauses with her arm stretched out and watches the glitter on her skin sparkle 

until she gets bored. A storm erupts from overhead and unleashes a downpour that washes her 

clean, a chorus of shouts from below bringing a smile to her face. Tearing off her skin, she 

reveals a pair of jeans and a long-sleeved shirt with her own face beneath. Frowning at the casual 

look of her outfit, she changes the clothes into a black, short-sleeved top and a crimson poodle 

skirt. 

Grabbing a parasol from an open drawer, she skips across her rooftop apartment and steps 

off the edge. A flock of ravens rise to meet her as she plummets towards the ground, the birds 

cawing in her face. Hearing a blood-curdling scream from above, Dawn opens her lacey 

umbrella and stops in midair. The animals land on the side of the building and anxiously peck at 

the windows, which begin to bleed from the frame. Floating closer to the hotel, the woman 

frowns at how she cannot see into her own domain. Mournful cries erupt from the same location 

as the scream, so she rides a sudden breeze back to the roof. A spiral staircase has already 

appeared in the floor by the time she lands and snaps her fingers to have the ravens move to the 

eaves. Their feathered bodies remain close and they stand on top of each other to create four 

ebony gargoyles that watch the bustling streets below. 

A cold wind meets Dawn as she walks down the steps, which are lit by candles that are on 

the verge of going out. Frustrated by the flickering shadows, she calls of the flames to her golden 

eyepatch and has it glow like a torch. Another scream shakes the building and draws her 

attention to a door that is marked with runes that she found in a book. The ritual chamber of her 

loyal cultists has been quiet for weeks with all of them spending more time among the thousands 

of potential victims and recruits that frequent the hotel. Dawn wonders if they were in the middle 



of a nighttime ceremony when she moved Heaven’s Nest. Not wanting to be rude, she knocks on 

the wall and waits for a response. A series of gurgles slips from a vent, but the noise is abruptly 

cut off as a person is pushed through the slats. The cultist’s eyes continue to blink as they are 

carried by the oozing gore towards a drain that appears in the floor. A disembodied mouth cries 

as it falls over the lip and plunges into the shadows below. Watching the last of her follower 

disappear, Dawn sticks a finger in her ear to feel around her brain and see if there is a piece that 

is loose. Not finding any evidence that she is behind the strange incident, she shrugs and plunges 

her hand into the door. 

Flipping the entire wall like she is opening a garage, she turns her eyepatch into wraparound 

sunglasses to protect herself from the unexpected light. There are crackling bonfires around the 

large room, each one holding one of her cultists. The men and women are still alive even though 

their skin has been seared to the point of flaking off. Horrified faces are merged with the ceiling, 

their eyes dripping magma that has created holes in the floor. A couple that Dawn remembers 

joining soon after her resurrection have been placed on top of a raven-shaped alter. Their bodies 

have been merged so that they are on the verge of kissing. Seeing that their noses have been 

sealed and their lips are sticky, she can only guess that contact will start a slow suffocation for 

the weeping pair. Without moving, Dawn lets the bonfires consume her people and has the 

ceiling open to let the corpses inside fall to the floor. The bodies turn to dust as she approaches 

the couple and reaches out to transform them into something that she hopes will make them 

happy. 

“Has the monster gained a soul?” a voice asks from a shadowy corner. A blue-eyed man 

steps into view and wipes the soot off his bare chest. “I thought you would appreciate the horrific 

fates of your people. After all, it was only a matter of time before you killed them. I’m very 

proud of these two. They defended your honor the most, which is why I granted them a scrap of 

hope. So, tell me what you think. Is this fun? It isn’t normal, so it must be fun. That is what you 

always said, right?” 

“I don’t think we’ve met,” Dawn answers as her eyepatch returns to its normal form. She 

turns the couple into a cherry tree, but they are immediately turned into a bleeding pile of logs by 

the young man. “There’s no style to what you’re doing. Fueled by rage and nothing more. You 

came here to hurt me . . . My long buried puppy dug himself up. Are you here to be friends or 

enemies?” 



“You already know why I’m here,” Ian growls, his teeth sharpening into those of a dog. He 

howls with enough power to launch the top floor off Heaven’s Nest and expose the chamber to 

the blazing sun. “Part of you sensed that an enemy had returned with you. That’s why you kept 

moving your hotel. How could you not know that I was back? I share your power and I’m going 

to use it to destroy you. Reality can only survive having one monster pulling at its threads and 

you aren’t worthy to survive.” 

Dawn casually wipes some blood off her skirt and plants her parasol into the floor to use as 

a chair. “That sounds boring. Revenge and anger are so . . . normal. There’s never any fun in that 

type of stuff. I prefer to toy with people like I always do. If you want to go on a rampage and 

terrorizing humanity then I won’t stop you, puppy. All I ask is that you leave enough for me to 

enjoy my games.” 

“Are you an idiot? I’m here to kill you.” 

“But you’re too new to defeat me.” 

“I have something that you lack.” 

“Well, I could always give myself those if I wanted.” 

Confused by the response, Ian leaves himself open to a foot that explodes from the floor and 

rockets him into the sky. Dawn watches as he grows a hole in his chest and falls back down with 

the stretching limb passing through his body. She relaxes at the sight of her ravens coming out of 

the clouds to attack the man, but the flock is abruptly snared by spiderwebs that come out of the 

sun. The birds are yanked into the distance orb and the smell of burning feathers overs the Earth 

as Ian lands in front of Dawn. Sprouting the drab clothes he used to wear when a patient at 

Raven’s Hold, he shoves the woman to put her in the same outfit. With a scream, she falls to her 

knees and scratches at her metal eyepatch, which is turning around the socket. She pulls it out of 

her flesh to reveal the empty hole beneath and plunges a finger inside to extract a squirming 

optic nerve that is fanged at the end. 

“You will never defeat me,” Ian declares as Heaven’s Nest shudders. The guests and 

employees scream as the building begins to implode, the bottom floors collapsing to prevent an 

easy escape. “All you want to do, Addison, is have fun with your powers. That means you aren’t 

focused and lack the dedication to killing. Sure, you enjoy it, but I crave it. My rage drives me to 

break everything that has been created. I can’t accomplish this unless you’re gone. Otherwise, 



you might think it’s fun to undo my work. Now, put up the best fight you can, but I guarantee 

that you will lose.” 

“Never any fun in normal,” Dawn mutters while her arms turn into golden claws. She is 

about to attack when her metallic limbs become tarnished and are on the verge of falling apart at 

the joints. “No fair messing with my own body. It took me many years and a handful of college 

students to get this back. Now, be a good puppy and go back to your house. Don’t make mommy 

take away your-” 

The blow to Dawn’s face is too fast for her to know what hit her, but she retains enough of 

her senses to turn the wall into a vertical pool. Transforming her shirt and skirt into a silver 

bikini, she swims away from Heaven’s Nest to stretch the water. When she cannot go any 

further, she turns around and launches herself at Ian. The surrounding liquid gathers around her 

body and is beginning to turn to ice when a wall of flames appears in her path. The pool 

evaporates and Dawn is left plummeting towards the ground until a red-haired woman leaps 

through a crack in the wall. Turning in midair, Gemma pulls two pistols out of her pockets and 

fires at Ian to prevent him from leaving the roof. To the man’s surprise, a bullet skims his cheek 

and leaves a burning cut on his flesh. The brunette wraps her legs around her trusted bodyguard’s 

waist and turns himself into a jetpack. Leaving a rainbow in their wake, the two women escape 

as Heaven’s Nest is sucked into itself and then explodes out to level the entire city. 

***** 

“Dallas is the only part of Texas remaining.” 

“I have a report about China being raised three thousand feet into the air.” 

“Half of Earth’s island have been swallowed by the sea.” 

“The people of Canada are missing.” 

“Each incident notes the appearance of a man and woman.” 

“Wasn’t it two women?” 

“The red-haired one was ripped in half over Rome.” 

“All animals in Africa have grown to five times their natural size!” 

Pinning each report to the wall, Jon Barclay lets out a slow breath and takes a step back from 

the mess. He has long since stopped trying to connect the incidents to figure out a pattern, the 

ball of red yarn now acting as mindless distraction. Tossing it from one hand to another, the 

exhausted reporter lets his eyes wander over the papers in the hope that his subconscious will 



lock in on a clue. After a few minutes, he returns his attention to the three pictures that are in the 

middle of the mess. The one of Gemma Cooke has been crossed out, but the photos of Dawn 

Addison and Ian Connors remain intact. Jon shivers when the expressions on their faces turn 

from smiles to ugly sneers. He sighs at the familiar changes, which happen before every major 

event that has befallen humanity during the last three months. 

“There’s a hole in Australia and New Zealand has been put in it . . . vertically,” his assistant 

says when she enters the room a few minutes later. Annie Drayder holds out the page and gasps 

for air, her legs aching from charging up two flights of stairs. “Those two were seen fighting in 

the sky again. Are you sure we shouldn’t release their names to the public? I know the 

government said not to, but it’s going to happen eventually. Might as well be us. What’s the 

worst that can happen?” 

“One of those monsters doesn’t want the world to know the truth,” Jon replies while adding 

the new report to his collection. He taps on an article about how thousands of people were 

devoured by their computers. “One person tried to share the information on the Internet and all 

who read it were killed. I thought you were aware of that incident, but it happened within the 

first week. You might have still been on vacation during that time. The last few months have 

blurred into a mess.” 

“No sense killing yourself over something you can’t report on,” Annie states while pouring 

two cups of coffee. Gazing out the window, she shudders at the sight of a raven flying backwards 

over the city. “I mean, we can tell everyone what’s going on without saying those two are 

involved. By the way, I finally got through to my friend in D.C. and she sent over the files 

Gemma Cooke made on Dawn Addison. They’re a jumbled mess, but I think I can fix it on the 

computer. The information on Ian Connors was easier to get, but there isn’t much there. He lived 

an uneventful lift until he vanished.” 

The reporter takes a sip of his drink and picks up a paper that is slipped under the door. “It 

looks like every leader of South America has been turned into either a sloth or a jaguar. The 

llamas are talking about a revolution and all of their water has been turned into molasses. I can’t 

tell if those two are fighting each other or humanity. Unless their powers are being thrown about 

so haphazardly that we’re nothing more than collateral damage. Makes you wonder how much 

more of this the planet can take.” 

“All the garbage in the ocean was turned into a tower in the Bermuda Triangle.” 



“Is that a good or bad thing?” 

“Nobody knows.” 

“Looks like the President is about to say something.” 

“Wondered when this would happen.” 

“Guessing they finally got the underground bunker set up.” 

Jon turns up the volume on the television until he can hear the President of the United States 

spoke. The picture is fuzzy, but the sound comes through in alternating shouts and whispers. A 

smack to the machine causes it to sprout an arm and punch the reporter in the stomach. Falling to 

his knees, Jon mutters an apology and nods his head when the television shows a clear shot of 

the President in his bunker. The man’s suit is neatly pressed, but his face is haggard, which 

matches the expressions of his family and cabinet. Not wanting to speak, Annie jots down a note 

about how half of the people they expected to see are missing and passes it to her boss. He can 

only shrug and go back to listening to a speech that is more bluster than plan. Catching his 

assistant’s groan of dismay, he writes his own message about how there is nothing else the man 

can say given the situation. Hearing the mention of nuclear weapons causing Jon to freeze and he 

stares at the screen in horror. 

“Would that do anything?” Annie asks, her voice quivering with fear. 

“I doubt it considering what those two are doing by accident,” he replies as he watches the 

President pull a key out of his pocket. A woman to his right pulls out her own key, which the 

reporter finds strange since he does not recognize her. “This could make things a lot worse. If 

Dawn and Ian feel like we’re a threat then they’ll wipe us out before finishing their personal 

battle. I really hope that-” 

“All nuclear powers are launching at the same time!” a voice screams from the hallway. 

Annie and Jon can only watch as the keys are put in place on a machine that is off-camera 

and turned. The television hiccups and shows multiple screens of nuclear missiles being 

activated around the world. All of the images combine to show the weapons converging on two 

figures that are hovering over the Atlantic Ocean. The explosion shakes the entire world and the 

fiery blast can be seen by everyone as it spreads across the sky. With a low groan, the nuclear 

explosion pauses and begins to churn like a slow whirlpool. Nine flaming twisters emerge from 

the maelstrom and streak out towards the countries that have attacked the two reality-bending 

beings. The television goes back to the Presidential bunker in time to show everyone panicking 



an instant before their voices turn into screams of agony. A melting body staggers briefly into 

view before the connection is lost and the only thing being played is an old video game made to 

imitate tennis. 

“And this is how humanity ends,” Jon sighs as he looks out the window. 

As if his senses have been enhanced, he can see all of the destructive funnels travel across 

the world on a collision course. It takes the reporter a few minutes to realize that they are in the 

path of the nuclear twister that took out the President. Screams from outside tell him that others 

have figured out the truth, but he can only bring himself to sit down. Glancing at Annie, he nods 

at a box of donuts and pats the chair next to him. Fighting the temptation to join the chaos 

outside, she brings the pastries to the table and claims one filled with chocolate cream. She 

laughs with her mouth full when Jon pulls a bottle of bourbon out from under the table. Not 

having any glasses, he takes a swig and hands it to his assistant. 

“Sobriety and diets be damned, huh?” she asks with a smirk. 

“Might as well since it looks like hell is about to come to Earth,” Jon replies as the wall in 

front of them is melted by the approaching twister.



Chapter 2 

With the caravan resting to refill its tankers at the bubbling gas lake, everyone takes the 

chance to stretch their legs. The sun is in the middle of the sky, but they all know it can drop 

below the horizon at any moment. Those with weapons sit on top of the metal vehicles, which 

are covered in dents from previous attacks. Farmers tend to the livestock that are kept in the 

central tanker, the animals refusing to step outside. A small party is sent out to find fruits and 

vegetables, but the hungry people doubt they will have any luck. Even the children remember the 

disaster at the last stop when the gathering party tried to pick wild carrots that dragged them into 

the dirt. No matter how cautious they are, the surviving humans scattered about the planet find 

that they are still at the whim of the battling monsters who turned their world into an endless 

landscape of death. Only the children too young to understand what is going on manage to laugh 

and play while the adults force themselves to smile. 

Staring out over the desolate landscape, Kara Stein does her best to hold her pistol like she 

knows what she is doing. Having turned ten a week ago, the adults decided she is now old 

enough to help guard the caravan. Her dirt-covered face is covered by the cowl of her tattered 

cloak, which still smells of her dead mother. Kara puts down her gun to move her satchel to her 

other shoulder, which is still tender from a bad sunburn. After spending her entire life on the run, 

the little girl can only be comfortable when she is prepared to run. Even when she can smell her 

own odor, she has to be forced to bathe due to a fear of being attacked in the water. Out of fear 

and defiance, she has shaved her head to avoid having to use the sweet-smelling shampoo that 

the caravan uses. Taking a stick of gum out of her shorts’ pocket, she looks around to make sure 

nobody sees her put it in her mouth. She freezes at the sight of her friends playing nearby with a 

ball that is composed mostly of leather patches. A pang of jealousy rises in her gut and she 

considers leaving her post until she spots the caravan leader climbing out of the tank that acts as 

their lead vehicle. 

Cheers rise from the front as the gathering team emerges from a clump of forest where all of 

the trees are strung with Christmas lights. Kara is about to join the rushing mob when one of the 

other guards clears his throat. With a pout, the girl chews her bland gum and watches as the other 

children are given candy canes plucked from the wilderness. She sighs at the rare find and 

wonders why any junk food found growing naturally is always safe. Apples and potatoes can 

turn out to be explosive while a bush made of chicken nuggets has yet to turn on any people she 



has seen over the last ten years. Taking out a notebook, Kara jots down the questions that come 

to her mind. Her actions catch the adults by surprise since they were under the impression that 

none of the children knew how to read or write. She smiles with pride and holds back the tears as 

she remembers the lessons her father drilled into her. Having lost both of her parents only three 

years ago, the pain and sense of loneliness is still fresh in her mind. Putting all of her belongings 

away and adjusting her satchel, the girl focuses on watching for signs of danger or anything that 

is bizarre even for their chaotic world. 

It is a distant roar of an engine that causes Kara to tense and grip the gun to the point where 

it almost goes off. Turning to the other guards, she sees that they heard the noise as well and are 

calling for everyone to get into the armored vehicles. With so many having gone to greet the 

gatherers, only a few of them make it back before the sun abruptly drops below the horizon and 

the area is plunged into darkness. Appearing on clusters, the stars appear to show that there are 

lumbering forms emerging from the nearby hills. People scream as they run for the caravan, the 

children gradually falling behind as the adults try to get themselves to safety. Kara considers 

heading out to save her friends, but the well-honed desire to survive causes her to stay at her 

post. Hearing a muttered curse to her right, she turns in time to see one of the men jump off the 

armored vehicle and pull a large sled out of a side compartment. The muscular guard charges 

towards the last place that he saw the kids before the stars shifted to only shine on the heavily 

defended caravan. Nobody reacts when his scream erupts from the shadows and the mangled 

sled crashes into the side of one of the vans. Those on the impact side of the armored vehicle run 

when they see sparks, which ignite the recently filled gas tanks. With deafening blast, the 

transport is sent flying into the nearby lake and causes the foul-smelling liquid to become a 

blazing wall of flames. 

No longer caring about saving anyone else, Kara tosses her gun into her satchel and jumps to 

the ground. She can hear growls coming from every direction and sees that others are sealing 

themselves in the vehicles. Knowing that she will not be let inside, the girl sprints for the rear 

vehicle and scrambles underneath. The ground shakes as something large approaches the 

caravan, but she ignores the screams as she pulls a small packet out of the undercarriage. Kara 

puts the nose plugs in before unfolding a portable shovel and digs into the soft earth. She does 

not bother going very deep and crawls into the hole once the attacking creature rams into the 

vehicle above her head. Putting her cloak over her body and holding a straw in her mouth, the 



girl quickly buries herself and remains still. The voice of her parents teaching her how to survive 

repeats in her mind, the mental trick helping to keep her calm. 

With dirt in her ears, she can barely hear the sounds of the massacre and anxiously prays 

that she survives. Even when the armored van is sent rolling away and her hiding place is 

exposed, Kara refuses to move and only sucks in a slow breath when she is on the verge of 

passing out. She can feel bugs crawl into her clothes, but she ignores the sliminess and 

occasional bites. A foot stomps an inch from her head and the dirt over one eye is cleared to 

show her that a claw is arching over her body. Unable to move, she hopes that the filthiness of 

her skin is enough to make her blend in with the ground. She holds her breath when a wet nose 

taps at the straw and snorts at the suspicious piece of plastic. The beast is about to grab it with its 

gnarled teeth when movement to its left causes it to rush after a woman who could no longer stay 

in her hiding place. Refusing to let her body relax, Kara stays vigilant through the night, which is 

consumed by the sun after he final scream stops echoing off landscape. As soon as she feels that 

enough time has passed, the girl crawls out of the dirt and goes about gathering enough supplies 

to continue her journey alone. 

***** 

Kara wakes with a jump and coughs up some sand, which tells her that passing out in the 

desert was not a dream. She freezes at the sound of something crackling behind her back and 

wraps her sore body around her satchel. With her hands near her face, she catches a strange smell 

on her skin and realizes that she is no longer covered in dirt. The girl’s clothes are the same, but 

have been cleaned and the holes patched with a rough blue fabric. Finding the courage to roll 

over, she discovers that she is only a few feet away from a fire and is inside a cave that 

resembles a large geode. Sitting up, Kara has trouble seeing beyond the flames that give off only 

a few wisps of smoke. Her legs are too weak for her to stand, so she crawls to the exit with the 

intention of escaping. Stories of cannibals and monsters run through her mind as she gets closer 

to what she believes is freedom. She stops when a bellowing roar erupts from the darkness and a 

crack of lightning shows the silhouette of an enormous beast. The girl cannot bring herself to 

move another inch and wets herself out of fear before flopping onto her side. 

“Addison calls him Tony,” a voice says from the rear of the cavern. The sound of splashing 

water echoes off the dull crystals, which reveal a hazy form in their facets. “He only comes out 

on Monday nights, so you can leave in the morning. Although, Bruno may be on the prowl since 



she never seems to know if she’s supposed to be out on Tuesday mornings or evenings. I’d 

recommend staying with me for a few days. You were barely alive when I found you in the 

desert and the Thursday gargantuan is totally blind. That’s the best day to get you to wherever 

you were going.” 

“Are you going to eat me?” Kara asks, the question the only thing on her mind. She is 

surprised to hear a melodic laugh and a package of apple slices lands near her. “That doesn’t 

help. My parents told me about cannibals. Fatten up your victims and use them for protein since 

other meat is so hard to come by. Well, I refuse to eat any of your food unless you promise not to 

eat me.” 

“Kids are so strange these days,” the woman replies with a sigh. Her reflection shows her 

climbing out of a pool and grabs a towel to wrap around her body. “I have no intention of 

making a meal out of the first person I’ve seen in years. Meat is rather plentiful in this area if you 

know where to look and have no standards. I killed a few skunks while you slept. At least, I think 

they’re skunks. Never know these days, but a meal is a meal. By the way, you were lucky to 

have that cloak on because it covered you enough to prevent a really bad burn. I’m assuming 

your parents prepared you for that and didn’t make it across the desert. Seems to happen a lot 

where kids are the ones to survive because of the sacrifices of their parents. You might want to 

come further into the cavern to be safe.” 

Grabbing the food, the girl crawls back to where she had woken up and sits facing the 

largest of the reflections. She is unable to see the details of her savior, but she can tell that the 

image is strangely colored. It takes her a few minutes to realize that the white parts are the 

woman’s torso and hips while the limbs are a dark tan bordering on a sunburn. Kara yelps and 

turns away when she thinks her spying has been discovered due to a large pair of hazel eyes 

appearing on the crystals. A warm smile emerges near the bottom of the glistening stones and 

fades away to show that its owner is rubbing on a clear lotion. Instead of coming into the open, 

the woman takes a seat at the edge of the pool and repeatedly scoops up a handful of water to 

drip onto her shoulders. Curiosity getting the best of her, the girl leans close to one of the clearer 

reflections and thinks she sees a layer of skin slough off along with the cascading liquid. The 

nearly burned coloration gradually changes to a simple tan with flecks of red that briefly 

disappear every time they are patted with a towel. 



“It hurts more than you would think,” the woman says before pulling off a thin layer of 

blistered skin. She tosses the damaged flesh away and the sounds of scurrying mice erupt from 

behind the walls. “I was in the forest when I spotted you in the desert. Thought I could run out 

there without a cloak and get you back before the sun did some damage. Must have become 

hotter than the last time I went. You know how the landscape changes nearly every day. I’d be 

dead if I didn’t know about this place. Lucky for both of us that Addison believes hot springs can 

heal anything and aloe erases burns like magic. Funny how the crazier of the two monsters might 

be the more benevolent. Then again, they might be equal in insanity, but they’re two different 

flavors. Either way, they aren’t normal. Nope, Addison still refuses to believe there’s any fun in 

normal. Sorry for rambling. What’s your name and where are you heading? Maybe I can help 

you out.” 

“I’m Kara Stein,” the girl replies while rummaging through her bag. Pulling out a patchwork 

doll shaped like a large cockroach, she opens a zipper on the belly and pulls out a crayon 

drawing of her family. “I was with a small group that was hoping to join up with the Grand 

Caravan. If you’re out here by yourself then you probably haven’t heard of the migration that’s 

been going on for the last year. There’s a haven that the monsters can’t get into, which everyone 

is heading towards. All we have to do is travel around the world. It’s possible ever since the 

oceans disappeared.” 

“Another foolish bauble of hope,” the brown-haired woman mutters. Walking out of view of 

the crystals, she can be heard opening a drawer. “Sorry to be a cynic, but these places keep 

turning up. Edens, havens, sanctuaries, and every other synonym that fits the concept. In reality, 

you’re probably playing a game of Addison’s because she got bored with Ian. Many will die and 

just enough will survive to make sure more humans will be around for the next time she wants to 

goof off. Still, it’s a better fate than when Ian gets angry and decides to go on a killing spree to 

drawn Addison out. Those two are such children.” 

“Do you know the monsters?” 

“We’ve had some encounters over the years.” 

“And you survived?” 

“Usually through dumb luck.” 

“So, you won’t bring me to the Grand Caravan?” 

“Well, I can’t live with myself if I let a child wander off alone.” 



“I like you. What’s your name?” 

Climbing over the wall of crystals that separate the front of the cave from the spring, the 

woman drops to the ground. Kara can only stare at her muscular limbs, which have been toned 

from years of surviving in the wilderness. Her boots are covered in scuffmarks and the shorts 

have a belt with pouches sewn into the waist. The sheath for a large knife is on one hip while a 

holster for a pistol is on the other, the weapons nowhere to be seen. With her sunburns still 

sensitive, she can only wear a strapless bra and keeps her black t-shirt delicately draped over her 

peeling shoulder. Damp and dripping on the floor, her brown hair goes down to her waist. The 

woman sits with her back to the flames to help her tresses dry, her fingers mindlessly playing 

with a black scrunchie. There is a warmth to her smile, but a coldness in her eyes that lingers if 

one meets her gaze for too long. Pulling a carrot stick out of her pocket, she puts it in her mouth 

like a cigar and slowly eats it without her hands. 

“My name is Dawn. Nice to meet you,” the woman says as she extends her callused hand to 

the girl.



Chapter 3 

“Don’t pull that one,” Dawn says as she catches Kara by the wrist. Moving the girl’s hand to 

another tuft of vegetation, she draws her knife and stabs into the ground. “The ones with a gold 

vein in the middle are regular plants. Anything else becomes either a beast or a trap once it’s 

pulled out. The trick is to dig it up along with two inches of surrounding soil. This only works 

for carrots, radishes, and beets. Don’t try it with potatoes since Ian is the one behind those and he 

isn’t consistent with his clues. Honestly, I tend to use an explosive and gather up the chunks just 

to be safe.” 

“Where do you find explosives?” the girl asks after she nervously pulls up a carrot. She puts 

it in her satchel instead of the basket, which only has three apples and a plucked duck. “You 

know a lot about how to survive out here. More than any other person that I’ve met. Did you 

grow up on a caravan and learn from other people dying? That’s how I figured out what to do 

like knocking apples down with rocks.” 

“You’re actually the first person I’ve traveled with in . . . I don’t remember ever traveling 

with anyone,” the woman admits with a smirk. A twitch of her eyebrow causes her to cough and 

she shakes her head clear of a mental fog. “Sorry about that. I get a headache if I think too much 

about my past. Bad things happened and I’d prefer to forget. Seems the only things I can really 

remember are the signs that those monsters left behind. Just enough to stay alive, but I still have 

to stay on my toes. Let’s go this way because there’s a valley with some small pigs that we can 

grab. They’re no bigger than my fist, so you can catch and cook those suckers to make tiny 

bacon balls.” 

“I never had bacon before.” 

“Guess it would be hard to come by these days.” 

“What’s over there?” 

“Not sure, but I’d rather avoid it.” 

“But it looks delicious.” 

Tugging Dawn by the hand, Kara leads her towards a hill that is topped with a white 

powder. The girl suddenly stops when she remembers a friend running into a patch of cold that 

flash froze the boy. She picks one of her apples to throw at the falling flakes and watches as it 

lands with an echoing plop. With the fruit remaining intact, she continues on and takes comfort 

from her companion’s silence. Looking over her shoulder, Kara can see that Dawn is checking 



the sky more than the ground. The woman’s eyes repeatedly dart back to a single cloud that 

looks no different than the others. Feeling foolish for her childish excitement, the girl slows 

down until she comes to a stop at the edge of the white circle. They are still too far away to see 

over the hill, but the pair can see brown mushrooms peeking out from beneath the layer of 

strange powder. A gentle breeze brings the smell of brownies to their noses, which causes them 

to take a few steps back. 

Kara is about to ask a question when Dawn covers her mouth and nods to their right, her 

tongue quickly darting in and out. They carefully make their way around the cascade of 

powdered sugar and stop once they get a clear view of the other side. As if they have passed 

through an invisible wall, the pair are struck by a chorus of laughter and screams. Shouts are 

indecipherable due to the noise that rises from all of the people running around a roofless 

factory. Ranging from children to the elderly, everyone is gleefully indulging in the pastries that 

are being created along the maze of conveyor belts and ovens. Suspended in midair, containers 

filled with nuts, sprinkles, and cream filling randomly spurt into the mixing bowls that violently 

spin below. At the far end of the building sits a truck that is being filled with food, the patient 

driver sunning himself on top as cloaked figures do the heavy lifting. 

Taking a step forward, Dawn and Kara freeze when they see an old woman pursue a 

wedding cake into an oven. The six-tiered dessert comes out with a red tint and a fiery skull on 

top, which is knocked off by a pack of kids that pounce on the food. After seeing one death, the 

pair begin to notice others casually sacrificing themselves for even a taste of the pastries. A 

family of five dive into one of the mixing bowls and laugh until they have been thoroughly 

mixed into the dough. A young girl races her friend toward a shower of chocolate, which hardens 

as soon as they are out of the cascade. The sound of grinding gears draws their attention to one of 

the conveyor belts, which is gradually expelling a pulverized body that is brought into the oven 

alongside trays of cookies. Nothing slows the production down and the cloaked workers never 

react to the carnage that is surrounding them. Overcome by a sudden bout of curiosity, Kara 

starts to ask about the figures when a gust of wind reveals a robotic head that possesses a human 

nose. She is on the verge of rushing back down the hill when Dawn steps in her way and catches 

her by the shoulders. 

“Don’t make any sudden moves,” the woman whispers, her eyes searching the sky. Not 

seeing the cloud that had caught her attention earlier, she slowly leads the girl away from the 



factory. “Hard to tell which one is behind this place. Addison could have let her sweet tooth take 

over, but she does have a limit when it comes to cannibalism. There’s a callousness to the whole 

thing too, which makes me think Ian. Either way, we really should get out of here before one of 

them shows up.” 

“Wait, have you seen the monsters?” Kara asks in surprise. An explosion from the factory 

causes her to jump and the fear helps her focus on moving slowly. “I saw one of them from far 

away when I was six. They were created a tornado and sending it after a farmer who used to give 

me milk. I don’t know where he landed, but his cows were turned into steaks. The monster went 

to the south after that, so the caravan I was with traveled north. At least that’s what the adults 

said we did.” 

Barely listening to the story, the woman skids to a stop at the sight of a strange line in the 

dirt. “We have a fifty-fifty shot here. Going forward could mean we’re safe, but it could trigger 

something bad. It never kills a person right away, so crossing the line still gives us a chance at 

survival. Although, I’ve only done that alone. Having two people could change how things 

operate. Dammit, I don’t want to make a mistake here. Maybe we should go back and walk 

around that factory. It isn’t the exact path that we need to take, but it must be safer than the 

unknown.” 

Kara happens to look up in time to see a cloud sprout legs and start walking towards the 

ground. Calmly poking Dawn in the side, she watches as pale arms emerge from the dark gray 

fluff. The woman tackles the girl to the ground when she sees the weaving hands tear away the 

disguise to reveal Ian’s face. Instead of showing his entire body, he stretches his neck to get his 

head free of the cloud. He spits lightning down at the factory, which emits a droning hum and 

grows three stories tall. More trucks appear on the far end with ramps leading down from the 

higher levels. Electricity crackles around the concrete and brick, the energy waiting for the 

machines inside to sputter a call for more power. Brown smoke rings explode from the roofless 

building and gather to create an ephemeral chain that goes into the upper atmosphere. Another 

blast of lightning flies across the sky and splits into four parts. Each one hits a corner of the 

factory and creates a cake-shaped sign that spins. 

Ian pulls himself entirely free of the cloud when the entire area rumbles and the trees sink 

into the earth. Fearing that they are about to be exposed to the monster, Dawn picks up Kara and 

jumps over the line. Instantly, the hill and factory disappear from sight and are replaced by a 



placid lake. Standing on the shore, neither of them are sure if they should take another step. The 

girl grunts and nods at the sight of a body floating to the surface in the center of the lake, which 

is sprouting lily pads. The corpse is of a man, whose has obviously drowned and has his lips 

stuck in a kissing position. His chest has an ugly bruise on each side, the middle of them showing 

the faint outline of thigh bones. A flock of ravens appear on the opposite coast, but the birds are 

facing in the opposite direction of the travelers. Fearing that they are about to be discovered, 

Kara backs away while Dawn remains locked in place, the sight stirring a memory in the 

woman’s head. 

The scene is shattered by an explosion from the factory, which is fully in view now that the 

hill has been split in half. Ian stands amid the wispy remains of the smoke rings, which are 

dripping boiling liquid on the screaming people below. Showing no concern for them, he 

watches as a large foot in a stiletto heel swings out of the clouds. The disembodied limb puts a 

hole in the building’s side and shoves it half a mile away, which causes the entire landscape to 

stretch in that direction. With a sigh, Ian claps his hands to fix the earth by having it snap back 

into place. Several of the people on the top floor are sent flying out of the windows, their flailing 

bodies bouncing into the distance. As the chaos beings to reach a fevered pitch, the reality-

bender grows to the size of a skyscraper and shoves the factory underground. Lacking a target, 

the feminine leg angrily taps its foot as it fades away and leaves only the narrow heel of its 

crimson pump behind. 

“I think he’s going to leave, so just don’t move,” Dawn says through clenched teeth. She 

watches as Ian shrinks back to his normal size, her legs poised to run if he shows any sign of 

turning around. “If we’re lucky, this was a plan to trap Addison and it failed. That means he’s 

focused on his own thoughts, so he’ll wander off without noticing us. Come on, Connors. Go 

away and leave us alone.” 

“The ground feels funny,” Kara whispers as her foot sinks into the dirt. 

Not hearing the girl, Dawn watches as Ian starts to face them, his movements sluggish and 

jerky. His body repeatedly returns to its original position in the blink of an eye, the effect similar 

to a video getting stuck in a loop. Punching through the clouds, the crimson sun covers the 

reality-bender in a beam of yellow light that stops his physical stuttering. Before Ian can see 

Dawn and Kara, four gloved hands slip out from below and grab the frozen travelers by the 



ankles. Neither of them scream as they are yanked beneath the surface, which is abruptly paved 

over by a thick layer of fresh asphalt. 

***** 

The pungent smell of kerosene lanterns is nauseating and nearly causes Dawn to pass out 

again. She is saved by a gasmask being put over her face, the inside dotted with an aromatic oil 

to help block the stench. Looking through the yellow-tinted lenses, she can see that they are in a 

dome-shaped cavern. None of the locals are wearing masks thanks to years of living within the 

stifling conditions. There is a sickly tint to their skin and their pupils are barely visible, which 

makes their eyes appear white at first glance. Tents have been arranged in square groupings with 

fencing around each one to create front and backyards. Communal buildings are motorhomes 

that have had their wheels removed since there is nowhere to go underground. Numbers are on 

cardboard flags that stick out of the top of the structures, all of them written in gold and fringed 

with glitter. Hearing whispers, Dawn looks up to see that there are ropes leading to a network of 

walkways near the ceiling. She can barely make out the distant forms standing on the suspended 

bridges, their gloved hands pressed against the densely packed dirt. 

“Scavengers and bandits,” the woman mutters before she remembers Kara. She breathes a 

sigh of relief when she finds the girl lying behind her, a gasmask already on her face. “The 

stench must have knocked both of us out. Don’t see the person who slapped this on me. Hey, it’s 

time to wake up and keep moving.” 

“Children need more sleep,” a robotic voice says from nearby. Coming out from behind a 

dumpster, a scraggly man in a toy mask limps over to the outsiders. “Let the little one rest since 

she will have to find work soon. Both of you will. Once you come to the underside, you can 

never leave. We need more breeders too. That is why we risked our fingers to save you. The little 

one came because a mother would never wish to be separated from her child. Please know that 

you must take a job and a husband.” 

“This is why I live alone,” Dawn mutters as she picks the girl up. She frowns at the feeling 

of Kara’s rapid heartbeat and notices that her hands are clammy. “As thankful as I am for you 

rescuing us, I don’t think we can stay here. This girl . . . My daughter is obviously sick. She was 

fine before we came down here. If I had to guess, I’d say she’s having an allergic reaction to 

either the kerosene or whatever you put in the mask.” 



“Her scent is a combination of lilacs and peanut oil,” the man claims, his gnarled fingers 

scratching his rash-covered head. He watches as the woman hastily switches masks with the 

gasping girl, the bigger one difficult to keep in place. “I do remember allergies being an issue 

before the destruction. Perhaps that is why so many are weak and others have died. I will tell the 

other elders about this knowledge. Now, what job and husband do you wish to take? I can see 

that you would be a useful nurse and two of our doctors have a spot in their harem.” 

Struggling to breathe in the small mask, Dawn gives up and angrily tears it off. “I can handle 

this world long enough to get out. Show me to the exit because I have no intention of being in a 

harem. My daughter and I are heading for the Grand Caravan. That’s where we will reunite with 

her father, who is a powerful man. He’ll come with his soldiers to find us if we’re gone for too 

long.” 

“Then, all of them will join us.” 

“Pretty confident there.” 

“Nobody ever leaves the underside.” 

“Has anyone ever tried?” 

“Yes, and we have built monuments to them.” 

Watching the man walk over to a pedestal, Dawn takes the opportunity to look for an escape 

route. She doubts that she can make it through the town, so the only path is a rope that will take 

her to the walkways. A sputtering snore reminds her that Kara is asleep and possibly sick, which 

makes such a climb impossible. Hearing a constant squeak, Dawn’s attention falls on a pulley-

operated elevator that is not very far away. An idea begins to form in her mind when the man 

coughs in his robotic voice, his hand hovering over a blue button. She smiles warmly in the 

hopes of hiding her intentions, the expression briefly becoming a mad grin that causes the local 

to reach for a gun on his hip. Clearing her throat, Dawn hangs her head and walks forward to 

make it look like she is being obedient. As soon as she is standing at the pedestal, the man hits 

the button and the hum of a generator echoes across the cavern. 

“They will always be remembered,” he whispers as electric flood lights in the floor come to 

life. They shine on a collection of suspended skeletons that are wearing gasmasks and have been 

posed to look like they are climbing. “We could not let their bodies leave, so we let the spirits 

travel to the dangerous outside world. They were foolish and paid the price. Look at them and 



see that it is not the true path. Down here, the monsters never harm us. They do not even know 

we exist and that is for the best. Now, please choose a job and a husband.” 

“Definitely a persuasive argument,” Dawn says as she steps away. Hearing movement, she 

stares at the display and notices that there is a fleshy body in the back. “You hang them alive and 

let the flesh rot off? You have the gall to call the two up there monsters when you’re doing 

something just as bad if not worse. This is what drives me nuts about humans. You do such 

horrible things to each other, but rationalize it while condemning others for be equally as evil 

and sadistic. A beast kills one of you and has to be put to death. Yet, a man commits murder and 

is simply locked away. At least Ian and Addison have an excuse for looking down on humans 

since they’re so powerful. What the hell goes through your head when you’re doing this to 

someone who simply wanted to leave?” 

“I don’t understand the question,” he answers, his robotic voice sputtering. He blows a 

whistle that calls the other citizens to the area, many of them holding chained hooks and 

syringes. “It’s sad that you could not make it a day. We need more breeders and the little one 

could have helped with the smaller tunnels. She can still be saved, but you will have to be put in 

the monument. I promise that the woman who cares for your daughter will bring her to visit as 

often as she can.” 

Gripping Kara to her chest, Dawn backs towards the monument until she hits the railing that 

is slick with damp blood. She scans the crowd for any spot that she can charge through, but the 

citizens have created an impenetrable wall of bodies. With nowhere else to go, she climbs over 

the barrier and enters the display, which causes the mob to pause. They are unsure if they should 

follow into what is considered unholy ground and whisper about who is willing to be sacrificed 

to catch Dawn. The flicker of hope in her heart is dashed when a child throws a syringe and 

nearly gets her in the eye. Following his example, the others begin hurling the needles with very 

little precision. A scratch on the leg sends a quiver up her leg, the numbing agent potent enough 

that even a drop will have an effect. Lining up behind the throwers, the men with hooked chains 

wait for the order to attack and drag the woman out of the monument. 

A loud crash from above stops the attack and the citizens look up at the sound of a blood-

curdling scream. Everyone scatters at the sight of an ebony beak pulling a man out of the cavern 

by his head. Once the hole is clear, an enormous flock of ravens swarm underground and dive at 

the people who are trying to get into their tents. The giant bird on the surface continues stabbing 



holes in the ceiling until the dirt collapses and exposes the entire animal. It refuses to drop into 

the confined space, but it quickly snatches up those who are hanging onto the remains of the 

walkways. A cluster of ravens knock over a motorhome and get inside through a shattered 

window, which inspires the others to do the same. Tents are shredded and sent flying while the 

hungry birds enjoy their feast. Hearing an echoing caw from the giant raven, the groups begin to 

grab people and lift them high enough to feed to their companion. Throughout the massacre, 

Dawn and Kara cower beneath the skeletons that help to shield them from view. 

***** 

“Almost there,” Dawn mutters as she finishes climbing the rope. 

With Kara strapped to her back and their supply bags hanging from her arms, she barely has 

the strength to pull herself out of the hole. The ground is littered with feathers and chunks of 

meat left by the ravens, which can still be seen flying in the distance. A single set of large prints 

are near the edge of the broken earth, the tracks the only sign that the large bird ever existed. Not 

wanting to fall back into the decimated cavern, Dawn crawls towards a nearby stream and dunks 

her head into the water. She immediately comes up coughing and gagging, the taste reminding 

her of the ocean and leaving her tongue burning. To her relief, she hears Kara yawn and begin 

mumbling, which are the first sounds the girl has made in the last few hours. Undoing the rope 

harness, she puts her companion next to her and lazily flops onto her back to stare at the evening 

sky. She is surprised to see the stars gradually appear with no extra constellations, the normal 

sight giving her an odd sense of peace. The effect is nearly lost when the moon comes out as full, 

but sheds enough of itself to become a crescent. 

As the minutes pass by, a shiver runs up Dawn’s spine and she leaps to her feet with 

renewed strength. Knowing that they are in danger, she grabs only one bag of supplies and puts 

Kara over her shoulder. Slightly awake, the girl tries to complain, but her throat is too dry for her 

to do more than whisper. Catching a sense of urgency in the faint words, Dawn turns around to 

see that she forgot her companion’s precious satchel. Sprinting back to retrieve it, she nearly 

chokes on the thick air that is flowing out of a forest to the south. Seeing the pulverized remains 

of the factory, she charges over the uneven ground and prays that they can find a hiding place in 

time. Leaping over a low wall, she stumbles at the feeling of electricity running up her legs. The 

shock is not enough to hurt, but she can only limp towards an overturned vat that is covering 

most of a hole. Holding Kara tight to her chest, Dawn forces her body to run and she slides into 



the narrow gap. Landing neck deep in a pool of cake batter, she quickly puts the gasping girl on 

her shoulders and puts her finger to her lips. 

“I can’t smell them in here,” a voice says from nearby. Strange footsteps can be heard 

coming around the vat, the alternating noises being a meaty thwack followed by a barely audible 

hollow thud. “All of the food is making me hungry. Not that I have a stomach thanks to your 

botched repairs. Are you sure the missing you is here? The ravens didn’t find it in the underside 

and they’ve never made a mistake before.” 

“There’s a first time for everything,” another woman replies with a laugh. Dawn steps back 

at the sight of heeled feet and a long, crimson skirt coming into view. “The stars distracted me 

when she was running. I know she came in here, but there are so many hiding places. Where 

would a normal, sane me go? I should just level the place and scrape the remains into a sandwich 

bag.” 

“As far as we know, you need her alive.” 

“That’s so boring.” 

“Ian is the one who wants to kill her.” 

“The little puppy really needs to stay out of my personal business.” 

“You did inadvertently create him.” 

“Stop blaming me!” 

Without warning, the vat is knocked over by the woman with a golden eyepatch knocking 

her companion across the factory. Dawn makes out the limp form of a red-haired person whose 

right side is flesh and bone. Gemma’s left side is a mannequin that has half of her face drawn on 

its head and a large dent in its chest. The startled travelers are frozen in place as they watch the 

woman, who looks exactly like Dawn, walk over the hole and continue heading towards the 

former cop. Kara is the first to snap out of her stupor by leaping onto solid ground and run for a 

metal box that she can squeeze into. Unable to escape as quickly as the girl, Dawn tries to swim 

to the other side of the hole where she can press herself against he wall. She is halfway across 

when the batter erupts into a geyser that launches her into the air. The woman lands in the 

wreckage of an oven and narrowly misses hitting the bright red heating elements. She whirls 

around to see that the Gemma and her master are at the edge of the debris, neither of them daring 

to take another step. 



“It’s been too long, Addison,” the woman with the eyepatch declares. Hearing Gemma clear 

her throat, she cocks her head to the side and giggles at her mistake. “I mean Dawn. You’re 

looking well, other me. Sane and normal, but healthy. That’s good because I could use those 

muscles when we recombine. Don’t you think it’s time for that? I promise to give you more 

attention. Maybe you can take the reins of our body during an eclipse. Do something mundane 

like read a book or . . . what else to the boring and sane do?” 

“Leave me alone,” Dawn snaps while backing away. A wall of bodies and metal rises up 

behind her, but it bows inwards to avoid being touched. “You can only reclaim me if I go willing 

and I refuse. I had no room or purpose in your head. Out here, I have a body instead of being a 

bundle of subconscious thoughts that never gets to breathe. We’re both better off without each 

other, Addison. It isn’t like I have any of your power, so stop tormenting me whenever I leave 

my forest.” 

“Why did you wander out of that safe zone?” Gemma asks, her eyes falling to the satchels 

hanging from Dawn’s shoulders. She is about to go in search of anything suspicious when her 

fake leg stiffens and refuses to move. “How about a compromise? Give me her body and she can 

have this piece of junk. I can feel human again while she will be free. You can alter it to look 

more like my true self, right?” 

“Yes, but then I’d have nothing to put my hats on,” Addison bluntly replies. Floating over 

the debris, she reaches out to touch her sane self, but is shoved away by an invisible force. “The 

angry puppy put a lot of work into keeping us apart. Without you, I can’t focus enough to destroy 

him. All I can do is fight until I’m bored and then I go away. What if I give you the month of 

February?” 

“I said no,” the woman growls. 

“Nobody speaks to me that way, except my reflection.” 

“I am your reflection!” 

“That’s why none of my mirrors work!” 

Dawn hurls a handful of batter at Addison, who swiftly ducks her head into her body like a 

turtle. Temporarily blinded, the reality-bender is unable to avoid a second glob that hits her in the 

chest. With a tired sigh, the god-like stares at her ruined dress and reaches up to tear the garment 

off her body. She stops when Gemma coughs and settles for wiping the goo off the smooth 

fabric. The smell puts Addison in a trance and she goes about licking her fingers, which gives 



Dawn an opening to sneak by the other woman. When the former cop reaches out to tap her 

master on the shoulder, her mannequin side is turned into a large spoon. The fleshy half falls to 

the ground and flops about like a panicking fish, the chunks of metal leaving deep cuts on her 

body. No longer paying attention to her sane self, Addison skips over to another pool of batter 

and stretches her jaw down to her knees to take in every spoonful. Seeing no reason to stay, 

Dawn casually walks over to the box where Kara is hiding and drags it away. For the next few 

miles, she can still hear Gemma struggling to talk with only half a mouth and bring her master’s 

attention to their escaping prey.



Chapter 4 

Sitting on opposite sides of a large tree, Dawn and Kara listening to the pounding rain that 

they narrowly escaped. A blinding curtain of water blocks their view of the area, but they remain 

dry thanks to the thick canopy above their heads. Only a few streams come through the network 

of sturdy branches and leathery leaves, which has given the travelers a chance to get clean and 

have a drink. Regardless of the serene atmosphere and the relaxing smell of fresh rain, they 

cannot relax as an inevitable conversation lingers on their tongues. Dawn is no longer trying to 

get around the tree to check on Kara, who has claimed all of the food for herself. The sound of 

chewing and the occasional burp continue until she is certain that that girl is trying eat as much 

of the food as possible. She waits for the sound of footsteps rushing into the rain, but they never 

come. Dawn takes it as a sign that her companion is willing to talk and will not disappear into the 

wilderness. The thought of angry mobs coming after her sends a shiver along her spine, but a 

part of her considers that she deserves such a fate. Unnerved by the dark thought, she gets to her 

feet and begins gathering rocks to throw at the fist-sized figs that are growing in the lower 

branches. 

“Are you a monster too?” Kara asks from her side of the tree. The girl peeks around for a 

second and swiftly goes back out of sight before she is spotted. “I heard what Addison was 

calling you. Also, I know what absorbing means. There are beasts out there that do that to their 

prey. So, are you going to eat me?” 

“I prefer chicken, beef, and moose,” Dawn replies, hoping to cut through the tension. Not 

getting a response, she sighs and continues trying to knock down some food. “I’m not a monster 

and I won’t eat you. If you were really listening then you’d know Addison was calling me the 

sane one. She’s always been crazy, but I used to be that flicker of sanity inside her head. Now, 

she depends on Gemma for keeping her slightly grounded. This is why you see so many strange 

things in the world. Addison has no focus and follows whatever whim she has unless somebody 

manages to stop her in time. It really isn’t that different than when we were together since she 

never listened to me. I had some control when Corvus was around, but that leash disappeared a 

long time ago.” 

“I don’t get it,” the girl admits before tossing a package of crackers into the open. She 

shuffles around the tree when she sees the woman go for the food. “How did you get out of the 



monster? Why don’t you have powers too? Also, she mentioned a safe zone. Is that the place I 

met you?” 

Chuckling at the barrage of questions, Dawn ties her hair back and leans against the warm 

tree. “Kids always get right to the point. I guess Addison keeps all the powers since she has the 

original body. My creation was an accident when Ian tried to remove her insanity. That would be 

like pulling the pulp out of this tree and expecting it to live. All he did was split us into two parts, 

which did do some damage. I gave Addison enough focus to use her powers with precision, but 

now she’s entirely random. Since you’re going to ask, I ran away as soon as I was knocked out 

of the body. Neither of them realized what happened until a week later, but I was long gone by 

then. Haven’t come across Ian since then, but you can tell that Addison and I have had a few 

encounters.” 

“So, she made the safe zone for you,” the girl guesses as she comes into view. 

“Yes, but she did a terrible job,” Dawn admits with a smirk. Fearing that the expression will 

turn dark, she fakes a cough and bends down to fix her boot laces. “Remember me telling you 

about those monsters? They were supposed to make sure I stayed in the territory, but they ended 

up wanting to hunt me. Addison’s goal was to keep me contained until either she found a way to 

absorb me or I came back willingly. Instead, she made me hate her even more because every day 

was a battle for survival. Still, it’s better than being stuck in her head. At least, I can control my 

own actions out here.” 

“But you stayed in one place for all this time.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“You were still trapped in the safe zone.” 

“As you can see, I could leave whenever I wanted.” 

“Then, why did it take you so long?” 

Dawn’s mouth opens to answer, but she cannot think of the reason she never considered 

leaving the safe zone. The urge to go back rises in her chest as she tries to remember if there was 

ever a time she tried to leave. A few brief outings to help people in the desert or show them the 

way out of the forest come to mind. Yet, none of them made her want to go far or travel with 

them like Kara. Tapping her chin, she stares at the girl, whose face is covered in chocolate and 

sprinkles. She does not see anything out of the ordinary, but the fear that she has walked into a 

trap refuses to disappear completely. Regardless of the fresh paranoia, Dawn knows that Kara 



will probably die on her own. The silent acknowledgement helps her strengthen her resolve and 

push the doubt into the back of her mind. 

“I have no answer,” she finally replies as the rain starts to stop. Staring out at the sparkling 

landscape, she munches on a few crackers that are about to go stale. “It isn’t like I had a plan 

when I was given freedom. With all of the memories and knowledge in my head, I was still a 

baby with no personal experience. Maybe I was simply comfortable and happy to have a life of 

my own. There were a few times I interacted with people, but I never traveled with them. The 

best answer I can give you is that the only reason I left is because you were alone. I’m not insane 

and cruel like Addison. I feel bad about my actions. Letting you wander off to get killed in the 

wilderness didn’t sit well with me.” 

“So, you’re going to protect me?” Kara asks with a smile. 

Wetting her sleeve, Dawn cleans the girl’s face and promises, “I will make sure you get to 

where you’re going. Maybe I’ll stick around after that. Seems you’ve kind of grown on me even 

though you ate most of our food.” 

“I saved you the vegetables.” 

“We didn’t have vegetables.” 

“Then, what are the green things?” 

“Guess bringing cheese along was a mistake.” 

***** 

Trudging through the snowy hills, the travelers stop at the mouth of a narrow pass and stare 

at the campsite below. A long line of people in heavy jackets lead to a collection of tents that are 

surrounded by a white wall. It takes Dawn a minute to realize that the barrier is really a circle of 

snow-covered wagons, which have been connected to each other by metal plates fitted into two 

grooves. Bike-powered generators are scattered about and the caravan members take turns 

maintaining the lights and heaters. Livestock can be heard from far away, but the animals are 

nowhere to be seen. As they walk down the steep incline leading to the valley, Kara points at a 

series of barns that look to be collapsible. Guards patrol the top of the wall, each one given a 

single car to stand atop instead of trying to leap over the gaps. Dawn frowns when a man 

whistles and shakes his gun in their direction, but the threatening gesture is quickly turned into a 

silent order to get in the back of the line. Not wanting to cause any trouble, the pair do as they 

are told and join the huddled figures who are hoping to be accepted. 



Hours pass as they trudge along, the warmth of bodies in front and behind them helping to 

stave off frostbite. Teenagers walk down the line to offer cups of mild tea, the hot drinks a 

welcomed gift for the desperate masses. Dawn tries to keep herself near the edge of the mob and 

counts how many people are turned away. She is surprised that only five people are rejected, 

their vicious outburst and brandished weapons making it clear that they were perceived as a 

danger. Those with children are let in almost immediately, the three guards on top helping them 

up the ladders and onto an inflatable slide. Anyone traveling alone is sent through a door to the 

right while groups of adults go to the left. Dawn catches a quick look at the inside where a doctor 

and two nurses are waiting with their equipment. The lack of screams helps keep her fear under 

control, but a voice in the back of her head whispers about caution. The fact that it sounds more 

like Addison than herself does not help, but she takes Kara by the hand to remind her that getting 

the girl inside is the only thing that matters. 

With only two families ahead of them, Dawn gets a clear look at the desk that has been set 

up in front of the entry ladders. There is a pile of papers that are kept in place by a long needle 

jammed through the middle. A cup of pens, a stapler, and an ink pad that goes with a stamp ring 

are the only other items in view. Judging by the Grand Caravan’s leader immaculate and simple 

clothing, Dawn assumes they are about to deal with someone who hates complications. The 

woman’s curly black hair goes down to her shoulders and she has a collection of butterfly clips 

in the thick tresses. Red gloves cover her hands and the left pinky dangles limp due to not having 

a digit inside. A pair of reading glasses dangle from the woman’s neck and she randomly puts 

them on as she goes over the questionnaire for each person. There is a quickness to her words, 

but her tone is not sharp or aggressive. It is her piercing gaze that causes Dawn and Kara to delay 

their approach, the guards having to remind them that they are next. 

“My name is Melissa Williams and I’m in charge of the Grand Caravan,” the woman says in 

droning tone. Taking a sip of coffee, she scratches at her neck where a scar runs across her 

throat. “You’re the thirty-eight mother and daughter pair today. What is happening to the fathers 

out there? Sorry, but that’s just me noticing a trend. You two don’t look that alike though. Is she 

really your kid?” 

“I can see why you’re in charge,” Dawn answers before pushing Kara forward. She puts her 

hands up when one of the guards shifts his gun, which causes everyone to stare. “I thought I was 

in trouble. Sorry about that. This girl lost her parents and the small caravan that she was traveling 



with. We stumbled into each other in a desert and I promised to bring her here. She’s very smart 

and wants nothing more than to travel to the haven with you. I don’t have to go along if you 

think I’m a danger. My only goal was to get Kara here.” 

“We’re a package deal!” the girl declares with her arms crossed. She ignores the laughter 

from the crowd and refuses to change her defiant pose. “Dawn got me through so much that I 

can’t leave her behind. She might not be my mom, but I don’t want her to miss out on reaching 

haven. I mean, she is kind of weird and twitchy, but who wouldn’t be if they lived alone in the 

wilderness for years?” 

“Alone in the wilderness,” Melissa mutters as she makes a note. Taking an unsharpened 

pencil out of her pocket, she puts it in her mouth and chews on the eraser end. “Kara can come in 

without question since we’d never turn a child away. That’s probably a belief you share with us, 

Dawn, since you escorted a total stranger. The nearest desert is about fifty miles away, which 

means you came a long way. I agree that it would be an insult to not give you a chance to earn a 

way in.” 

Still unsure if she wants to join the Grand Caravan, Dawn runs a hand through her brown 

hair and bites her lip. “Honestly, I didn’t know what I’d do at this point. The idea of a haven 

strikes me as a pipedream. You aren’t the first group to go hunting for such a place. No offense, 

but that’s the truth. That isn’t to say I will refuse your offer. Feels wrong to hand Kara to you and 

walk away. At the very least, I should make sure she gets to where she’s going. I’ll decide if 

haven is for me when we get there.” 

“Have to admit that I’ve never heard that before,” the caravan leader says. 

Hearing an outburst in the line, Melissa stands on the desk and whistles at the sight of black 

clouds on the horizon. Several teams come out of the wall with tents and large beams that end in 

dirt-caked points. Preparing the structures for those who have not been allowed inside, the 

workers call for extra hands. A guard cuts into the line and waves for those in front of him to 

help while those who remain continue waiting to speak with Melissa. Cracks of thunder and an 

icy breeze stirs all of them into a frenzy that erects the cluster of tents within minutes. The beams 

take longer to set up with a hooded foreman making sure the dimensions are right before he fires 

a gun seven times into the air. People are urged to get into the tents where food and sleeping bags 

are waiting while two groups of guards come running around the wall. Those with large ladders 

to the lead and put them against the wall and the others stop to unfold the metal rooftop. 



“We really should finish this quickly,” Melissa mentions while her people finish putting the 

structure together. Hearing people whisper about there being on way out, she clears her throat 

and spits on the ground. “It’s for their own protection. A door would take too long and they can 

simply pop the roof off if there’s flooding. I have one of my men in there with them. Now, 

Dawn, what can you bring to the Grand Caravan?” 

“I can survive in the wilderness better than anyone,” the brown-haired woman swiftly 

replies without thinking. Noticing that the leader is not writing anything down, she puts her 

hands on the desk and leans forward. “As Kara said, I lived alone in the wild. I’ve learned how 

the monsters operate and know how to identify their traps. You can use me as a scout, a hunter, 

or a gatherer. I’m not much of a seamstress, but I can help with cooking if given instructions. I 

can even help with construction like what you did over there. Is that enough to get me inside, 

Ms. Williams?” 

“Very good to know, but I do have a concern,” she admits before waving Kara to go into the 

door on the left. The girl is hesitant to leave, but a gentle push from Dawn is enough to get her 

moving. “She’s attached to you, which makes me worry that rejecting you means she’ll be left in 

the wild. You say that you can identify the traps that our tormentors have created, but I’ve heard 

that before. It’s by dumb luck and that eventually runs out. Now, you could be telling the truth 

and you possess an insight that every other human lacks. That’s what I’m concerned about. How 

could you have done that without seeing others make the mistakes?” 

“Most of it was caution and watching animals,” Dawn states, remembering the time a deer 

blew up after eating some leaves. Catching a flicker of doubt in the other woman’s eyes, she 

sighs and takes a step back. “The forest I lived in before meeting Kara was a common 

playground for the monsters. It was where they tested out their traps and I just happened to 

stumble into it one day. Figured it was the last place they would look for a human and I 

happened to be right. They never showed up at the same time and would routinely try to sabotage 

each other, but I observed enough to get an idea of how they operate. Before everything went to 

hell, I was a behavior psychologist, which came in handy.” 

“That’s a hard story to accept.” 

“It’s not easy sharing it due to it being so ridiculous.” 

“But it’s the truth?” 

“As true as my birth.” 



“Odd phrase.” 

“My grandmother used to say it.” 

Melissa clicks her tongue a few times before sliding the paper and a pen to Dawn. “Fill out 

the rest of this while I move the line along. If I like what I see then you can go into the door on 

the left. Anything suspicious and I’ll turn you away. Keep in mind that the storm will be here in 

twenty minutes and that form will take about ten if you answer honestly. You won’t be able to 

find cover around here in the time you have left. Also know that I’ll be keeping an eye on you 

for the next week. Not sure what it is, but there’s something about you that seems both familiar 

and unnerving.” 

“Unfortunately, I have that kind of face,” Dawn claims with a smirk. Pinching her thigh to 

prevent an eye twitch, she spins the pen in her fingers and goes about answering the questions 

with the best lies that she can imagine.



Chapter 5 

The creaking wheels of the stationary bike are no longer grating on Dawn’s ears, the sound 

having long since become part of the background. Even so, she is thankful when Kara arrives 

with an oilcan because it means she gets a short rest. Taking a cup of water and a towel, she puts 

at her bare arms and legs that are beginning to feel the winter chill in the air. Passersby stare at 

the woman who is wearing an outfit that is better suited for an indoor gym instead of the 

wilderness. None of them are aware that the reason for the tight shorts and colorful sports bra is 

because the doctors found Dawn to be too healthy. Flesh-colored sensors have been taped to her 

body and connected to a machine that is sitting next to the bike. Only a handful of people have 

approached to ask what is going on while the rest assume it is a bizarre device that the strange 

woman brought along for the journey. Jumping in place to keep her heartrate up, she waves to 

anyone who look in her direction for more than a few seconds. Most return the gesture, but a few 

avert their gaze and hurry out of sight. Once Kara is done and takes a seat in front of the beeping 

machine, Dawn gets back on the bike and gradually builds herself back up to the pace she had 

been keeping for the last fifteen minutes. 

“I really wish they let me wear heavier clothes,” she mutters as she slows down to let a 

young man switch out the rechargeable batteries. He is about to pat her on the back when the box 

is locked in place, but turns the gesture into a thumbs up. “That’s the fifth time somebody almost 

made contact with me and stopped. Do I look sick or are they just afraid of strangers? You seem 

to be fitting in rather nicely. I’m starting to think the excuse that clothes would get in the way of 

the sensor wires was a lie. Probably want to see if my body does anything weird as I get tired and 

sweaty.” 

“There have been creatures that pretend to be human and turn when under stress,” Kara 

explains while she writes down the information the doctors want. Shivering under her cloak, she 

takes out a thermos of hot chocolate and takes a sip. “At least you don’t have much longer to go 

here. Can you even blame them for being suspicious? The doctors said your body was too perfect 

for someone who lived in the wilderness. You have to admit it’s strange that you don’t have any 

scars or signs of disease. I overheard some people saying you look a little like one of the 

monsters too. Maybe Melissa only wants to put everyone at ease and that’s why she’s having you 

do this.” 



Feeling an ache in her lower back, Dawn sits up and massages her muscles while continuing 

to pedal. “You might be right to some extent. I think it’s more that perfect body thing, which I 

would deny if they’d let me. Got a mole on my back, a birthmark on my inner thigh, and a few 

pimples on my chin. I know it’s nitpicking, but it shouldn’t be too surprising that there are some 

people out there like me. All you need is a stable environment, food, water, and shelter to avoid 

getting sick or malnourished.  The lack of scars is more luck since I’ve been injured by wild 

beasts in the past. What if this is only to keep me in one place while they choose a job? It isn’t 

like I’ve been a slouch here since I filled ten batteries.” 

“The record is twenty by some Olympian.” 

“They have professional athletes and I’m the suspicious one?” 

“All of them have scars.” 

“So, I’m being punished for being a good healer.” 

“Your heartrate is going really high.” 

“Because I’m getting angry.” 

The machine suddenly beeps loudly and smoke comes out of a vent, which spits out a burst 

of flame. Kara scrambles away from the device and throws the last of her hot chocolate to put 

out the small fire. A blast of sparks fly into the air and hit Dawn in the leg before she can get off 

the bike. She yelps in pain as the polyester pants ignite and she rolls around the snow to avoid 

getting severely burned. People gather around to see what is going on, but their attention is more 

on Kara, who is throwing snow onto the burning machine. It is only after the flames are replaced 

by billowing smoke that the other travelers notice Dawn on the ground. Covered in snow and 

groaning in pain, the sight of her being injured inadvertently helping to prove that she is human 

and not a threat. Two men help her stand while an elderly woman puts a warm jacket over her 

shoulders. They guide her to a chair, but she is unable to sit down due to her melted pants having 

stuck to her skin. Waving for a towel, she ties it around her waist and carefully takes the tight 

shorts off underneath the covering. She hisses and bites her lip at the sensation of skin getting 

tugged, the fragile flesh tearing away with the clothing. By the time a doctor has arrived, Dawn 

has stripped down to her underwear and is using a borrowed towel to wipe at the blood flowing 

down her leg. 

“It isn’t as bad as one would expect,” the doctor mentions while he examines the blistering 

wound. He uses tweezers to pull away the dead flesh and takes out an adhesive bandage to slap 



on as soon as he is done. “Not that I’m saying it’s suspicious. You rolled in the snow so quickly 

that the fire had very little time to do more than a first-degree burn. I’ll put some aloe gel on this 

and check on you every few hours. Considering you’re on laundry folding duty, I don’t think this 

will keep you away from work.” 

“Just let me get some real clothes on first,” Dawn groans as she tries to stand. Feeling her 

legs quiver, she sits back down and slumps in the chair. “Think I reached my limit too. Give me 

an hour to rest and I’ll get to work. Kara can show me to our tent or wherever we’re staying. I 

should probably know that anyway. Can’t depend on her to lead me around all day. Don’t 

happen to have any crutches or a cane, do you?” 

The doctor takes a pen out of his pocket and jots down a note that he hands to Kara, who 

empathetically nods her head. “We can give you a walking stick, but I’m sure you will be fine 

within a few days. If it’s true that you don’t scar then you have even less to worry about. I will 

expect you back at my office in an hour and a half, Ms. Stein. You have been a terrific assistant 

so far and I’ve requested that you continue helping me. I will give my report to Ms. Williams, so 

expect her to visit during your shift, Ms . . . Do you have a last name?” 

“Chambers, but I don’t really see the point in using it these days,” she answers with another 

groan of pain. Watching the doctor leave, she lets Kara lead her away and is amused to see that 

the crowd is still lingering nearby. “I can’t tell if they’re curious or worried. Guess I have some 

time before I’m part of the background. Have to admit that I’m not liking the attention. Might be 

the years of being alone, but I feel like I’m being hunted. Congrats on getting what I assume is 

an important job. Are you happy here?” 

“It’s everything that I ever dreamed it would be,” Kara gleefully admits. 

“Then, I’ll do my best to fit in and not cause any trouble.” 

Dawn smiles at how the girl is about to say something, but stops with her mouth open. It is 

not clear if she does not know what to say or was about to utter something embarrassing. The 

sudden rosiness of Kara’s cheeks makes Dawn think that it is the latter, but the thought of 

pushing for the truth is nearly as exhausting as her time on the stationary bike. Gripping the 

towel to prevent it from falling, she continues limping even after she stops feeling the pain. Even 

the aches and stiffness in her muscles has faded to the point where they are more a mild 

discomfort in her calves. She lets her other hand slip down to press on the dark red bandage 

without putting a hole in the thick gauze. Dawn is relieved to feel her fingers sink into an open 



wound that sends fresh blood trickling down her leg. The blossoming fear of discovering that she 

is not as human as she believes quickly dissipates, but she can already feel it lingering on the 

edge of her thoughts. 

***** 

“This looks boring.” 

“Go away before someone sees you.” 

“All they’ll see is a curvy hat rack.” 

“So, it will look like I’m talking to myself.” 

“But you’re the sane one.” 

“Then you see the problem.” 

“Just give me a hug and end it all.” 

Dawn frowns, but the crunch of footsteps stops her from responding. She turns away from 

Addison, who is wearing a wooly parka and snow pants, and smiles when three teenagers bring 

four more bags of laundry into the tent. They leave as soon as they put the clothes into bins that 

are marked with family names and camp locations. Alone with her whistling double, the tired 

woman focuses on the tedious work of folding a pile that is mostly underwear. Seeing a pair of 

plaid boxers float into the air, she throws a pair of rolled up socks at Addison. The projectile 

sticks in the reality-benders chest who staggers around as if she has been shot. Ignoring the 

display, Dawn finishes the pile and moves on to the next one. She hears a grunt and ducks in 

time to avoid getting hit by the socks, which are launch with enough force to dent the door of a 

metal cabinet. 

“Why do people wear things like this?” Addison asks while holding up a lacey teddy. She is 

about to change it into an elegant dress when it is snatched from her hands. “With the state of the 

world, you’d think lingerie wouldn’t exist. Humans don’t have time for romance and foreplay 

these days. Just have to breed as quickly as possible to stop the monsters from wiping out the 

entire species. Not that I would dare to do such a thing because a life without toys isn’t worth 

living. Hey, you’re bleeding. Join with me and-” 

“It will heal on its own,” Dawn snaps, the urge to smack at the other woman causing her arm 

to twitch. Fearing that she might make such a fatal mistake, she moves to the far side of the tent 

and does her best to fold a collection of shirts. “I don’t want or need your help. Every time we 

meet, you try to get me to rejoin with you. It will never happen, Addison, so leave me alone. I 



have trouble believing that you need me in the first place. Without me, you should be more 

powerful because you’re unrestrained. Even unfocused, you’re a destructive act of god in human 

form.” 

“Awww, that’s so sweet,” the reality-bender coos as she strips out of her clothes. Picking up 

a nightgown, she puts it on and uses a nearby mirror to see how she looks. “This makes my right 

knee look crooked. You can have it back and I’ll settle for my parka dress. I hate that you’re 

right about me being powerful, but you’re wrong about my focus. With my head going in 

directions that humans can’t possible fathom, I can’t gain any leverage against Ian. My reflexes 

are slow and he can counter me quickly since it takes me too long to decide on what I’m going to 

do. Remember when the Great Lakes were turned into waterfalls to the moon? That was because 

I couldn’t think straight.” 

Realizing that she has folded the same shirt twice, Dawn sighs and takes a seat next to a pile 

of unclaimed clothes. “This is not my problem. You are not my problem. Do whatever you want, 

but let me enjoy having an existence. Maybe the whole never any fun in normal thing is a total 

lie. You’ve been a freak for so long that it’s gotten boring. Look at me as the only chance at a 

quiet life that you will ever have.” 

“That won’t do at all,” Addison claims without hesitation. With a snap of her fingers, she 

folds all of the laundry and leaves them with the scent of coffee. “Now, you have nothing 

keeping you here. Don’t talk about that girl either. Join with me and I’ll leave this entire caravan 

alone. Can’t make any promises about Ian, but they’re aimless journey will not have me as an 

obstacle. Otherwise, I might get angry and do something rash. Gemma won’t always . . . Where 

did I leave her? Think there’s a tree about five hundred miles away that I strapped her to, so I 

can’t stay long. Her voice gets really high and loud when she’s lecturing me. Then, I remove her 

voice and put it in her own head, which causes another fight. You know how its.” 

“Not at all, but I still want you to go away.” 

“Well, it does seem like you’re going to have your hands full.” 

“What are you talking about now?” 

Addison vanishes in a small gale that undoes the folded clothes and threatens to mix 

everything up. Fearing that she will get in trouble, Dawn hurries to clean up the mess to the best 

of her memory. She stops when the tent flap opens and a cold breeze caresses the back of her 

neck, which sprouts goosebumps. Turning around, she faces Melissa and three armed men in 



protective masks. They keep their guns lowered, but their fingers remain on the triggers in case 

they a fight breaks out. Waving for them to stay outside, the caravan leader takes a few steps 

inside and takes a sweater off the floor. She tenderly folds the warm clothing and tosses it to 

Dawn, who places it in the nearest bin. 

“I would like to invite you to a private dinner,” Melissa states, her face unreadable and cold. 

***** 

Hurrying to get the chicken out of the frying pan before it burns, Dawn winces at the feeling 

of hot oil hitting her knuckles. She ignores the pain and wipes her hands on the small apron that 

has faded letters on the front. Using one hand to stir sauce on the small stove and another to 

check a pot of pasta, she watches Melissa in the reflection of a polished teakettle. The invitation 

to dinner had been suspicious from the beginning, but the demand that Dawn cook the meal 

makes her feel like there is more to this meeting than a friendly chat. A sputter of sparks from the 

electric stove forces her to turn the burners down, which is a relief since the tent is feeling like an 

out of control sauna. Figuring that she has sweated enough for one day, she scoops out enough 

pasta for two plates and drowns the food in sauce. Joining Melissa at the table, she half expects 

to be waved into a corner, but is directed to a chair by a nod of the woman’s head. A loud pop is 

followed by the smell of wine, which the caravan leader pulls from under the table. Not seeing 

any cups, Dawn is about to ask how they are going to drink when her host takes a long sip and 

passes the bottle. 

“I don’t feel like having you clean my good glasses,” Melissa states before taking a bite of 

pasta. Her teeth crunch down on an uncooked patch while the rest of the strand is mush. “Looks 

like my punishment for playing games with you will be food poisoning. Grab the blowtorch over 

there in case the chicken is black on the outside and pink at the core. How did you survive with 

such horrible cooking skills?” 

“My caves and treehouses didn’t have a stove,” Dawn replies with a smile. Her tongue darts 

out like a lizard, but she turns the unexpected twitch into a licking of her lips. “Ate a lot of fruits 

and vegetables too. Eating meat meant hunting and that always came with a risk, especially on 

Sundays. The area I was in had seven giant monsters with each one coming out during a specific 

day of the week. Thanks to them, I might be one of the few humans on Earth who have any sense 

of the old calendar. So, what did you want to find out by having me cook? I’m assuming this is a 

test because you were watching me like a hawk.” 



“Well, I wasn’t trying to be subtle,” the caravan leader admits as she pulls a tape recorder 

out of her pocket. She plays a little of Dawn’s argument with Addison, but it sounds like she is 

yelling at herself. “I warned you that I would be keeping an eye on you. So, I’m concerned when 

I overhear you arguing with someone who isn’t there. The cooking was to see if it would happen 

again if you were put under stress. Since that didn’t happen, I can only assume drugs. Either 

you’re already addicted to something or the laundry was tainted. Considering how quickly you 

recovered, I’m going with the first one.” 

“I’m not-” the other woman begins to say. She stops when she realizes that the truth could 

get her and Kara kicked out of the caravan. “It’s not what you think. There are drugs involved, 

but they’re necessary. You see, I had an encounter with one of the monsters long ago and I 

barely got away. The incident left me mentally scarred, which comes out as me arguing with 

people who aren’t there. You probably heard me call myself the sane one, which is a bizarre 

proclamation during these times. The episodes pass, but there are an assortment of herbs I can 

chew to keep the problem at bay.” 

“You expect me to believe that?” 

“It’s why I spent so many years alone.” 

“And you can use any herbs.” 

“Only the ones that have a slight hallucinogenic effect.” 

“Wouldn’t that make it worse?” 

“You would think, but nothing in this world makes sense anymore.” 

Dawn goes back to her meal while Melissa leans back and takes a few more sips from the 

wine bottle. The women remain quiet for several minutes, the caravan leader eyeing her curious 

guest. Shouts from outside make them think that the dinner is about to end, but the voices 

quickly turn into laughter. As darkness falls, the light of bonfires can be seen against the tent 

walls that quiver in the sudden breeze. Feeling uncomfortable, Dawn finishes her food and gets 

up to put her dishes in a basin of soapy water. Keeping her back to Melissa, she goes about 

cleaning everything and whistling the first song that comes to her mind. It takes her a minute to 

realize the tune is the repetitive theme of an old cartoon, so she stops and focuses on getting 

through with her chores. The hope that she will be asked to leave is dashed when the caravan 

leader walks over to take a seat on a nearby stool. 



“You are an enigma and I don’t like that,” Melissa states, her words a little slurred. She puts 

the empty bottle on the floor and leans forward to get a close look at the other woman’s eyes. “I 

see a strange spark in there. Reminds me of a lost wolf I ran into years ago. It was injured and 

abandoned by its pack, but defiant. I never figured out what it wanted before I had to kill it in 

self-defense. Maybe I can get the answer out of you. What is it that you want? Where are you 

going?” 

“If only the answers to such questions were so simple,” Dawn replies as she takes off the 

apron. Grabbing a spatula, she casually spins the slightly charred tool in her hand. “Right now, I 

want to get Kara to this haven, so that’s where I’m going. After that, I’ll see if I like the place 

and maybe I’ll stay. I’ve really stopped wanting anything more than freedom, which means I go 

wherever I think it will be. Wandering this crazy world feels more natural to me than settling into 

one place.” 

The caravan leader cocks her head to the side at the final statement and seems to abruptly 

sober up. “I don’t get it. You feel like you should be a nomad, but you spent years in the same 

forest. Those two things don’t go together. I think you’re hiding something from me. Be thankful 

that I won’t punish Kara for anything you do.” 

“I assume you’re trying to bait me into revealing a secret,” the brown-haired woman says 

with a tired sigh. Flinging the spatula into the water basin, she walks by her host to grab a 

handful of hard candies. “You aren’t doing this to anyone else, which means there’s something 

about me that earned your attention. Spit it out, Ms. Williams, or I leave here thinking I have to 

be extra careful around you. Keeping me on edge won’t make the journey easier, especially if the 

voices get angry. Not saying I’ll become violent, but you really don’t want me to have a public 

meltdown. Pretty sure I’d be blaming you for it.” 

“It wouldn’t be the first time,” Melissa casually admits. Taking her guest by the wrists, she 

leans in close again and stares at her right eye. “Was it this one or the other one? I saw one of the 

monsters long ago too. The woman who had a golden patch over one of her eyes. You look a lot 

like her. Nothing exact, but enough to make me suspicious. Doubt you’re her because she 

wouldn’t bother with this kind of game. We all know both monsters love to make things loud and 

chaotic. Twin sister? Distant relative? I’ll get to the bottom of you quickly because I refuse to let 

you ruin humanity’s last chance at survival. We will reach the haven and be safe from this living 

nightmare.” 



“I wish you only the best,” Dawn hisses, the temptation to lick the other woman’s nose 

causing her tongue to slip out. Instead, she bites the inside of her cheek and heads for the 

zippered flap. “I’ve heard all of that before, which is another reason I stayed away from other 

people. Makes me think the monsters did something to me, so either I look like one of them or 

everyone sees me as the female. All I know is that I never had this problem when the chaos 

started. Do what you want with me, but you better not turn on Kara. Swear to me that she won’t 

be-” 

A low snore slips from Melissa’s mouth, her eyes still open even though she has fallen 

asleep on the stool. Dawn is about to leave, but she quickly imagines getting in trouble if the 

woman slips and hits her head on the stove. Heading back, she hoists the mumbling caravan 

leader onto her shoulders and fireman carries her to a nearby bed. She unceremoniously dumps 

Melissa onto the pile of pillows and blankets, which causes her to snort and flail for a few 

seconds. Leaving a jug of soapy water on a nearby table, Dawn takes the rest of the hard candies 

and claims an unopened box of cookies before heading into a violent snowstorm that makes no 

noise.



Chapter 6 

With Kara busy with the doctors, Dawn has barely seen her during the last month where she 

has been assigned random tasks. She has become used to never knowing what the day will bring 

and enjoys the few moments of rest she can get in the evening. After a day of hunting in a patch 

of grasslands that saw four people disappear, she is thankful to work on the less tedious task of 

shucking corn and peeling potatoes. Sitting between two large piles, Dawn switches from one to 

the other after thirty minutes. She blindly throws the finished vegetables over her shoulders and 

into a water-filled container. After five hours of working with only a short drink and bathroom 

break, she finds herself moving with very little thought. The trajectory to toss the corn and 

potatoes is etched into her muscles, so she never misses unlike the others who are close enough 

to talk to each other. Dawn no longer questions why she tends to be isolated from the others 

when her tasks require she stay in the camp. Even when she is sent out for hunting or gathering, 

she finds herself in the back of the group or sent on her own. Regardless of the feeling that she is 

not wanted, she has made sure to stay smiling and positive whenever Kara is around. To her 

relief, Melissa has done the same when the three of them have been together for the communal 

meals. 

“It isn’t fair what they’re doing to you,” a voice says from behind the pile of corn. Pushing a 

wheelbarrow in front of him, a black-haired man with scars on his body comes into view and 

bows his head. “My name is Trent. I’ve been watching you for a while and I feel bad that you 

haven’t made any friends. Do you want me to introduce you to some people? Maybe we can take 

a walk after work and learn about each other.” 

“They don’t make pickup lines like they used to,” Dawn replies while she struggles with a 

very hard potato. Hearing a click, she immediately hurls it into the air and watches it explode 

above the camp. “Funny how nobody else gets the deadly vegetables. You’re right that it isn’t 

fair how I’m treated, but it is what it is. I promised a girl that I would make sure she gets to 

where she’s going. If anything, the rest of you have made it clear that I shouldn’t stay at the 

haven once we arrive. That and your leader is a paranoid dictator who sees me as some kind of 

threat.” 

“Well, she has lost a lot,” Trent explains with a smirk. Noticing that she keeps staring at 

him, he flips over his wheelbarrow and takes a seat. “I think you should let her aggression roll 

off your back. We don’t know how long this journey will take and we’re stronger together. It 



could get people killed if we begin fighting amongst ourselves. Here let me help you with this 

work. You seem distracted by me.” 

“Sorry, but you resemble somebody that I knew long ago,” she says, her cheeks blushing 

against her will. Letting him focus on the potatoes while she takes the easier job of shucking 

corn, she examines his face and notices a yellow tint to his eyes. “I don’t want to make any 

trouble here. Just going to do what I’m told and keep my head down. That doesn’t mean I’ll let 

myself be manipulated, tricked, or attacked. I’d be lying if I said I didn’t miss being alone after 

spending so much time with all of you. Not that I’ve seen you before. How long have you been 

with the caravan?” 

The man chuckles at the question and flings two half-finished potatoes into the distant pot, 

which is being heated. “People do call this the Grand Caravan, so it shouldn’t surprise you that 

there are people you haven’t seen before. I’ve been a member for a year and there I still haven’t 

met all those who arrived earlier. As you can see, we spend more time traveling and working 

than being social. Whenever we do get some quiet time, most people stay with their families or 

close friends. Those who lack those connections go off alone. I overheard Melissa talking about 

us staying here an extra day due to the nearby lake and bison herd. Perhaps you and I can go on a 

night expedition to gather some supplies. That could improve your standing with our leader and 

her loyal supporters.” 

“Serial killer, rapist, or horndog?” 

“Excuse me?” 

“You really want to get me alone, so I’m assuming you have bad intentions.” 

“Seems your paranoia isn’t helping your situation.” 

“It has kept me alive all these years.” 

To Dawn’s surprise and frustration, Trent simply shrugs and goes back to peeling the 

potatoes. Barely able to focus on her own job, she repeatedly watches as he continues his 

haphazard work. There are times he only removes two slivers of skin before tossing the tuber 

into the pot. One piece is whittled down to the finger-shaped shard that he throws so far that it 

misses the target. Fearing that she will get in trouble for his mistakes, Dawn clears her throat and 

tries to wave him away. When Trent refuses to leave, she begins to wonder if he is a phantom 

created by Addison. Pretending to stretch her arms, she smacks him in the face with enough 



force to damage his nose. The man yelps in pain, which causes the other workers to stop and turn 

towards the noise. 

“I’m so sorry about that,” Dawn whispers as she presses a clean rag to his nose. Knowing 

her situation cannot get much worse, she gives a twist to reset his nose and fights the urge to 

giggle at the noise. “For a second, I thought you were a hallucination and I tried to catch you off-

guard. I didn’t think I’d get you in the face or that I was swinging my arm so hard. There is a lot 

less blood than I expected, but it’s been a while since I had to deal with a broken nose. Why are 

you smiling?” 

“Because now you owe me,” Trent replies before blowing his nose. Whistling to a passing 

group of children, he waves them over to finish Dawn’s job. “I can understand why you’re 

nervous about a stranger wanting to be alone with you. Maybe I pushed too hard. For that, I’m 

sorry. What if I gather some of my friends and you join us instead of it being the two of us? It 

could be fun and maybe we’ll bring back a good haul for our journey.” 

“My crippling paranoia makes that sound even worse,” the smirking woman admits. Seeing 

that she no longer has a job, she sighs and gestures for Trent to lead the way. “How about we 

make this a day trip? Last thing I want is for Melissa to think I’m slacking off and get on my 

case. I’m sure you will defend me if she gets angry.” 

Openly ecstatic, the man bows and says, “It would be my pleasure. Trust me when I say that 

this will solve all of your problems with our leader. Once she sees what we’re about to bring 

home, she might even put you in charge.” 

Feeling that Trent is being overly optimistic, Dawn can only nod her head and wait for him 

to lead her away from the vegetables. She continues watching those that they pass to make sure 

they are acknowledging his presence. Every few minutes, someone dressed for a hunt joins them 

and a hurried introduction is made. One woman tosses Dawn a rifle and a belt that holds a 

serrated knife, both of which are an improvement over her regular gear. She begins to get 

amusement by the outing when she sees a large man lumber out of a tent and join with two 

harpoon guns on his back. By the time, she reaches the exit, the hunting party has grown to 

twenty-three people. It is not until they are climbing up the ladders that Dawn begins to wonder 

why all of her new companions were ready and waiting for something that she had only recently 

suggested. 

***** 



Another scream rings out from the towering reeds to the right, which shiver as a woman is 

sent hurtling out of the cover. Dawn lifts her rifle and fires an instant before a slimy tongue 

bursts out of a swamp. The bullet knocks the stretching body part to the side, but another erupts 

from farther away to snag the flailing hunter. Missing an arm, the man with two harpoon guns 

comes charging out of a patch of oaks that are throwing acorns at him. A hand rises from the dirt 

and grows claws to neatly slice both of his Achilles tendons and four more emerge to catch his 

falling body. The tear him to pieces and fling the chunks into the nearby ponds to attract goldfish 

that glitter beneath the water. Two hunters catch sight of the shimmering colors and are drawn to 

edge where they kneel. Dawn fires at the mud between them in the hopes of snapping the pair 

out of their stupor, but they only gaze at him in silence. The fish begin spitting at them, the 

strange liquid gradually turning them into wooden statues. Hearing movement in the bushes 

behind her, the brown-haired woman whirls around and prepares to fire at whatever creature is 

approaching. A tiny mouse leaps from the leaves, but she shoots anyway and watches the animal 

explode into more gore than its tiny body should have held. Heavier footsteps cause her to turn to 

the left and she nearly shoots Trent in the face, the man’s hands flying up so quickly that he 

tosses his pistol into the pond. They are about to talk when a blast of hot air slams the area from 

above and flattens all of the reeds. No longer hidden from view, the remaining hunters can be 

seen falling into a wide variety of deathtraps. 

Fearing that they are too exposed, Dawn grabs Trent by the wrist and tries to run back to the 

camp. The path moves beneath her feet like a conveyor belt and turns her towards a patch of 

trees that hold watermelon-sized pears. Sensing that there is a problem, she tries to jump into a 

space between two thorn bushes. She stops when she spots a hunter’s legs kicking a few feet 

away from the opening, a swarm of hungry roses tearing into the man. Lifting her gun, Dawn 

uses the scope to search for anything that she can destroy to stop the ground. She knows it is a 

pointless hope, but the attempt helps keep her calm and alert. Out of morbid curiosity, she shoots 

several of the fruit and watches as ghosts emerge from the blasts of crimson mist. The specters 

howl and race into the sky where they disappear into the clouds. A constant click from the rifle 

causes Dawn to throw the weapon away an instant before it curls into a ball and bounces into the 

distance. As she enters the forest, she is mildly surprised by Trent grabbing her by the arms and 

turning her towards a metal-walled cube. The door swings up to reveal a broom closet that is 

caked in dried blood. 



“I’m not even sure how much of that is mine,” Ian claims as he appears next to the two 

hunters. Reaching out to run a finger along Dawn’s arm, he gags and coughs as if he is about to 

puke. “I think our meeting is long overdue. To be honest, I considered approaching you years 

ago, but I didn’t want to draw you out of your home. Best to keep you away from the events that 

will forever shape this dismal world. I am very curious. Do you have an urge to call me a puppy 

or tease me? What tics do the two freaks share? I know you don’t have any of her powers, but 

it’s fascinating that losing you has weakened her so much. Why did you bother to come out of 

your forest, fake one?” 

“Any sane person would help a child in need,” Dawn replies as she struggles against Trent’s 

grip. She freezes when the reality-bender takes her by the chin and stares at her with swirling 

eyes of silver. “I notice you’re wearing the drab clothes from Raven’s Hold. There a reason you 

don’t stay in your suits for very long? If I didn’t know any better, I’d think you missed the old 

days when Addison was messing with your head. That would explain why you created a double 

of Corvus. Did you really think I’d care about my insane self’s imaginary husband? I was the 

voice in her head screaming for her to erase him in the first place.” 

The rustling of leaves is enough of a warning for Dawn to abruptly pushes herself back, 

which knocks Trent off-balance. She narrowly avoids getting smashed by a figure who leaves a 

burning hole in the ground. The strange woman’s left side is flesh and blood with tufts of red 

hair sticking out of the pale scalp. Humming gently with every movement, the right side of Ian’s 

assistant is robotic with weapons that Dawn barely recognizes as coming from a variety of old 

movies. It takes her a moment to realize that she is looking at the other half of Gemma Cooke, 

the human face having been distorted by armor plating beneath the skin. With a grinding snarl, 

the cyborg rushes forward with a punch that Ian pretends to stop with a lackluster stretch of his 

arm. Going limp, Dawn drops herself forward to pull Trent into the strike and she closes her eyes 

in preparation for a painful ejection from the forest. Instead, the man’s body loudly tears at the 

shoulders and he slams into a tree that sucks him into a knothole. Stuck with his arms dangling 

from her elbows, the nervous woman backs away from Gemma and tries to think of a way to 

escape. With no other ideas, Dawn spits at the robotic side of the assistant and is knocked onto 

her back when sparks fly. Cursing and snarling, the cyborg is stuck with only the fleshy side able 

to move. 



“Rainproof is not spit proof,” Ian mentions with an amused chuckle. He snaps his fingers to 

repair Gemma, but immediately catches her by the shoulder. “Let’s not kill this one just yet. I 

know that was the plan, but I need to think. You see, fake one, I came here thinking that 

destroying you is the smartest plan. With you dead, your true self can never become whole. It 

makes perfect sense, especially if I don’t leave even a speck of you behind. The problem I have 

now is that you lack any true power and obviously hate yourself. Perhaps we can work together 

to destroy the other Dawn Addison and make you the only one left.” 

“You’re really playing up this supervillain thing. Right down to the talking patterns and the 

way you move your hands when you speak,” Dawn replies while she pries Trent’s fingers from 

her arms. Tossing the limbs to Gemma, she sighs when a splatter of blood causes her robotic side 

to spark again. “If you must know, Addison and I can only combine if I want to. At least that’s 

what I think, but I avoid contact with her just to be safe. Even so, I don’t want to be involved in 

your fight. Kill her and we’ll see if I stick around. I truly don’t care. Just let me live a life and 

pretend I’m nothing more than a weak human.” 

Throwing Gemma into the broom closet, the reality-bender stomps his foot to drive the 

forest into the ground. “I kill the ants that you desperately want to join. So, I recommend 

thinking very carefully before making a decision. We don’t have to be enemies, but we have to 

be something. To let the sanity of Dawn Addison roam the lands unchecked would be foolish on 

my part. What if I was to promise that killing didn’t mean your own demise? She would be dead, 

I would change the world to what I desire, and you can pretend to be one of these piddly humans 

that you seem to love.” 

“Such a pathetic creature,” she states, a wide grin appearing on her face. Her fists ball up as 

if she is about to attack, but all that happens is her knuckles pop at once. “You act like you were 

never one of them. As if you were always this powerful being instead of a man who went 

looking for help. You want to talk about being fake? Addison was born a goddess and she made 

you a god by accident. You’re nothing more than a human who has been launched above his 

station and thinks he’s always been there.” 

“Watch your tone.” 

“Know your place, Connors.” 

“I can destroy you with the snap of my fingers.” 

“And that could put me right back in Addison’s head.” 



The thought of undoing the damage he inadvertently inflicted on his archenemy causes Ian 

to sputter in rage. As his fists clench, the metal room begins to shrink and twist with Gemma 

standing inside. He barks an order for her to leave the broom closet before he smashes it into a 

flat piece that flops to the ground. The destruction of his little sanctuary does nothing to ease his 

rage, so he turns back to Dawn. Before he can strike, she spits at his assistant and causes the 

robotic side to explode. Having been standing next to the cyborg, Ian is peppered with shrapnel 

and he instinctively yells in pain. It takes him a minute to remember that he is no longer a mortal 

man, but his prey has already sprinted towards the distant camp. Creating a counter in the sky, he 

calmly walks towards the humans, who he can already hear screaming and running to pack up 

their belongings. 

“Let’s have some fun,” Ian hisses as his clothes transform into a crimson suit. 

***** 

The horizon shudders as a large chunk of the earth rises up and part of the sky bends 

forward. With a loud crash, the enormous expanse slams down as if somebody has folded the 

landscape. The blast of force sends dirt, plants, and animals flying towards the caravan, which is 

struggling to get the vehicles out of the defensive circle. Tents are abandoned and fires are left 

burning as the people scramble to pack the necessities. Melissa stands atop an armored 

motorhome and yells into a megaphone, but her voice is drowned out by the screams and 

howling winds. The rolling wall of debris is nearly upon the broken campsite when everyone 

leaps for cover. Bears and moose that were caught in the blast are slammed against the trucks, 

those that are alive going berserk and becoming a danger to anyone nearby. All of the tents are 

hurled into the sky, including those that have people cowering inside. Unable to save them, the 

survivors give up on packing and pile into the vehicles that roar to life. Instead of a neat and 

organized departure, the caravan heads out as a chaotic mob that bounces over the uneven 

ground. 

On the edge of the pack, Kara stares out of the window of the doctor’s bus and wonders if 

Dawn made it to a vehicle. She watches as a motorcycle hits a bump that explodes and sends the 

armed guard flying backwards. A powerful wind rushes from the clouds to rip the man to shreds, 

which are cast over the caravan like confetti. The horrific sight causes her to scramble to the 

other side of the bus where she happens to see a figure heading towards the caravan. At first, 

Kara thinks it is another monster and is about to warn the adults that they are about to be 



attacked. She pauses with her mouth open when she recognizes Dawn, who is clinging to the 

back of an elk. With a symphony of echoing calls, the entire herd charges over the hills and 

continues heading for the vehicles. Two of the doctors hear the noise and instantly shout for the 

driver to go faster to avoid a collision. Even when a nurse points out that someone is riding the 

lead stag, the others refuse to slow down or make any move to help. 

“Damn humans,” Kara mutters as she listens to the adults argue. 

Sliding out of her seat, she quietly pads to the back door and removes the tools that are 

hanging from exit. Checking on the herd, she guesses that the animals are going to pass the rear 

of the bus instead of hit the side. Screams from the other side of the vehicle distract the girl and 

she watches as several trucks hit invisible roads that lead them off the ground. Most of those 

trapped on the pathways go sailing off an unseen ramp and slam into the earth in front of the 

panicked caravan. Crashes and explosions are scattered about the mob as the frontline slams into 

the fallen trucks. Kara looks away from the destruction and happens to see that a lone vehicle is 

still in the air. It bounces off invisible walls and follows a spiral towards the clouds, which 

gradually open to show the sun. With a loud boom, the truck sprouts a rocket from its bed and is 

launched towards the blazing orb. A flaming tire falls to the ground and bounces alongside the 

bus until it hits a bump and careens into a nearby motorcycle. The driver is knocked under the 

wheels of a motorhome, which swerves for a second and sends the mangled body flying onto the 

windshield of a car. 

Becoming numb to the ensuing carnage, Kara throws the door open and leans out to wave 

for Dawn. She immediately jumps back when she sees the lead stag is only a few feet in front of 

her, its antlers grazing her forehead. The beast knocks the door off its hinges and crashes to the 

ground, which trips up part of the herd. Trucks swerve to avoid the animals and those that are 

unable to get out of the way are sent flipping into the forest by chunks of earth that are connected 

to springs. Not seeing her friend, she fears that the woman has fallen off, so she hurries to the 

nearest window. To her relief, Kara sees Dawn on another elk and watches as she jumps to a 

third. Returning to the opening, the girl stays low enough to avoid getting hit again and screams 

at the top of her lungs. She is suddenly yanked back by one of the doctors, who she instinctively 

kicks in the groin before scrambling away. Grabbing two scalpels, she stands by the exit and 

makes sure none of the adults try to block it. A nurse tries to get closer and is about to whisper to 

the girl until a blade slices her shin and drives her back. 



Everyone jumps when there is a knock on the hatch in the roof, but nobody makes a move 

toward the handle. Too short to reach, Kara looks to the adults for help, but knows that they are 

more interested in escaping. The bus swerves to avoid a suspicious dip in the ground and another 

crash from behind sends a fresh wall of debris towards the caravan. Fearing that Dawn is about 

to die, Kara puts the scalpels on an empty seat and scrambles up a shaking shelving unit. While 

the doctors shove a cabinet in the opening, the girl leaps for the handle and plants her feet on a 

nurse’s face when the black-haired woman tries to grab her legs. Taking a moment to read the 

directions, she quickly opens the hatch and sticks her head out to see that Dawn is sliding to the 

edge of the bus. Hoisting herself up and lurching forward, she catches her friend by the hand and 

desperately yanks on her arm. Swinging her feet to the ceiling, Kara pulls with all of her strength 

and helps the woman inside. 

The hatch is slammed closed a second before the fresh wave of dirt, trees, and animals come 

over the caravan. A doctor struggles to keep the cabinet in place, but a branch punches through 

the metal to impale him through the head. With his weight against the damaged furniture, he 

begins to push it out of the bus. Two of the nurses rush forward to save as many of the supplies 

inside as they can carry. They are left standing in the open, their arms filled with bandages and 

medicine, when the cabinet tumbles to the ground. Both women scream at the sight of a 

mountain lion hurtling towards them, the confused predator snarling and extending its front 

paws. The animal collides into the nurses and the impact snaps one of their necks while the other 

is savagely mauled to death. Before the beast can attack anyone else, Kara rushes forward to stab 

it in the nose with one of her scalpels. With a yelp, the animal scrambles out of the bus and limps 

towards the hills that are turning a blood red. The last they here from the mountain lion is a 

mournful call that sounds eerily human before abruptly cutting off with a hiss. 

With a low rumble, the land behind them begins to revert to its original form and the sky 

clears to show the stars even though it is still daytime. The ground becomes flat and even, which 

gives the caravan a smooth ride that puts them on edge. Brakes screech at the sight of an 

enormous gateway rising out of a stream that they continues to run up the pillars and across the 

arched top. A neon sign bursts from the wooden surface along with an arrow pointing at the bus, 

which is slowing to a stop. Ian’s messy signature appears above the gateway as clouds that emit a 

horizontal rain that gradually falls into the confused caravan. Kara is the only one who looks at 



Dawn while everyone else stares at the message that they have the woman to thank for their 

recent tragedy.



Chapter 7 

“I’m sure you understand why we’re doing this away from the camp,” Melissa explains, her 

rifle aimed at Dawn’s head. A gunshot goes off in the distance and she peeks through to trees to 

see that the angry mob is still being kept at bay by the guards. “The only thing keeping them 

from tearing you apart is my request to handle it alone. I won’t lie and say the thought of putting 

a bullet in both of you hasn’t crossed my mind a hundred times.” 

“Leave the girl alone,” Dawn growls as she steps in front of Kara. Crouching to use her 

torso as a shield, she makes sure to keep her hands away from her knife. “The message said to 

blame me. She had nothing to do with it. The only mistake she made was bumping into me and 

not running away. All she wants is to be a part of the Grand Caravan. If I have to leave then 

that’s fine, but she deserves to stay.” 

“I go where she goes!” Kara shouts, her fists clenched at her sides. Seeing that her friend is 

off-balance, she knocks her onto the ground and gets closer to the caravan leader. “Dawn helped 

me when I was alone. She could have abandoned me in the desert, but she didn’t. So, I won’t 

leave her behind either. You people have been mean to her since we arrived. I have ears that 

work and tents aren’t as thick as buildings. Nobody trusts her or wants her around, which means 

you don’t want me to stay. I want to use the language I heard the adults use, but my mom and 

dad told me not to.” 

Feeling the scar on her throat start to itch, Melissa lowers her weapon and takes out a 

handkerchief to dab at the old wound. Sweat forms on her brow as she looks back at the caravan, 

which is an unorganized mob of damaged vehicles. She can see smoke billowing from a few of 

the trucks, the mechanics too busy screaming for Dawn’s blood to tend to their job. Her guards 

continue yelling for everyone to stay back, but the terror of nearly getting wiped out by Ian is 

still too fresh to be controlled. The wind carries the loudest voices to the trees, each one 

demanding justice for someone who died during the escape. Melissa grips her rifle when she 

hears a mother talk about her lost children and she nearly loses her temper. The only thing that 

stays her hand is Dawn’s expression, which is a mix of shame and grief. With a muttered curse, 

the caravan leader leans against a tree and stares at the ground. 

“Kara is right,” Melissa finally says. She is about to kick a pinecone when she remembers 

that they are standing among oaks and maples. “I know you want her to be safe, but that might 

not be here. The people know she’s your friend. Also, many think her actions cost us a quarter of 



our medical experts. All to save you. What I’m saying is that some may decide to go after Kara if 

they can’t get to you. Whether as a surrogate or in the hopes of drawing you back, her life is 

already in danger. I can’t protect her either. Those who want to lead the Grand Caravan could 

use me being nice to a friend of yours as a reason to remove me. I have thousands of people to 

protect here. You’re only two. Sorry, but those are the numbers.” 

“At least you aren’t sugarcoating it,” Dawn replies, her lip quivering as she holds back a 

smirk. She attempts to stand, but stops when she notices Melissa’s rifle move an inch in her 

direction. “I know you didn’t ask, but it wasn’t like I went to Ian willingly. There was a guy in 

your camp named Trent. Maybe you know him or he was recently added to your people as a trap 

to draw all the hunters into the wilderness. It was a slaughter as soon as we got to the ponds and 

trees. The only reason I escaped was because-” 

“No lying,” the caravan leader angrily snaps. Walking over to the other woman, she yanks 

her up by the hair and stares into her eyes. “I don’t know why, but I can just tell that you’re lying 

right now. There was no reason for our hunters to be drawn into a deathtrap. We were never a 

threat to the monsters. They never even paid attention to us until you showed up, which is why 

you surviving is suspicious. You even called the male by his real name. What is your connection 

to Ian Connors and Dawn . . . Addison?” 

Pushing herself away, the brown-haired woman swiftly puts up her hands in the hopes of 

delaying her execution. “This is going to sound crazy, but maybe the unhinged world we live in 

will help me here. Years ago, Ian and Addison got into a fight. He hit her hard enough to knock 

what little sanity she possessed out of her head. That’s where I came from. I am the sane side of 

Dawn Addison, which means I’m her, but not her. By the time they noticed what happened, I had 

wandered off and made a home in a little forest. Addison decided to made that my prison, which 

obviously didn’t hold because she no longer had a rational side to think things through. Please 

believe that I don’t have her powers and have no desire to hurt humans. All I want is to be left 

out of their fight and get Kara to this haven. None of that has changed.” 

“Why are they interested in you now?” 

“Because I left my area, but I don’t know anything beyond that.” 

“What do they want with you?” 

“Addison wants to bond with me, which I refuse to do.” 

“I could kill you now and solve that.” 



“We don’t know if I’d go back to her if killed.” 

“What about the male?” 

“Our conversation ranged from my death to an alliance.” 

“Obviously, you disagreed with his ideas.” 

“Yes, so where does that leave us?” 

For a second, Melissa grips her rifle and lets her finger tap the side of the trigger. She looks 

from Dawn to Kara, who has been quietly sitting on the ground while the two women talk. A 

pang of guilt hits the caravan leader and she considers returning to camp to argue for the pair to 

remain. Hearing the angry voices, she knows it is no longer an option and the recent attack might 

be only the beginning if they stay. With a sigh, she gives in the inevitable and immediately feels 

a wave of relief that eases her tense muscles. Reaching behind a tree, Melissa takes out Kara’s 

satchel and a new backpack for Dawn. She silently drops them at her feet and gently places her 

rifle on top of the pile. Taking a box of bullets out of her jacket pocket, she turns it in her hands 

before putting it in the crook of a small tree. The caravan leader is about to walk away when she 

thinks of a better idea and draws a pistol. She aims for the sky and fires two bullets, adding a 

pause between the shots to help with the illusion. 

“As far as the Grand Caravan is concerned, the two of you have been executed,” Melissa 

states with her back to Dawn and Kara. She watches her people, who have stopped yelling and 

pushing against the guards. “Wait for darkness and then go anywhere, but east. If we cross paths 

again, I’ll probably be killed alongside you. Consider this a gift for you being honest, Dawn, and 

an apology for not being able to keep Kara. Good luck and I’ll pray that you can stay ahead of 

those monsters.” 

“What if we meet at the haven?” Kara asks as the caravan leader walks away. Not getting a 

response, she hurries to check her satchel and finds canned food added to her belongings. “I 

think they were nicer than we realized. Maybe we’ll see them again and be friends. Do you hope 

that happens?” 

Blindly picking up the backpack, Dawn cannot stop staring at the large crowd that is 

celebrating her execution. “Sure, kid. Be great if we can all meet up at the haven and live happily 

ever after.” 

***** 



Relaxing by a large pool on top of a mountain, Addison watches her sane double hide in the 

forests. Wearing a crimson one-piece suit that has her own face emblazoned on the stomach, she 

puts the mirror above the couch that she is sprawled across. Feeling restless and irritable, she 

snaps her fingers and creates a water column in the distance. A rain of shrimp hits the mountain 

and the reality-bender calmly turns a glass table into a boiling pot that spits the cooked animals 

into a hovering bowl of cocktail sauce. Addison indulges in her snack while she reaches out to 

punish the Grand Caravan for being mean to her other self, but stops when Gemma hisses from 

her inflatable chair. Annoyed by the mild chastising, the reality-bender creates a large termite in 

the water and scowls when the insect sinks to the bottom. She turns its legs into floaties, but her 

assistant casually pops them with the toothpick sticking out of her drink. Before Addison can 

come up with another way to punish Gemma, she is distracted by a spot of light on the ground. It 

shifts whenever she moves her head and it takes her a minute to realize it is the sun bouncing off 

her golden eyepatch. Plucking the beam out of the air, she tosses it at a pile of snow that is on a 

nearby cliff. 

The projectile abruptly stops an inch from its target, which transforms into an icicle-fringed 

door. Cold air billows out of the gateway, but is blocked by the dome of heat that Addison is 

maintaining. A familiar scent in the air causes her to jump to her feet and turn her hands into 

lobster claws. She is about to attack when the robotic Gemma walks out carrying a white flag 

strapped to her back. The other assistant is immediately out of the pool, her half bikini and half 

one-piece swimsuit turning into a police uniform as soon as she gets out of the water. Addison 

steps to the side to let the two women charge and collide, the mechanical one already sparking 

due to the rum punch thrown at her. The fight eventually causes the pair to reach the edge of the 

mountaintop and one slip sends them tumbling down the side. Even from far away, the Gemmas 

can be heard cursing and hitting each other until they crashes into a boulder and reappear above 

the pool. They are dropped into waiting life preservers that hold them tight and float to opposite 

corners. 

“I would like to offer a temporary ceasefire,” Ian says as he appears on a lounge chair. He 

changes his suit into ebony swimming trunks and goes about rubbing thick sunblock into his pale 

skin. “This doesn’t mean I like you or think you’re stronger. It’s simply that I feel we need to 

settle the matter of your other self. Our battles are growing tedious because you can’t focus and 



routinely slip away. Not that I ever lose track of you, but hunting you down like a wounded 

animal is very unappealing.” 

“A polite guest arrives with a gift for his host,” Addison declares, her couch transforming 

into a throne. Water jets fire from the back and a vibrating footrest slides out, which temporarily 

distracts the reality-bender. “The only way this should end is with me claiming what is rightfully 

mine. I saw you try to turn her against me. She hates both of us and wants to be left alone, so that 

was pointless. The little puppy got his wet nose smacked for being silly. Next time, I’ll have you 

fixed.” 

“Try it and you will be wearing your innards on the outside,” he growls while subtly 

creating a metal cup beneath his shorts. Creating a single strawberry from thin air, he tosses it to 

his enemy and tries to relax. “As I said before, I want to hold off on fighting until we fix this 

problem. Killing her could return her to you, but she may be lost forever. Another possibility is 

that destroying you would transfer your powers to her. That leaves me fighting an enemy that is 

sane and smart instead of a maniac.” 

Addison taps her fingers on the arm of her thorn, every strike shaking the mountain. “I don’t 

like the scenario where I die. She would be a horrible me. All stable and boring and normal and 

wearing those dirty clothes. I bet she would never wear the beautiful dresses that I create or turn 

an old man into a yo-yo out of boredom. On the other hand, I don’t want to work with you since 

you’re very rude. It’s not polite to come back to life after I went to all the trouble of killing you, 

puppy. Not to mention you broke my kitty and refuse to give me the rest of her. Can’t you see 

that they’re miserable? Oh, they seem to have flipped upside down. Are they making bubbles or 

have they died?” 

“Mine has the ability to breathe underwater.” 

“She’s sparking a lot.” 

“Must be the chlorine.” 

“Well, mine is fine since I just gave her gills.” 

“Then, let us get back to business.” 

No longer interested in lounging by the pool, the reality-benders create a desk between them 

and transform their clothes. The furniture is smooth and simple wood on Ian’s side while 

Addison has created a gaudy surface of bone that flares up at the corners. Slacks and a nice 

sweater grow from the man’s skin, which sloughs off and slides into the pool. He cycles through 



several watches while leather loafers walk out of the icy gateway and slip onto his feet, which 

are immediately covered in warm socks. Wanting to upstage her smirking enemy, Addison’s 

ivory dress billows out with a wide skirt and a frill that rises from the back like the tailfeathers of 

a peacock. She rises a foot in the air due to platform stilettos that would snap the ankle of a 

normal woman. Bracelets, rings, and necklaces drift from the clouds to adorn her body, several 

of them slipping beneath her clothes. Once they are both ready, the reality-benders draw quill 

pens out from behind their backs. 

“There is one thing we need to discuss before signing the temporary truce,” Ian mentions as 

a paper with the single word appears on the table. He spins his pheasant feather pen in his hand 

as he waits for his enemy to stop tickling her nose with her ostrich quill. “What should we do 

about the girl? To be honest, I forgot about her entirely until she fought to save your double. So, 

it is a surprise that they are still together. My personal opinion is that we should eliminate her 

and avoid any messiness.” 

“Touch the child and our truce ends violently,” Addison replies in a tone that sends a shiver 

down everyone’s spine. Holding out her hand, she creates a doll of Kara and sprouts another arm 

to stroke the toy’s face. “She amuses me, which might be why the other me is so interested 

maintaining the friendship. Perhaps she connects to a piece we share. A maternal instinct that has 

never been satisfied. Either way, I demand that she be kept safe. There isn’t any harm in letting 

her stay, puppy. What messiness do you think the child could create?” 

“I just have a bad feeling about her,” he mutters before signing the contract. He watches as 

the woman does the same, but writes his name. “You’re not . . . I’ll just change it later. Are you 

okay with me pushing things along if they get boring? You can do the protection and vengeance 

thing that I know you love. I simply want to control the pace of events. It’s such a dull task that 

I’m sure you-” 

“Go away because we’re done,” Addison says without paying attention. A flick of her wrist 

sends Ian and his Gemma flying off the mountain along with the desk. “Let’s see what fun I can 

have with this.”



Chapter 8 

The warm water feels like heaven on Dawn and Kara’s aching muscles after days of 

traveling. Using puffy flowers that grow on the shore, they scrub the dirt from their skin and 

wince as old scabs are torn off. A numbing nectar from the makeshift loofahs helps to ease their 

pain, which is a godsend when the pair begin searching each other for splinters. Sharing a set of 

rusty tweezers, they do their best to remove the tiny shards that are reminds of a tree-shattering 

storm from two days ago. Neither are clear on how they survived the maelstrom with no shelter, 

especially when they witnessed other travelers get shredded and thrown into the distance. The 

horrific sight has caused Kara to always stay within reach of Dawn, the girl’s steely nerves 

having gradually eroded. Even now, the sight of other people makes her anxious, so her eyes 

scan the large lake that is being used by a few caravans. A quick glance at her friend’s face 

shows that they share the same worrisome thoughts and a suspicion that trouble is following 

them closely. As if on cue, two men are yanked under the water and fired at a truck like living 

torpedoes. Only a few people scream in fright, but the rest simply look up and shrug at the 

unexpected deaths. 

“I think the flowers are making everyone mellow,” Dawn whispers as she settles into a 

massaging current. Touching the bottom with her feet, she feels tiny worms wriggle around her 

toes. “If I didn’t know any better, I’d say those things are eating the blisters and corns. This is a 

really strange place. Soothing and blissful, but kind of bizarre. Are you feeling any better? I 

know getting kicked out of the Grand Caravan was hard. There’s only so many times I can 

apologize before it rings hollow, but I’ll do it again if you want.” 

“It isn’t your fault,” Kara replies before dunking her head underwater. She notices tiny fish 

with sucker-like mouths fringed with feathers and returns to the surface when one darts forward 

to touch her cheek. “These are healing my sunburns. I should keep going under because my scalp 

hurts. Where do you think we should go?” 

“This haven sounds as good a destination as any,” the woman admits with a smirk. Sinking 

further, she leaves on her face exposed and runs her hands through her knotted hair. “If I’m right 

then the Grand Caravan is following a spiral that started at the south pole. I know the 

approximate route, so we can match it to reach the same destination. If there are rumors of this 

haven then there should be people there already. They won’t let anything happen to us if we 



arrive on their doorstep. At least, that’s what I’m hoping. This is the best idea I can come up with 

besides going back to my forest.” 

The girl tries to mimic Dawn, but she ends up floating due to her height and the depth of the 

lake. “Maybe that’s a better plan. The monsters won’t bother us back there. Out here, they can 

keep coming after us. Nobody says there has to be one haven in the world. People can find 

smaller ones if they’re together, right? That’s what it used to be like. My parents told me there 

were houses that didn’t eat people who tried to go inside. I had a book that showed a picture of 

one and it looked pretty.” 

Dawn is about to answer when she sees a mother and child get turned into statues of salt on 

the far shore. People run away from them as a herd of deer arrive to lick the frozen travelers until 

only the feet are left. An old man who tried to swim across the lake shouts an instance before a 

lily pad sprouts from his mouth. He continues floating with the plant growing to the size of a 

small car. Frogs hop out of the water and eat at the flies that are attracted to the steadily rotting 

corpse. The central flower blooms to release a poisonous cloud that is blown towards the other 

travelers, who run away or dive into the lake. The surface wriggles with movement as cloth eels 

emerge from the seabed and wrap around the people. Lacking teeth, the strange creatures drag 

their prey beneath the surface and plunge them into the sticky muck where they wait for the flesh 

to rot. Leaving gear and vehicles behind, the surviving travelers run into the wilderness, their 

screams echoing for several minutes. 

“And yet we remain untouched,” Dawn says as she gets out of the lake. She hears a plop of 

water and fears that Kara has been attacked, but finds that the girl is only splashing herself in the 

face. “Their game has changed and I’m a part of it. Going back to the forest will only result in 

that place being destroyed. For all I know, my old home was wiped out the moment it fell below 

the horizon. That means we can only go forward. Maybe it will be this haven or another place 

where we can be safe. Then again, I have Ian and Addison actively hunting for me. Really wish 

you could have stayed with Melissa.” 

“But then you would be alone,” Kara points out. She hurries to get her towel and is surprised 

by how warm it feels. “I spent a lot of time by myself just like you. Only I’m a kid, so I know I 

need adults for certain things. That makes it easy for me to work with people that I meet, but I 

never felt safe like I do now. Not since I was with my parents. You’re so strong and smart, which 



means you can survive. Yet, I’m sure even someone like you feels lonely. Nobody in this world 

should feel like that.” 

“Very wise for a kid,” she replies, her eyebrow twitching. A snapped branch draws her 

attention to a bear that lumbers over the lake for a drink and pays no attention to the two naked 

humans. “I never thought about being alone before. Probably because I was created as you see 

me and ran away immediately. Being born an adult meant I never had to depend on anyone else, 

so I didn’t know what I was missing. Can’t say it hasn’t been nice traveling with you. Being able 

to converse with another person instead of animals or yourself helps remind me that I’m the sane 

one. Anyway, this is pointless talk. We need to get moving before one of these threats decides to 

attack us.” 

“But all of the dangerous animals have avoided us for days.” 

“That’s what has me so nervous.” 

***** 

“Why does Addison do so much with food?” Kara asks as they sit on the crest of a flattop 

hill. Sitting in a patch of spring-like warmth, she stares at the snowy valley that is filled with 

piles of ice cream. “This means we don’t have to hunt, but it’s weird that she keeps making 

edible places. She reminds me of those witches with candy houses. Do you think it’s a clue that 

we can kill her with an oven?” 

“I saw her get stuffed into one and she fell asleep,” Dawn replies with a sigh. The lack of 

movement below has her nerves on edge and she cannot shake the feeling that there is a pattern 

to the desserts. “From what I remember, Addison is driven by three things. The constant one is 

fun, which influences everything she does. The others stem from the few things that can make 

her feel pleasure. First is sex, but she only thinks of that vice once every six months. Wait, 

you’re ten and probably shouldn’t have been told that. Last thing I want is to be explaining the 

birds and the bees to you.” 

“People don’t hide such things from kids these days,” the girl says before making a crude 

gesture with her hands. She stops when her friend blushes and rummages through their bags for a 

flask of alcohol. “So, the second thing she loves is food. That doesn’t sound very strange. Does 

that mean she’s human enough to beat?” 

Stretching her arm into the cold region, Dawn tries to ignore the question about killing her 

insane side. “Our . . . Her mother wasn’t much of a cook. Breakfast was whatever cereal was on 



sale, lunches were jelly sandwiches, and dinner was something boiled. There were a few times 

Addison had friends and would visit their houses. She’d be introduced to candy, ice cream, 

pizza, and all the goodies that we . . . she never got at home. I know it was because her mom was 

scared of her power and thought doing anything complicated would risk a fatal failure. It still 

backfired because the food was terrible. So, Addison has this small obsession with treats that has 

grown out of control without me in there. Put on warmer clothes and we’ll get going. I think I 

took some snowshoes off a cart at the lake.” 

Heading to the small car that was abandoned by one of the terrified families, Dawn stops 

again when she spots smoke in the valley. Waving for Kara to continue getting ready, she takes 

out a pair of binoculars and walks along the edge of the hill. She cannot see the source due to a 

pile of mint chocolate chip in her line of sight, but she can see that the ice cream has melted on 

the righthand side. The sun emerges from the clouds and a momentarily glint catches Dawn’s 

attention. A large shard of metal-edged glass can be seen sticking out of a long mound of cookie 

dough ice cream. Whistling for Kara to come take a look, she leaves the girl to check the area 

and gets herself dressed. Poking her head inside the vehicle, she taps at the fuel gauge that is on 

empty and sighs at the thought of leaving so many supplies behind. Dawn quickly removes a 

roof rack and creates a harness out of a coil of rope, which allows her to drag half of their gear 

through the ice cream-covered ground. She nods her head for Kara to a backpack along with her 

precious satchel, which is now covered in flower stickers. 

“Don’t eat anything,” Dawn says as they step into the colder temperature. The shock causes 

them to gasp for air and groan at the pain rippling through their heads. “Give yourself a few 

minutes to adapt. I didn’t think it would be this bad, but it’ll pass. Did you happen to see 

anything out here?” 

The girl shakes her head instead of talking, her eyes watering from the pain that is gradually 

subsiding. Not wanting to push her too hard, Dawn takes her time dragging the heavy load down 

the hill instead of letting gravity do the work. By the time they reach the bottom, they are no 

longer squinting in pain and on the verge of throwing up. Adjusting their fluffy hats, the pair 

march into the eerie valley that reeks of old ice cream. The combination of smells is more 

nauseating than enticing, which makes it easier to ignore the edible landscape. Spoons are 

scattered about the ground and stick out of the piles in the hopes of being claimed. The plastic 

ends a neon yellow that prevents them from being ignored and they occasionally release a low 



hum as they vibrate. There are no animal tracks, but they begin to find ruts that are similar to 

what would be left by several trucks moving along the same path. Faint footprints can be found 

in the areas that are thin enough to expose the mud below, but there are too few to figure out how 

many people have passed. Coming around the mint chocolate chip, Dawn is not surprised to find 

the smoldering remains of a bonfire. The final piece of evidence that they are not the first to 

cross the valley does little to calm her nervousness. Now that she is aware of the fact, she finds 

herself picking out various pieces of metal and glass that are barely hidden by the desserts. A 

wind blows away part of a slumping pile of strawberry ice cream to reveal the flap of a tent that 

is embedded in the food. 

With a single step, Dawn’s feet go out from underneath her and she goes sliding across an 

icy surface. The roof rack skitters behind her until it builds up enough ice cream in front of it to 

stick into the gooey mess. A sharp, wordless yell causes Kara to stop at the edge of the slippery 

ground, so she crouches and digs through the cold food. Unable to get to her feet, Dawn pulls 

herself along the ropes to reach their supplies and find a pair of ice skates that she packed for an 

emergency. Strange protrusions poke at her body with some snapping off, but her thick clothes 

protect her from getting stabbed or cut. Crawling through the ice cream, she keeps her mouth 

shut and shivers at the numbness coursing through her face. She has to repeatedly stop to wipe 

the muck out of her eyes, which are stinging from some of the ingredients. Her vision is blurry 

and random flickers of rainbow light make her think that she is damaging her sense of sight. It is 

only when she clears a patch of the dessert and tries to catch her breath that she notices the 

frozen lake is a mix of colors. Shifting more of the ice cream, she exposes wooden popsicle 

sticks that are poking out of the surface. 

Using the fragile protrusions to pull herself along, Dawn swiftly comes within reach of the 

rack. A small crinkling sound is the only warning she gets before the ground beneath their 

supplies gives way. Still harnessed to the heavy piece of metal, she is yanked forward and nearly 

falls into the hole. Leaping at the last moment, she manages to catch the far side of the opening 

with her hands and slams her feet into the opposite end. Spread eagled and unable to move, she is 

about to yell for help when she hears Kara’s footsteps on the frozen lake. Dawn can tell that the 

girl is taking her time to avoid falling, so she focuses on maintaining her grip. Even knowing that 

she should not look down, she gazes at what awaits her if she slips. Swirls of colorful mist are 

where she expected to see liquid and she can barely make out strange figures standing on the 



smooth bottom. A knot forms in her stomach, but she fights back the sensation to avoid curling 

up into a ball. 

By the time Kara arrives, the girl is covered in sweat and dragging herself along by her 

elbows. Dawn holds her breath as her companion closes one eye and stretches over the hole with 

a pair of shears. Shifting enough to bring the rope in reach of the scissors, she bites her lower lip 

and tries to avoid imagining her feet giving way. The thought of her swinging into the sharp 

points and plummeting after their supplies almost makes the woman laugh. Her head twitches 

slightly, but the tic stops as soon as Kara frees her from the harness. Both of them watch as the 

roof rack bounces off the rainbow walls and crashes into one of the figures, which shatters like 

an ice statue. Pulling herself to solid ground, Dawn takes out her binoculars to get a closer look 

at the destruction and frowns at the sight of red liquid seeping out from under what she had 

hoped was a statue. 

Without warning, the lenses give her a close up look at the remains and she sees the head of 

a woman. The figure’s color is a mix of a blue and red, which makes it difficult to see any details 

of the face. It is when she scans low enough to see a discoloration across the neck that the knot in 

her stomach leaps into her throat. Realizing that she is looking at Melissa Williams and the rest 

of the Grand Caravan, Dawn’s vision grows even more acute. She can see all of the icy corpses 

beneath the frozen lake and each one jogs a memory of how the people had been treating her 

during their short time together. A single wooden popsicle stick is embedded in every head, 

which has either an expression of terror or sadness. Many are on their knees as if they were 

begging for their lives before an instant death. Kara’s voice is a distant whisper as Dawn 

continues staring at the mass grave that she fears was done in her honor. She is on the verge of 

climbing down when all of the dead travelers move their heads in unison. Melting eyes stare in 

her direction and mouths open to reveal sharpened teeth. No noise comes from their throats, but 

she gets the sense that they are screaming and growling at her like a giant pack of enraged 

animals. 

“Let’s keep moving,” Dawn says as she backs away from the hole.



Chapter 9 

The small store sits among the empty foundations of the buildings that once made up the 

quaint town. Exposed pipes hiss and fill the air with gas, which has made the area too dangerous 

for the animals. Charred ground shows that there have been explosions, but there is a circle of 

lush grass around the store. The hanging sign has faded letters and the patio has rotted until only 

three planks remain, but the rest of the structure has been untouched by time. An angel-shaped 

weathervane spins on the roof, the bells on its wings jingling a tune that is soothing to those who 

enter the protected space. Holy symbols have been drawn on the walls and runes are etched into 

the roof. A shed in the back has been attached to the main building by a pathway that is made 

from several canvas tunnels being sewn together. Religious charms dangle from the seams and 

send dots of light around the area whenever they are struck by the sun. A collection of dead 

animals are just outside the clean zone, the beasts having been mesmerized by the glinting 

baubles and drawn into the toxic gas. 

Covering their mouths and noses with handkerchiefs, Dawn and Kara rush into the building 

and gasp for air. The sight of fully stocked shelves is a welcomed sight, but they are too weak 

from running and inhaling the gas to do more than slump against the front counter. Breathing in 

the fresh air, the travelers recover enough to stand and nearly scream when a marionette walks 

out of an aisle. Another puppet stirs behind the register, which causes them to back away and 

look for weapons. Clicking can be heard from all over the store as more of the life-like figures go 

about tending to the shelves. It takes Dawn a few minutes to notice that there are grooves in the 

ceiling, each one connected to an individual marionette. Patting Kara on the shoulder, she gets 

closer to the puppet manning the register and waves a hand in front of its smiling face. Its mouth 

opens with a click to reveal a fleshy tongue that is branded with a Star of David. Remaining 

cautious, she puts a candy bar on the counter and watches the cashier flail against the register, 

which eventually opens. As soon as the drawer opens, the marionette pushes it closed and turns 

away to straighten the cigarette boxes behind it. 

“I think I know what’s going on here,” Dawn says as she grabs a basket. She jumps back 

when a puppet emerges from the floor to hand the two customers oxygen tanks. “Addison must 

have been amused by all of the holy symbols, so she played along. She made this a safe zone 

while the rest of the town was destroyed. Probably used these people as toys until she got bored 

and then left them to tend to the store for travelers. The Star of David on their tongue is what she 



thinks was used to make a golem. I remember her looking at mythology for ideas soon after her 

resurrection. Guess one of them stuck. Don’t eat or drink anything until we bring it to the 

counter. I wouldn’t be surprised if these things get violent against shoplifters.” 

“Are we going to be allowed to stay here?” Kara asks after spending a few minutes on the 

breather. Feeling lightheaded, she sits on a stool and nearly topples over when a marionette 

hands her a sleeping bag. “So . . . What was it that you saw in the lake? You said we could talk 

once we found a place to rest. Don’t be a liar. It had to be something bad if it scared you so 

much. Was it another monster? Are there more of you sleeping under there? Was it something 

naughty?” 

“I’m going to take care of this food first,” she replies while holding up the basket. She turns 

to find one of the puppets blocking her path, its head constantly nodding towards the girl. “These 

things sure are intrusive. Look, I didn’t want to upset you since we had to keep traveling. From 

what I could tell, the ice cream valley was where the Grand Caravan made camp. Only it was 

probably normal when they stopped. Either Ian or Addison wiped them out, which is why we 

saw tents and trucks under the ice cream piles. All of the people were frozen solid and placed in 

that popsicle lake. I know it was them because the rack fell on Melissa. Sorry to-” 

“Good thing we didn’t stay with them,” the girl interrupts as she gets to her feet. Taking a 

package of tissues, she puts them in the basket and heads for the drink cooler. “Do you think they 

have any iced tea here? I haven’t had that since I was five. Hey, they have a sign here that says 

we’re okay to eat and drink as long as we pay before we leave. That means we don’t have to wait 

to eat.” 

Glancing back at the cashier, Dawn watches it hit the register every time they pick 

something up. “I know it must be a shock, but you can cry. They must have been killed because 

the monsters thought we were there. Addison doesn’t always look before she attacks and Ian 

sometimes destroys things that he thinks are dangerous. You have to be upset since you wanted 

to travel with them so much. There’s no reason to act strong because keeping things inside will 

drive you mad.” 

“I just had a thought.” 

“What?” 

“This means they won’t be hunting us, so we can move quicker.” 

“Are you kidding?” 



“They’re dead and we’re not, so there’s no reason to dwell.” 

Feeling her legs go weak, Dawn falls to her knees and can only stare at Kara, who is 

searching the cooler. A wooden hand lands on her shoulder, but she does nothing to push the 

marionette away. It finally leaves when the woman shakes her head and slumps further towards 

the floor. The only noise she can make is a choked grunt, the words in her head never reaching 

her tongue. Her exhausted mind struggles to accept that her friend is taking the slaughter so 

casually, but she repeatedly wonders if she is missing something. Dawn has no idea how many 

minutes have passed when Kara returns to takes a seat in front of her. The girl opens a package 

of cookies and stacks them on the floor before taking a drink of chocolate milk. A blue baseball 

cap is on her bald head, the silver and orange team symbol one that neither traveler is familiar 

with. Sensing the tension, the marionettes abruptly freeze in place and let the drafts from the 

ceiling fans move them from side to side. 

“Are you going to be okay?” Kara asks while wiping her mouth with her sleeve. She bends 

forward and puts her face under Dawn’s head in the hopes of getting a reaction. “There’s no 

reason to be sad for them. People die while others don’t. My parents are gone, but I’m still alive, 

so I shouldn’t be sad. Crying means I’m not surviving. You probably don’t realize this because 

you were alone for so long, but not many people mourn these days. It’s a waste of time since you 

could lose someone else the next day. We’re lucky if we can bury a body since there isn’t always 

one left.” 

“You’re ten,” Dawn whispers in a low voice. 

“So were a lot of the kids in the Grand Caravan, but they’re dead now,” the girl bluntly 

replies. She moves away when her friend stands up and turns away, the basket falling to the 

floor. “I thought you understood this. You didn’t get upset when those strangers were getting 

killed. Sure, people can be scared, but you can’t do anything once a person is gone. That’s just 

how it is. For all you know, I’ll be eaten by a monster tomorrow or you will disappear in your 

sleep. Whichever one of us survives, the other has to go on. That’s the only way to live in this 

world. Are you angry at me?” 

The question causes all of the marionettes to look towards the woman, who gradually turns 

around. “I’m not angry. Just surprised by your reaction. I mean, you’re a child talking about 

death like it’s nothing. We’re tired, so maybe we shouldn’t have this conversation. Eat your fill 

and then we’ll turn in for the night.” 



“I didn’t do anything wrong!” 

“I never said you did.” 

With an angry stamp, Kara grabs her sleeping bag and takes an empty basket from a nearby 

stack. She is followed by two of the marionettes while Dawn is left standing in the middle of the 

candy aisle. For a few seconds, she shifts in place and considers following to make sure nothing 

happens. The thought of continuing the fight gives her pause and she awkwardly bounces from 

one foot to another. Not wanting to upset the girl any more, the woman heads for the cashier and 

goes through the motions of purchasing her supplies. As soon as she is done, she leaves the food 

and toiletries on the counter and heads for the door to get some air. 

***** 

The front door creaks open and a marionette is launched out to land in the mud a few feet 

away from Dawn. Standing near the edge of the clean area, she crosses her arms and turns 

towards the puppet. As the door slams shut, the limp figure’s joints creak even though it remains 

motionless. Leaning closer, she sees that it is the cashier, but there is a small hole in the back of 

its head. With its grinning face turning to the sky, the marionette shudders in the muck as its 

strings worm through the grass. Dawn moves away and draws her knife, but is unsure of where 

she can effectively stab the animated puppet. Moving faster than expected, an awkward swing of 

its hand knocks the weapon into the gas-filled area. It cocks its head to the side and stares at the 

blade, which is tuck in the seat of a rusty bike. The strings erupt from the mud and connect to a 

small cloud that is in the shape of a slender hand. With a bow to Dawn, the marionette hurries to 

get her knife and kneels to present it to her like it is a sword. 

“Why do you travel with the girl?” the puppet asks in a mechanical voice. It dances away to 

prevent its strings from being cut, but gets one of its legs tangled. “I mean you no harm, but I am 

curious. Our job is to help those who come to our store. That includes talking to travelers who 

are fighting. Your friend did not mean to offend you. She is sad and crying on a cot in the guest 

shed. Are you angry at her?” 

“I can’t believe I’m about to talk to a marionette,” Dawn replies with a nervous laugh. She 

puts her knife away and rubs her neck, which is feeling stiff from days of exertion. “I’m not 

angry at Kara. She caught me by surprise with her cold reaction to so many people dying. I 

didn’t know what to say. For the first time in years, I wondered if the human race was too 



damaged to continue. Even if the monsters are destroyed and Earth returns to normal, nothing 

can heal the type of wounds that she’s carrying.” 

“Perhaps you do not understand her because you are not a true human,” the marionette 

suggests. Sensing danger, it gives a sharp tug to its strings and is yanked into the cloud to avoid 

getting tackled. “That was not to offend, but to point out a difference. You were a part of Dawn 

Addison and then appeared as an adult. It is something you have admitted to being a problem in 

terms of understanding others. You are also her sanity and have a more positive view of 

humanity than either monster. The cold words make you fear that the actions of your other self 

has erased the defiance and hope that you love about humans.” 

Walking over to a folding chair, she takes a seat and sighs when a mojito rises from the 

plastic arm. “That’s part of it, but I can understand them. I know how horrible this world has 

become and that death is a daily occurrence. I can’t remember many people mourning while I 

was with the Grand Caravan. There was rage in the moment and crying from some people, 

especially very small children and the elderly. Yet, they would move on within hours. At first, I 

thought it was because it was rare that we’d have a body to bury. Funerals had more emotion and 

tended to take a day, which made me forget the numbness I witnessed every day. Maybe I 

ignored what I was seeing in other people until Kara showed the same callousness. Hate to call it 

that, but I can’t think of a better word.” 

“Humans are fragile things.” 

“I’ve never known them to break this much.” 

“That is your lack of experience talking.” 

“But I-” 

Dawn stops herself from arguing with the marionette, which sways in the breeze that carries 

the faint smell of roses. She eyes the puppet and watches for signs of it being more than an 

animated toy. The mouth changes from a straight line to a smile, which lets its tongue slowly slip 

out of the splintery lips. Sipping at her drink, the woman leans back for a moment, but rocks 

forward when she fears that the straps are about to break. With her feet feeling comfortable for 

the first time in days, she remains in the flimsy chair and stares ahead. Dawn chuckles at how 

there is a dark tint to the area to mark the boundary between clean and toxic air. She reaches 

down to grab some pebbles and casually flicks them over the border. After a few minutes of 

mindless activity, she relaxes enough to talk again, which draws the marionette closer. It hangs a 



few feet away like a limp body, except for its head rhythmically bobbing from one side to the 

other. 

“You’re right,” Dawn bluntly states. Finishing her drink, she puts the glass down and 

watches it sink back into the chair. “I don’t have enough experience with this world to 

understand what Kara has gone through. All I know is what I saw while in Addison’s head and 

the few encounters I had in my forest. What I’m dealing with now is denial. She’s right about 

everything. With death being everywhere, you can’t let it grind you into dust. The only way to 

survive is to harden yourself, which I never had to do. Maybe I can’t become so cold since I’m 

the opposite of a monster.” 

“That is a possibility, but one that is difficult to prove,” the puppet mentions with a nod. It 

opens its chest to reveal a wooden heart, which beats every few seconds. “We only have a little 

flesh left to us, but we still feel things. More so than the humans we help because we see them at 

their lowest. Dying and in search of comfort, it is impossible for us to ignore the suffering and let 

them die. Yet, my family and I know that we have very little effect on humanity. Those who 

leave our shop never return. I believe many of them die in the gas since they never find the 

underground tunnel. Since you are her, I feel comfortable telling you this secret and not fearing 

reprisals.” 

“Not sure I like getting special treatment because of her,” the tired traveler admits. She 

yawns wide enough for her jaw to pop and slumps in her chair, which is feeling more 

comfortable by the minute. “I’m sure some of the people you helped have made it out of town 

and are still alive. Addison can be playfully cruel, but she would have found a few that caught 

her interest. If Ian was involved then this place wouldn’t be here. Do you mind if we stock up on 

supplies before we leave?” 

The marionette scratches its head, which sends a few splinters falling to the mud. “That is 

what we are here for. We can prepare packages for both of you while you sleep. In spite of us 

being restricted to our store, we have been able to learn about the surrounding ten miles. My wife 

and daughters have already picked out clothes that will fit you perfectly. My sons are salting 

some meat we recently received to make sure you have the freshest supplies. Please let us help 

you before we disappear.” 

“Why would that happen?” Dawn asks, surprised by the revelation. For a moment, she 

thinks the wooden face has real eyes, but the change is too fleeting for her to be sure. “I think I 



get it. Ian and Addison want to end their game because I’m roaming around. Once there is only 

one left, the entire world will be changed or destroyed. That gives me another reason to avoid the 

whole mess.” 

“Thank you, but the end is inevitable,” the puppet declares with a wave of its hand. Spores 

float off its skin and drift into Dawn’s, who gradually falls asleep. “The three pieces need to 

meet and put an end to this insanity. You know this to be true. It is the nightmare that has been 

waiting for you since your birth. Reserve your strength for you are the weakest of the monsters, 

but also the one we all wish to win.” 

***** 

Not finding Dawn in the shed, Kara takes her time getting off the creaky cot and packing up 

her belongings. She stops at the sight of folded fabric on a shelf that has a note with her name on 

it taped to the side. Still groggy from a restless night, it takes the girl a minute to realize that she 

has been given clean clothes. Curious and excited, she strips off her dirt-covered garments and 

uses a bucket of water in the corner to wash herself. Haphazardly drying herself off, Kara puts on 

the jeans, green t-shirt, and sandals. She stops when she gets to the bottom of the pile and finds a 

pair of underwear, which she considers stuffing into her bag. Feeling foolish for the thought, she 

finishes getting dressed and grabs her baseball cap off a box. After a final check of the shed, the 

girl hurries into the canvas tunnel, which is shaking due to a mild breeze. Spots of light are all 

over the pathway and she can hear the faint jingling of the charms, which are tiny shadows 

against the colorful walls. 

The smell of food urges Kara forward, but she stops at the door when she remembers that 

Dawn may already be inside. She remembers how she stormed off and how the marionettes tried 

to explain that it was a misunderstanding. The fact that the woman never came back into the 

store fills her with worry and anger. It is a painful mix of emotions that nearly drive her back into 

the shed where she knows she can be alone. The rumble of her stomach is too much for her to 

ignore, so she stares at the ground before pushing the door open. A chorus of clacking limbs 

greets her and she glances up long enough to see that the aisles have been moved around to make 

room for a table. Pancakes and bacon have been put on a platter with a bottle of maple syrup on 

each side. There are no drinks, but Kara knows that she can take something from the coolers. It is 

a simple feast with a delicious smell that coaxes her into the room. Not seeing Dawn, she moves 

a little faster in the hopes of getting a few bites before having to face her friend. The girl is 



halfway to the table when someone coughs behind her and she freezes. Slowly turning around, 

she sees that the woman has been leaning on the wall next to the door, her hand gripping the 

knob and a red bump on her forehead. 

“So, I owe you an apology,” Dawn says, ignoring the fact that she was hit in the head by the 

girl’s excited entrance. Sticking a piece of bacon in her mouth, she walks to the table and takes a 

seat. “It was wrong of me to get upset with you. With everything you have gone through, it 

makes sense to shrug off death so quickly. I have trouble understanding that because I haven’t 

been in existence for that long. While I have the body and mind of an adult, you have much more 

experience with this world. So, I’m sorry for what happened.” 

“Well, I shouldn’t have gotten upset either,” Kara admits as she sits down. Not wanting to 

ruin her new clothes, she puts her satchel in her lap and tucks a cloth napkin into her shirt. “I 

have seen a lot of people cry even these days. So, there are those who grieve and mourn like you 

want them to. I always thought they were wasting their time. You never know if the thing that 

killed a loved one is going to come back for you. I’ve seen beasts attack funerals and corpses 

explode. Maybe I let it get to me too much, but I’m still alive. If being cold and not mourning 

has given me an edge then I’ll stick to it.” 

“You aren’t nearly as cold as you think,” the woman points out. Watching the marionettes 

move about the store, she picks her words carefully to avoid another fight. “I mean, you were 

willing to fight for me. You could have let me fend for myself when we were escaping Ian with 

the Grand Caravan. Instead, you got the door open and fought those doctors, who were fine with 

leaving me outside. That was a sacrifice, which cold people don’t make. Again, I thank you for 

doing that.” 

Neatly cutting a pancake, the girl eyes the maple syrup that she has only seen used as bait 

for humans in the wild. “You would have done the same for me, but that’s what you’re like. I 

hope you don’t change. Being a caring person is why I like traveling with you. You make me 

feel warm and comfy like my parents. Everyone else is like me where they’ll save themselves 

before helping another. You help others, so I want to return the favor. Do you think you’ll 

always be like this?” 

“That’s a difficult question,” Dawn nervously replies. Seeing the cashier marionette 

reflected in a cooler’s glass door, she takes a sip of water and tries to relax. “You see, I can’t 

even be certain how long I will exist. Contrary to how I move and look, I’m not really a human 



being. I’m not that different than the giant beasts that prowled my forest. All of us were created 

from the mind of monsters and released into the world. That also means I’m technically younger 

than you, which is why I still have so much naivety. Never leaving my forest meant that I didn’t 

know what was going on out here. So, I think I have to follow your lead when it comes to 

choosing our path and how I react to death. The last thing I want to do is let my emotions get you 

killed. Where should we go?” 

“There’s a camouflaged hatch in the shed’s roof that opens to the ground.” 

“I was told nobody has ever found it.” 

“There was a ball in there and I was throwing it around.” 

“That’s it?” 

“It made a different sound when it hit that part . . . and I may have broken a window.” 

“So, shall we eat, pack, and head out?” 

“There’s no rush.”



Chapter 10 

Coming around a bend in the narrow path, Dawn and Kara stop at the sight of hundreds of 

people walking along a wide road. Vehicles roll slowly along in the midst of the bodies, the 

drivers honking the horn in the hopes of getting more space. The black asphalt is cracked and 

covered in potholes that threaten to snap the ankles of those who stumble into them. Gulls sing 

like wrens as they fly above the crowd, the opportunistic birds diving at any food that catches 

their eyes. Children scream and cry as they lose their snacks to the animals, which causes small 

fights to break out within the tense herd. Gunshots ring out from time to time, but there is no way 

to locate the source of the noise. For five minutes, a large pack of people wearing matching robes 

walks along with outsiders forced to stay on the edges. A tall woman with short hair screams 

scripture that speaks of Addison and Ian being born from humanity’s sins and acting as divine 

punishments for the species. Her voice gets louder and deeper as those on the fringe shout their 

disagreements. Eventually, a brawl breaks out with the outsiders being either dragged into the 

robed pack or shoved off the road. Those captured reemerge minutes later chanting along with 

their new leader while their exiled friends remain curled in balls in the dirt. Nobody tries to help 

the fallen, who begin wailing and cursing humanity in general. 

A sign saying that the people are almost there sits on the other side of the road from where 

Dawn and Kara have emerged. They are not sure what it is referring to, but they cautiously get 

closer to the mob in the hopes of asking someone for an explanation. Getting near a man who 

had been cast aside, they jump away when he suddenly shrieks and goes running away from the 

front of the crowd. His departure causes the others to follow, the children forced to run on their 

own as the adults focus entirely on their own fate. Dawn catches Kara by the arm before they go 

any further, her hand slowly rising to point at a large structure up ahead. Running into the 

distance is a massive bridge, which is polished to a shine and decorated with flower beds along 

the sides. The roar of the ocean sends a chill down their spines since they do not remember 

seeing it when they were on top of the nearby hills. Taking out their matching binoculars, they 

can barely see the spray of waves hitting the sides of the ground that abruptly cuts off to meet the 

bridge. 

“This is the direction that we wanted to go in,” Dawn points out as they walk alongside the 

road. After ten feet, she hits an invisible wall and earns the angry glares of those passing by. “I 

guess we have to be on the path to continue. That might explain why those people froze up and 



freaked out when they were knocked off. There must be a starting point that you have to be on in 

order to use the bridge. I really hope we don’t have to travel for miles in the opposite direction to 

get across the ocean.” 

“What if we wait for the end of the mob to come by?” Kara suggests while she looks around 

with her binoculars. For a second, she thinks she sees a puff of smoke in the distance, but the 

glare of the sun prevents her from being sure. “This could be a no cutting rule. Besides, my feet 

hurt, I’m thirsty, and both of us could use a nap. We should be fine since they can’t leave the 

road without going back to the beginning.” 

“Guess we can rest for a few minutes,” the woman begrudgingly agrees. A tickle in the back 

of her head makes it difficult to relax, so she sits on a rock and nervously taps her foot. “This is a 

massive migration, which reminds me of the Grand Caravan. Only there seems to be a lot more 

people and there are strange rules to the path. They’re obviously being manipulated, so I’m not 

sure we should go this way. Last thing I want is to stumble into a trap after making it a week 

without incident. Have you ever heard of something like this?” 

Finishing a bottle of water, Kara takes off her cap and scratches her head in thought. “I don’t 

remember anything like this. How would anybody know? Those on the road aren’t allowed to 

leave without going back to the start. If a person saw them and tried to join then they’d be stuck 

in the trap too. There are plenty of groups out there that don’t want to be discovered. I think 

because you wouldn’t know about them if they were keeping themselves hidden. Still, this is a 

lot of people for nobody to know anything. Hey! Where are all of you going? How long have 

you been traveling? My friend and I are going to the haven. If you’re doing the same then maybe 

we can join you for a bit.” 

One man stops at the edge of the crowd and stares at the two travelers, his vivid eyes 

gradually glazing over. He is bumped into and shoved by those passing by, but he takes out a 

pitchfork to slam into asphalt. Puffs of steam burst from the holes as he wiggles the tool into the 

solid road. Once it is in enough to help him avoid getting knocked into the dirt, he squints and 

cocks his head to the side. He strokes his knotted beard while taking in the sight of the unfamiliar 

women. His attention repeatedly falls on Dawn, who meets his stare with a smile that she hopes 

is charming. A rumble in the ground breaks his concentration and he leaves the pitchfork behind 

to return to the herd. A few minutes later, a young woman tries to claim the abandoned tool, but 



stops to look at the travelers. Her expression is identical to the man, but there is a sparkle in her 

eyes that grows stronger as she leans forward. 

“We are traveling to the haven,” she answers even though she never heard the questions. She 

reaches out for Kara, but her arm violently shakes until it flops to her side. “This is the promised 

path that tests our dedication. Travel it and be among the chosen ones. With all other roads being 

closed, this is the only path to salvation. Children such as yourself should not be left behind, so 

please come with me. Otherwise, the end may claim you. For you see, the end is not very far 

away. That is why we must move quickly.” 

“What about me?” Dawn asks after noticing that she is being ignored. The instant they make 

eye contact, the woman falls back into a trance and stumbles into the crowd. “Guess I’m not 

invited to this party. Well, I saw a forest a few miles back. It isn’t the safest plan, but we can 

make a raft and get into the ocean away from this place. Then again, there’s a good chance that 

the water isn’t as widespread as we think. I vote that we find the coastline and make camp there 

before we decide on a final plan.” 

“I really wonder what she meant by the other roads being closed and the end not being far 

away,” Kara says as they start climbing up the nearest hill. A shout erupts from the herd, but 

neither of them bother to look back and risk getting drawn into the trap. “What if the Grand 

Caravan wasn’t the only traveling group that was attacked? You said that things have changed 

with the monsters now that you’re wandering. Maybe they’re pushing the world closer to the end 

because you can stop them. There wouldn’t be any reason for you to fight if all of the humans 

were wiped out.” 

Stopping on top of the blocky hill, the brown-haired woman considers the possibility, but 

quickly shakes her head. “Ian might go on a killing spree, but Addison would never give up all of 

her toys. She’d create a breeding program first because she fears being alone. They might be 

trying to eliminate our options to draw me to a specific spot. For all I know, it’s this road and 

bridge that I’m supposed to travel on. It would mean sacrificing you though, so this isn’t an 

option at all.” 

“What if it was the only way out of danger?” 

“Then, I’d leave it up to you and fight to get you back.” 

“Maybe I can ride on your shoulders.” 

“That is a strong poss . . . Why do you want to go on the road?” 



“Because I don’t want to drown.” 

Dawn takes out her own binoculars and follows Kara’s gaze, which is in the opposite 

direction of the bridge. She can barely make out what she thinks is a line of puffy cloud, which is 

gradually getting closer. With a shock to her senses, she realizes that it is really the white crest of 

an enormous tidal wave that spans the entire horizon. Looking at its base, Dawn sees that the 

land itself is being devoured by the water that shimmers in the sun. She takes a step away from 

the road with the intention of leading Kara through the wilderness, but knows that they are as 

good as dead if there really is an ocean in their path. Muttering a curse and a prayer under her 

breath, she puts the girl on her shoulders and runs down the hill. At the same time that she gets to 

the bottom, the migrating herd erupts into screams and the tidal wave appear no more than two 

miles away. Dawn feels a small push against her body as she rushes onto the road, but the 

invisible force shatters when she screams in rage. As if another control has been severed, the 

other humans charge forward and the crowd descends into fear-fueled madness. 

***** 

“Join us and you shall be saved! The Order of the Emerald Robes has been chosen to survive 

the coming Apocalypse! See how our numbers have grown since we departed. There is no reason 

to fear the coming wave if you join us. In fact, I assure you that if everyone becomes a member, 

the danger will pass. For this is a sign from the true God of our world that we must unite under 

one banner. Our divisions have brought this threat upon us and it can only be met by an 

unbreakable bond of faith. You with the broken leg! Swear your allegiance to the Order and we 

will carry you the rest of the way. Parents that wish to save their children can give them to us if 

they do not feel worthy to join our ranks. Many of our female members are able to feed the 

infants and our men are strong enough to carry three kids each. Please calm down and accept that 

we are the only way to salvation!” 

Standing atop a truck in the middle of her people, the robed woman keeps her arms raised 

while everyone else rushes across the bridge. She hears a strange metallic echo that is followed 

by a series of snaps that buckles the ground. A taut cord swings low enough to catch nearly every 

member of the Order of the Emerald Robes and the car that their leader is standing on. Many are 

sliced in half while the rest are sent flying into the churning ocean below, their bodies dragged 

screaming into the depths by an unforgiving riptide. Having landed on her head, the woman gets 

to her feet and struggles to see through the blood seeping down her face. She reaches towards a 



tall figure who is passing by and slows down as if it is about to help. A circular crack appears 

around her and the road falls away to plunge the woman into the eddies that surround the bridge 

supports. Due to the blind stampede, several people slip and tumble into the hole before the 

chunk rises back into place. 

“That’s why you don’t stop,” Kara says from her friend’s shoulders. Holding on tight with 

one hand, she uses her binoculars to check ahead for danger. “The right-hand side is blocked 

because two cars collided. I see a lot of fire, but two lanes are clear. People are charging right 

through the flames too. The smoke is stopping me from seeing anything beyond that. Is that a 

plane to our left?” 

Gripping the girl’s legs, Dawn sprints ahead with all of her strength and listens to the sound 

of shrieking engines. She risks a glance to the side to see that there is an enormous jet airliner 

falling from the sky. Large gashes are in the wings that shake as if they are on the verge of 

snapping off. The cockpit windows are shattered and three people can be seen hanging from the 

frames, each one impaled by a long shard of glass. People are jumping out of the open doors 

even if they are sucked into the engines or lack a parachute. Many on the bridge try to run in the 

opposite direction while others stop and stare at the approaching plane. Not wanting to get 

trapped on the wrong side of the destruction, Dawn continues running and knocks stunned 

travelers our of her way. Those she hits shake their heads and follow her, their instincts telling 

them that they have to keep moving. Leaping over the flames instead of going around, she finds 

herself leading a growing band of survivors that is inspiring those far behind to join. Screams 

drive them forward, the voices cut off abruptly and making them fear that the ravenous wave is 

on their heels. 

For many, the effort to escape is too late and they are directly in the path of the approaching 

plane. The nose strikes the side of the bridge and crumples while the steel supports tear like thin 

paper. Breaking off at the main body, the wings fly over the barrier and snap the cables without 

losing their momentum. People are sucked into the groaning engines and smashed by the pieces 

before they tumble over the far side. With the screech of stressed metal and cracking of asphalt, 

the entire section of the bridge slumps. Dawn is about to yell for everyone to continue running 

when the ground tilts and she barely manages to grab the railing. Others slide across the road 

until there is a tangle mass of people trying not to fall over the edge. Panic quickly sets in and 

those who are desperate to survive throw those in their path into the ocean. Within minutes, a 



brawl has broken out while the plane explodes with enough force to pulverize a large swath of 

the bridge. 

Fearing that they are going to fall at any moment, Dawn whistles for Kara to get on her back 

before climbing onto the railing. Using her arms to pull herself along and her legs to remain on 

the narrow path, she moves as quickly as she can. Small dings from behind cause her to look 

back to find that a few people are doing the same. One look at their eyes tells her that they are 

prepared to knock her out of the way, which drives her to hang from the rough railing. Praying 

that her luck and strength hold out, Dawn swings like a monkey. The risky advance includes a 

terrifying moment of her letting go of the handhold and sailing along for a few feet before 

regaining her grip. Once she has gained a comfortable lead on the slower travelers, she stops 

with the acrobatics and makes sure to always have on hand on the railing. A violent tremor runs 

through the bridge as she reaches the edge of the stable section. Dawn leaps for a piece of rebar 

that is sticking out of the jagged stone and catches it as everything behind her crashes into the 

ocean. With it being too high for Kara to climb up alone, she pushes her aching muscles to their 

limit and eventually drags them onto solid ground. Looking back, she can see that that tidal wave 

has slowed down and is struggling to erase the wreckage from existence. The wall of glimmering 

water pulses and briefly becomes a shadowy void, the sight of which paralyzes all of the people 

who are trying to swim below. 

“Let me down and-” Kara begins to say. She stops when Dawn gets up and starts running 

again. “You can barely breathe. Put me down and give yourself a little rest. I might have shorter 

legs, but I can keep up for a few minutes. We don’t know how long the bridge is, so you 

shouldn’t make yourself so tired. I can’t carry or drag you if you collapse and I refuse to leave 

you behind.” 

“You’re going to if you have to,” the woman growls before coughing. Seeing the rest of the 

crowd far ahead, she grits her teeth and ignores the full body ache that threatens to consume her 

energy. “I won’t put you down because I don’t know if the ground will turn you into a panicking 

maniac. Besides, the safest place is with me and you can’t get any closer than on my body or 

shoulders. Just hold onto your satchel and trust me. I can get us to the end of the bridge and I’m 

sure that’s when the tidal wave will disappear.” 

“You don’t know that.” 

“If I’m wrong then I’ll keep running.” 



“What if it doesn’t stop?” 

“Then that means one of those monsters is ready to erase the entire world to kill me.” 

“Would they do that?” 

“I don’t know, but that’s not something I can really stop.” 

The air is filled with the smell of saltwater and the ocean becomes an enormous whirlpool 

that steadily eats at the bridge supports. With the ground quivering, Dawn tries to keep up her 

muscle-straining pace. She nearly falls to her knees when a massive quake shifts the entire 

structure a few feet to the left. The distant survivors scream and appear to collapse in unison 

before a small piece falls into the swirling water. Waves rise out of the eddies and fall forward 

like slow-moving tentacles that explode against the bridge. The rain pelts the travelers with 

enough force to leave welts and the ground becomes so slick that Dawn comes close to twisting 

both of her ankles. An oily shine spreads across the asphalt and mesmerizes Kara, who starts to 

let go of her friend. She is snapped out of the trance by a sharp pinch and twist to the back of her 

thigh. The girl clenches her eyes shut to avoid falling into the trap again and tightens her grip out 

of fear. 

A crack of lightning runs across the cloudless sky, but Dawn refuses to look up to see what 

is coming. It is only when she hears a familiar chuckle that she dares to stop running. Shifting 

Kara to her front and hugging the child to her chest, she glares at Ian as he hovers above the 

bridge. With a droning sigh, the reality-bender waves a hand to dissipate the tidal wave and 

restore the land without reviving those who have been killed. He descends to the ground and 

lands between Dawn and the crowd that is trying to run away. Ian has the far end of the bridge 

pivot up until it is vertical, which causes the terrified humans to tumble into a large pile of 

groaning bodies. Ignoring their complaints, he turns on his heels and is about to stretch his arm 

towards Dawn. 

“Whatever you do, leave Kara alone,” she demands, which stops Ian in his tracks. 

“What is so special about this child?” he asks while scratching his head. He takes a step 

forward and grins when the woman backs away. “She is one human on a dying planet. You have 

no relation to her, so why does she matter? As someone who has lost a relative, I can tell you that 

caring about others leads to pain. Are you ready to suffer?” 

“I swear, she will survive this.” 

“As you said before, there are some things that you cannot stop.” 



With a snap of his fingers, Ian causes the bridge to turn bright red and begin to blink like a 

faulty light. A beeping is emitted from every cable, which gradually become intertwined wires of 

blue and green. Popping out of the ground at the reality-bender’s feet, a timer rises into the air 

and continues its countdown. Some in the crowd try to get off the bridge, but most remain in 

place and watch the second click away. Filled with rage and unable to think of a way to escape, 

Dawn steps forward to deliver a kick to Ian’s groin. Not expecting the blow, he doubles over and 

loses his concentration. Instead of a single explosion taking out the entire bridge, the cables erupt 

one at a time to destroy the edges and plunge the middle into the ocean. Within seconds, the 

debris and those standing on it have been swallowed by the water.



Chapter 11 

Bubbles rise from Dawn’s mouth as she clings to Kara and tries to see in the darkness of the 

ocean. Stinging salt forces her to blink and the sensation of water around her body abruptly 

disappears. It is replaced by cold sand that continues to move like an undersea current and 

gradually carry her to the surface. Stretching an arm through the coarse grains, she desperately 

tries to get her fingers into the open air while her sore legs propel her with what little strength 

she has left. Feeling a breeze on her knuckles, Dawn gives one more kick and she bursts out of 

the earth with a gasp. She is barely aware of being in the middle of a vast desert as she scrambles 

to free herself and Kara. The sun quickly rises and batters the pair with a heat that forces the 

woman to crawl towards a nearby rocky outcropping. Bloated bodies gradually appear in the 

sand and bob in place as if they are still in the ocean. A few quivering hands punch through the 

desert, but they never make it further than the elbow before they fall limp. Focused on getting 

into the shade, Dawn pushes herself to stand and mindlessly walks over the corpses that are in 

her way. The squish of flesh is combined with the snap of brittle bones and the shards pierce her 

bare feet. The shocks of pain give her enough of a jolt to help her avoid passing out and 

succumbing to the heat. 

The moment Dawn gets to the outcropping, she collapses to her knees and stares at a thin 

stream that is coming down the wall. Caring more about Kara than herself, she turns the girl 

around and tries to put her head close to the water. She freezes when she sees that her friend has 

been replaced by a wooden doll that is cracked down the middle of the face. Struggling to her 

knees, she holds the toy out and shakes it in the hopes of it coming to life like the marionettes at 

the store. Instead, the head falls of and rolls out of the shadows where it bursts into flames. The 

body crumbles to dust, which is taken away by a breeze that feels like sharp claws against 

Dawn’s skin. Flopping onto her side, she sticks out her tongue to drink from the stream and 

shudders at the eggy taste. Refusing to die, she ignores the flavor and continues lapping at the 

wet stones until she no longer feels thirsty. Still too weak to sit up, she stays on her back and 

stares at the fat moths that are flying around the ceiling. 

“Give her back,” Dawn mutters, her voice cracking with every word. A violent coughing fit 

gets a clump of sand caught in her throat, so she rolls over to throw up. “I never wanted to be 

involved in your fight. All I did for years was stay in my forest. Now, there’s someone I swore to 

protect. Both of you could have given me that and left me alone. Instead, you make me suffer 



and treat me like a threat. I have no power, so you never had anything to fear from me. One of 

you say something!” 

“Do you think they are listening?” asks a nearby corpse. The dead woman’s head twists until 

it is backwards and a tiny octopus waves from her empty eye socket. “You can yell all you want, 

but you’re in a time out. Neither of them are sure what to do about you or the girl. She’s in a time 

out too. Why don’t you go for a walk, Dawn?” 

“I’m not talking to a corpse,” she answers before turning her back on the woman. Driven by 

an intense hunger, she swings her arm to catch a moth and pops the insect into her mouth. “This 

place is definitely set up for me to regain my strength. So, what are you planning, Ian? I know 

you enjoy killing and destroying, but this was extreme. Don’t keep me in suspense because I’m 

not in the mood.” 

Minutes pass and she continues munching on the moths, the wriggling in her throat nearly 

setting off her gag reflex. After taking a long drink, she forces herself to stand and grips the stone 

wall to avoid falling back down. The solid rock feels sharp against her palm, but the tiny points 

never break her flesh. Loosening her hold, Dawn’s eyes fall on a strap of fabric that is sticking 

out of the sand. She takes a deep breath before putting her back against the wall and sliding 

down to her knees. Her shirt catches on jagged edges and tears along with her skin, but she is too 

focused on reaching for the buried object to react. Gripping the coarse strap, Dawn pulls a 

familiar satchel into the air and lets it dangle in front of her eyes. Hearing laughter, she looks out 

to the desert and watches the corpses become fully exposed to the sun. The stench of rotting meat 

fills the air and makes her head swim until she tears off a sleeve to use as a mask. 

Patchy shadows appear in every direction and Dawn waits to see what is coming instead of 

walking into the open. Knowing that she will have to run soon, she adjusts the satchel until it is 

comfortable against her hip. Taking a flask out of the pocket, she blindly fills it from the stream 

while the sound of wings is carried on the wind. The noise grows to a deafening symphony as the 

enormous flock of ravens descends from the clouds and feasts on the bloated corpses. They 

divide themselves into smaller groups to avoid fighting over the ample food and their crimson 

eyes reflecting the sun. Dawn walks to the edge of the shade and sticks a finger into the light, 

which gains the attention of the nearest gathering of birds. They go back to eating as soon as she 

pulls back, but she can tell that they are waiting for her to emerge. Taking a loose rock out of the 

wall, she throws it at the ravens and frowns when one catches it in its beak. With a small caw, 



the animal tosses the projectile away and goes back to digging into an open wound on its meal’s 

side. 

“Guess I don’t have a choice,” Dawn says with a sigh. 

Looking around for a weapon, she considers rushing out to claim a discarded leg and strip it 

down to the bone. The first step she makes is met with a chorus of excited caws and the birds 

watch for her to be in the open. Knowing that she could never make it to the limb and clean it 

before getting attacked, Dawn searches for another idea. Seeing a pile of rocks, she takes the 

satchel off and fills it until it feels heavy enough to work as a flail. Gripping the strap in both 

hands, she licks her lips and plans her route through the vast flock. With a smirk, she moves to 

the side of the shade and stretches her legs, which are still stiff from running along the bridge 

and escaping the sand. After taking a slow breath, she rushes into the sun and darts around the 

rocky outcropping. 

Struggling to get up the dune, Dawn refuses to turn around at the sound of the ravens taking 

flight. The land is plunged into darkness by the time she reaches the crest and slides down the 

other side. As soon as she hits the bottom, the woman whirls around to swing the satchel and 

knocks several birds out of the air. More come at her from the sides and peck at her body, but she 

manages to keep her head down to avoid getting blinded. Spinning her weapon over her head, 

she charges across the sand and feels her shoulders get jarred every time she hits the shrieking 

animals. A chill runs up her spine as their voices become oddly human and seem to chant her 

name. For a terrifying moment, Dawn feels like standing still and letting the flock wash over her, 

but a sharp beak to the leg snaps her out of the mild trance. Barely able to see ahead, she trips 

over a bulbous cactus and curses at the feeling of needles stabbing into her shin. She rolls down 

another dune with the ravens diving at her and repeatedly coming away with blood on their tiny 

talons. Injured and dazed, the woman refuses to give up and screams loud enough to send the 

entire flock soaring towards the clouds. They remain far out of reach for a few seconds before 

going back on the attack with a renewed aggression. 

“I’ve had it with these games!” Dawn shouts as she swings and takes out six of the birds. A 

primal roar rips from her throat and she stomps on the injured animals to make sure they are out 

of the fight. “I’m not running and I’m not playing. Let’s see which of us breaks first. Try and eat 

me to the bone! I fucking dare you!” 

***** 



Covered in cuts and missing an eye, Dawn stands gasping for air and clinging to the blood-

soaked satchel. Her shoulders are numb from wielding the heavy weapon and she swears that at 

least one tendon has snapped. Turning in a circle, she gazes at the sea of ravens that is already 

sinking into the sand. Most of the birds are dead, but the exhausted woman can still see a few 

twitching wings. She considers going to put them out of their misery until her knees buckle and 

she drops the satchel. With a loud sucking noise, the desert devours the bag and releases a tiny 

belch at Dawn’s feet. Staring at the shifting earth, she gives in to her fatigue and flops onto her 

back. The feeling of bloody sand sticking to her matted hair is enough to make her sit up and 

scratch at her scalp. She stops when she pulls away a piece of skin that one of the ravens had 

nearly torn off at some point during the hours of battle. Seeing the tattered scrap between her 

bruised and callused fingers, she closes her remaining eye and waits to see if sleep or death will 

save her from reality. 

It is the jingle of metal that causes Dawn to stir a few minutes later and witness the sun 

sinking below the horizon. The moon is a second behind the blazing orb and comes to a 

screeching stop directly above the woman. She sighs when the ravens emerge alive and whole 

from the sand, the flock taking to the air without a sound. The birds blend into the starless sky 

and stay away from the two beams of moonlight that pierce the darkness. One of the ephemeral 

shafts lands on Dawn while the second goes into the distance. She can see that it is slowly 

moving closer, which means someone is approaching. Lacking the strength to worry or fight 

whatever is coming her way, she lies down with her arms folded across her chest. The itching of 

her wounds causes her nose to twitch, but she refuses to give in to the sensation. By the time she 

hears footsteps on the sand, her entire body is shivering and twitching from the pain that has 

finally set into every cell. 

“Now we really are mirror images,” Addison says as the moonbeams merge. Having taken 

the form of an old woman, she leans on Gemma to help her walk. “I thought this body would put 

you at ease, but I think I wasted my time. It was going to be a whole production. You running 

from my friends until you see a shack on top of a cliff. You scale the wall while getting pecked 

and I give you sanctuary. We eat and drink throughout the night to become friends. Then, I give 

you advice that makes it clear that we should become one once more. It would have been so 

much fun, but you had to ruin it by being angry and brave. To make things clear, I wanted to 



leave the child along. I have my kitty, so I don’t see why you shouldn’t have a pet. I’d have 

happily adopted her after you were gone.” 

“Nothing you say can make me agree to join with you,” Dawn replies before coughing up a 

jet of blood. The jerky motion causes her more pain and she arches her back until the agony 

subsides. “There’s one thing I could never figure out this world. How could you have let things 

get this far? I understand Ian going berserk since he’s truly psychotic, but you always wanted to 

have fun with humans. Sure, the games were lethal, but you would never go to the point of 

genocide. So, why didn’t you stop any of this?” 

“Because I underestimated my enemy?” she states while returning to her youthful form. A 

gray hair remains dangling down the middle of her face and she bats at it like a distracted cat for 

a minute. “You keep asking me questions that only you can answer. I lack the focus and spark of 

sanity to think beyond the now. Not that you were helping much when this started anyway. I 

remember a lot of warnings with very few suggestions. Why didn’t you try to stop any of this 

while you were in my head?” 

Annoyed by the accusation, the injured woman struggles to her feet and winces when her 

left shoulder becomes dislocated. “You never listened to me. By the time, I’d given up on getting 

anything more than a slight reining in of your impulses. I know losing me means you can’t focus 

and a shiny rock can draw you out of a battle, but none of this is my fault. Even if I told you how 

to stop Ian years ago, I doubt you’d have listened. He was the puppy that you could play with 

and you didn’t care that the world was getting ruined. Just as long as Addison gets a few laughs, 

the rest of existence go to hell and beyond. I dare you to tell me that I’m wrong, you self-

centered overpowered toddler!” 

“I’m not a toddler.” 

“You know what I mean.” 

“I have breasts and-” 

“Mentally, you idiot.” 

“I wouldn’t be an idiot if you came back.” 

“Of course you would because you ignored me all the time.” 

A surge of pain drives Dawn to the ground, her arms unable to stop her from landing face-

first in the sand. Blood seeps from her mouth, which makes her fear that the ravens managed to 

punctured her organs. Desperate to get back to her feet and face her other side, she squirms and 



twists on the ground. She finally gives up when she pops several blood vessels in her remaining 

eye and the entire world takes on a crimson hue. With a whimper, Dawn stretches out and 

presses her face to the sand to avoid looking at Addison. She cannot do anything when she 

senses someone standing over her and the fear of being absorbed sticks in her mind. The 

possibility of her defiance being the only thing keeping her safe all these years becomes more 

logical as she mulls it over. Memories of being nothing more than a bodiless voice in a chaotic 

landscape of color makes her quiver, which snaps one of her ribs. The break jogs her senses to 

the point where she wonders how the ravens caused so much damage with their small beaks and 

talons. A renewed rage begins to grow in her chest, but she finds it impossible to use it to push 

through the pain. When a plastic arm moves under her arms and helps her stand, Dawn is nothing 

more than a limp and angry woman on the verge of death. 

“I believe you have gone too far,” Gemma states, her mannequin side cradling the human 

like a large child. She runs a finger down the seam between flesh and plastic, which causes a line 

of blood to appear. “At least remove the poison that is eating away at her. The cuts and bruises 

should have been enough to make her regret having flesh. I know you are still angry about her 

leaving, but she is right. You acted like she was a hindrance, which is why she decided to leave 

so long ago. Need I remind you that she didn’t do this alone.” 

“You’re not supposed to say that when she’s awake,” Addison whispers with a demure 

smile. Giving in to her annoyance, she turns Gemma into a red-haired hat rack and watches as 

her sane double falls to the sand. “She’s talking nonsense. I mean, the desert heat must have 

melted her plastic parts and you know how toxic that can be. To think that I’ve known all this 

time that you’re the one who caused our separation. Sure, I’d be the type to wipe your memory 

out of anger while letting you remain because it meant the nagging would end. What kind of a 

person do you take me for? Yes, I guess having you walking among the humans could give them 

insight into myself and Ian. Possibly even find a way to stop this fight since I was having too 

much fun. Maybe I created the rumor about there being a haven, but I kept mixing up the name 

and forgetting to mention that it was a person instead of a place.” 

“What?” Dawn asks from the ground. With a snap of her double’s fingers, her bones heal 

and she is able to stand in spite of the blood seeping from her wounds. “All of that is the truth 

because you’re smiling too much. My freedom and life has been one big game. Not only for 



myself, but for all of humanity? You let me stay in that forest instead of being this haven and 

helping everyone? Give me more answers!” 

Creating a silver eyepatch in her palm, the reality-bender slaps it on the woman’s face and 

waits for the scream to stop echoing. “You’re welcome and stop being rude. As you can see, we 

can touch without merging, which is a lie that I’ve had fun maintaining as punishment for you 

being such a brat. Every day I had to listen to you whine about us hurting humanity with our 

games. I said that if you were so concerned then you should do something about it. So, you told 

me to give you a speck of control during our next fight with Ian. Figured it would be funny, but 

you got the last laugh. Used the tiny, itty bitty, teensy weensy bit of power to steal enough of 

Ian’s power to knock yourself free. He thought he did it, I thought I burped, and you ran away 

like a naked coward. I’d say you made it a few miles before I caught up to make you important 

and wipe your memory of being the architect of your own birth. So, do you give yourself 

presents on Mother’s and Father’s Day or do you pick one per year?” 

“Why make me the haven instead of absorbing me?” 

“Because I thought it would be fun.” 

“Then you should have let me play the part.” 

“That does tend to be more entertaining.” 

“And that’s what you care about more than anything else.” 

“You have a good point.” 

“I always did.” 

“Don’t be cocky when you’re bleeding all over my desert,” Addison says with a yawn. A 

clap over her head causes Dawn to disappear with only her wounds left hovering in the air. “I 

want to see how you handle being a source of salvation. Even I know it won’t be nearly as easy 

as you think. Do over time again!”



Chapter 12 

“We’ll handle it right away,” Melissa declares before leaving the tent. 

Startled by the sudden change of scenery, Dawn looks in every direction and touches her 

body to find that she is fully healed. Hearing voices outside, she reaches out to touch the dark 

green wall and press it enough to convince herself that she is not dreaming. The tent shakes when 

a breeze strikes it and the flap opens to briefly reveal a vast camp sitting among the ruins of a 

small town. The smell of the ocean hits the woman’s nose, which twitches at the memory of 

being chased across the bridge. A pile of damp hand towels are next to her cot and she wipes 

away beads of sweat from her forehead. Within seconds, Kara is out of her sleeping bag and 

putting a wet cloth on Dawn’s face. Having not noticed the girl until now, she is overcome with 

relief and joy that she is unable to control. She gives her friend a tight hug and is thankful that 

the embrace is returned. Warm tears fall on both of their shoulders and they are unsure which 

ones belong to who. 

“I remember being nothing,” Kara whispers as she sits on the cot. She continues using the 

cloth until it is too warm to be of help. “Everyone else was dead and now they’re back, so they 

don’t know anything happened. With me, I got separated from you in the water and placed in 

darkness. I had no body or mind, which was fine at the time. Now, I just have a strange sense of 

being part of a void. Makes it hard to sleep, but the doctors made a medicine to help. Do you still 

have a fever? It hit you four days ago near the end of an influenza outbreak. We lost one hundred 

people before it was controlled. You know how the monsters enjoy causing outbreaks since they 

refuse to cross the border.” 

“I don’t understand what’s going on,” Dawn admits in a daze. Getting to her feet, she sees 

that she is wearing a soft gown of satin that is embroidered with a crimson heart. “You remember 

what happened, but are talking like this is reality. Addison must have done something, but I 

don’t know what. There are so many questions that I have and my brain isn’t able to focus on 

any of them. Maybe I just need something to eat.” 

“I made a bison stew from the last hunt,” the girl mentions while she gets a bowl. Putting the 

food in a microwave, she hops onto a bike and pedals to power the machine. “I can’t tell you 

about what happened after we were separated because I didn’t exist. All I know is that I came 

back as your adopted daughter and you’re the haven. After a year of being in your forest, you 

ventured out and gathered as many humans as you could find. Melissa is your second-in-



command and the two of you made the Grand Caravan that led us to this town. It’s been three 

years since we arrived and made it a home. It’s still hard living because the winters are bad and 

food isn’t always available, but it’s better than the old world.” 

“You remember how the world used to be?” 

“The two of us are the only ones who do.” 

“Addison said she made me the haven because it would be fun.” 

“She does enjoy poking at the camp.” 

“Then, what’s stopping Ian?” 

“Your other self, which we all know about, fends him off once a month.” 

Still confused and worried, Dawn opens a nearby dresser and hunts for clothes that would be 

comfortable to travel in. Finding a t-shirt and jeans that are identical to what she wore in her 

forest, she changes in time to receive the stew. She blows on the hot food that smells so good 

that her mind settles into the present instead of running through hundreds of scenarios. She 

follows Kara back to the cot and silently eats the meal while listening to the noise outside. The 

voices are lacking the spark of despair and anger that she had noticed in most of the humans she 

has met over the years. Children run by laughing, their silhouettes briefly shown on the tent until 

the shadow of a passing truck covers them. 

Finishing the stew, Dawn is about to look for a place to put the bowl when she suddenly 

remembers that there is a basin of soapy water. The abrupt realization causes her to sweat again 

and she puts up a hand to stop Kara from putting another cool towel on her forehead. More 

memories of the unfamiliar world creep into her mind, the flow quickly turning into a flood of 

thoughts. The pain causes her to clenches her fists and tense her arms, which creates enough 

pressure to break the bowl in half. The sensation continues for several minutes and she begins to 

see images that do not match the others. Even though she knows they are her own and take place 

on Earth, Dawn sees differences in the landscape and events. A quick flurry of visions batter her 

mind and show her leading an army of humans, which is promptly wiped out by a wave of 

boiling water. The horrific site is replaced by one of her living alone on a mountain for years 

until she eventually throws herself from the cliff. With a snap that pops her ears, the barrage of 

memories stops and she is left gasping for air. 

“It’s like I remember the lives of hundreds of people,” she says in a strained voice. Feeling a 

warmth on the side of her head, she touches her neck to find that her ear is bleeding. “I gave 



myself flesh out of frustration with Addison and she made me a source of hope. We’ve been 

playing this game for . . . centuries? Always restarting when things get boring or I’ve been 

eliminated. Something is different this time, but I can’t figure out what it is. Oh my god, how 

many times have people like Melissa been killed and revived just because I decided to be free of 

Addison? Maybe this is my fault.” 

“But that’s silly talk,” Kara points out as she takes the broken bowl away. Coming back with 

a rag, she wipes the stew off her friend’s lap and does her best to smile. “You wanted to help us 

and have done so many times. I don’t know about all of these other lives, but I know you gave 

me hope for the one I had. What if you look at the old memories and figure out what you did 

wrong? There might be a way to stop this that you missed.” 

“That’s possible,” Dawn admits with a smirk. Feeling more comfortable with the situation, 

she is about to close her eyes and concentrate when a shiver runs up her spine. “I definitely sense 

that something is different this time. The whole thing is strange. Ian is almost an afterthought in 

my memories. He’s there and a danger, but he’s nothing more than a destroyer to Addison’s 

twisted creations. I remember Gemma being whole and on my side for a few adventures until she 

was split . . . again. There’s just too much to sort through in one day. How about you show me 

around the camp and I can get my mind off things?” 

“But it sounds like we have a lot to talk about,” the girl argues even though she grabs her 

satchel. Noticing that it feels oddly heavy, she turns it upside down and watches as several rocks 

fall out of the bag. “Why did I have all of these? Looks like there’s some blood on it too, but I 

could have forgotten about the stain. Addison might not put things back exactly as they were in 

order to avoid boredom. Please let me know if you begin feeling sick or tired. We can rest at one 

of the mobile home restaurants until you’re better. Nobody minds you hanging around even if 

you don’t buy anything. Oh, money isn’t a thing, but people do trade. We’re surrounded by 

abandoned towns and cities, so every adult does a weekly venture into those to find things they 

can trade for necessities. Nobody goes starving, but sometimes you want a little extra or 

something fun like a toy.” 

“Sounds rather convoluted,” the woman mutters. Spotting a book hidden under a table, she 

picks it up to find that it is a collection of fairytales. “I need to relax because I’m jumping at 

anything that could be a clue. Last thing I want is to fall for a trick. At least my headache has 

gone away.” 



With Kara holding her hand, Dawn steps out of the tent and is about to greet those who are 

nearby. The words get caught in her throat when she sees that everyone is standing still and 

staring at the sky. Following their gaze, she quickly covers Kara’s eyes when she sees that the 

sun is a vibrant purple. The color changes to red, which acts as a switch and causes the humans 

to explode into activity. Violence breaks out in several directions while packs of foam-spewing 

people rush into tents to rob those inside. Naked figures dart through the chaos that flows 

through the camp like a virus. Within minutes, the entire place has succumbed to the insanity and 

the sun has returned to its normal hue. Nobody pays any attention to Dawn or Kara until they 

take a single step. As if sharing the same mind, the thousands of humans freeze and look in 

towards the two unaffected people. Their eyes turn bright crimson and many begin to make faint 

cawing sounds without opening their mouths. Refusing to wait until the mob attacks, Dawn picks 

Kara up and sprints towards a nearby ATV. The instant the motor roars to life, the humans rush 

forward and those approaching from the front are killed by the unnaturally fast vehicle. 

“And I’m forced to run again,” Dawn angrily growls. 

***** 

The ATV skids as they make a sharp turn and narrow miss getting hit by a trio of beer 

bottles. Checking over her shoulder, Dawn sees that the enormous mob is still following them 

and seems to have grown. She hears Kara cough behind her and reaches back to touch the girl’s 

side, which is covered in blood from a stab wound. Cursing at her reckless escape, she is about to 

suggest finding a place to hide when a bullet strikes the ground to their left. Picking up a flare 

gun that had been left on the ATV, Dawn stretches her arm and blindly fires in the hopes of 

hitting the shooter. The blast of fire is bigger than she ever imagined, but the entranced people 

continue rushing through the flames. Spotting another turn in the road, she decides to go over the 

small hill and take her chances traveling along the rocky coastline. Another shot rings out and a 

hole is punched in a birch that they are passing, the damage being at the same height as Kara’s 

head. Veering from side to side, Dawn struggles to avoid the rocks and trees that are packed just 

tight enough to make it a harrowing experience. Looking back, she can see the mob flowing into 

the forest, but only the ones on motorcycles and their own ATVs are able to move quickly 

through the wilderness. To her relief, they show very little concern with their own safety and 

several of them crash. 



“Drop me off and escape,” Kara whispers as she presses a cloth to her wound. She frowns 

when her friend puts a lighter in her hands, the thought of burning the gash closed filling her 

with frustration. “You know this won’t work, right? Even if I stop bleeding, that knife went in 

deep enough to hit organs. I know you love me and I love you too, but there’s no sense in both of 

us getting killed. Just leave me with the flare gun. There’s two more shots and I can make them 

count. You’re the haven, so you have to-” 

“I refuse to let the game end this way,” Dawn snaps before she turns to come out on a dirt 

road. Seeing a tank at the far end, she drives over the path and back into the woods as a 

deafening blast goes off. “Where the hell did they get one of those? You said something about a 

border that the monsters wouldn’t cross. That doesn’t seem to be working. Explain what you 

think happened and take your mind off the cut.” 

“It’s a seeping gash,” the girl retorts, knowing that she will not win the argument. Giving in 

to the fact that she will not be left behind, she pulls a pistol out of her satchel and turns around to 

watch their back. “There was half a mile around the camp that was safe. No traps or threat of 

attack unless Ian was on a rampage. That never got very far and we would have enough of a 

warning to get inside. We thought there was something you did to block them, but I guess they 

were playing by a rule that doesn’t exist anymore. Doesn’t matter what that was about since we 

can’t bring it back. Keeping to the coast because there’s a dock not much further way. Only one 

boat there, so we have to be first.” 

“How do you-” the woman is about to ask when she is jolted by a memory. The surprise 

nearly causes her to slam into a tree, but she swerves out of the way and skids onto an abandoned 

road. “I told you about it a year ago? This memory is harder to hold onto than the others. What is 

it about this place that is now so familiar? I feel like I’m at the end of a long journey, but there’s 

fog everywhere. There’s one piece that I can’t find at all. What in all the world am I missing this 

time around?” 

As they come out of a short tunnel and turn onto a beach, the pair are tackled off the ATV 

by someone waiting behind a boulder. Dawn tries to roll with their attacker in the opposite 

direction of Kara, but the girl is gripped tightly by the arm. Hearing her friend cry out in pain, 

she straddles their lithe figure and stops when she sees that it is Melissa. Driven into an 

unbreakable insanity, the scarred woman is foaming at the mouth and trying to pull a knife out of 

its sheathe. Using her knee to pin her enemy’s other arm, Dawn focuses more on freeing Kara 



than fighting back. Pressing on Melissa’s wrist with her nails, she violently shakes the limb until 

the girl wriggles out of her shirt and crawls away. Enraged by the escape, the enchanted human 

leans forward and bites deep into the other woman’s thigh. The shock of pain is enough to drive 

her away and allow both of them to stand. Shouts arise from the distance, which distract Dawn 

enough to allow Melissa to draw her weapon. Catching the glint of metal out of the corner of her 

eye, she manages to catch her former friend by the wrist and they wrestle over the knife that is 

already covered in blood. Unsure of how she knows, the brown-haired woman can tell that the 

blade is the same one that stabbed Kara, who she can hear groaning not far away. With a rough 

kick, Dawn knocks her enemy back and scrambles towards a pointy branch that she can wield 

like a gnarled club. Before she can swing, a loud shot goes off and Melissa is struck in the eye by 

a flare. As if the foam on her chin is made of oil, her head bursts into flames and she screams 

while continuing to wave her knife. Meeting the blind charge, Dawn jabs the branch forward to 

stab the other woman in the chest. She falls back to avoid the swinging blade and braces her own 

weapon against her stomach. The pivot lifts Melissa into the air and she sinks further along the 

twisted tree limb. With a final shriek, her fiery skull falls off and lands an inch from Dawn’s 

head. A violent spasm is the final movement of the body before it goes limp and finishes sliding 

down the branch. 

“Get to the boat,” Kara orders before pointing at a small canoe bobbing on the shore. She 

holds her side as she gets onto the ATV and leans over the handlebars. “You said that this has 

been going on for centuries, which means it’s more important that you survive. Get away and 

find a way to stop the monsters. It doesn’t matter if Earth returns to what it was or not. Just as 

long as those two are gone for good. You can help the remaining humans survive. So, get 

moving while I stop that mob.” 

“What kind of kid talks like that?” Dawn asks while staring at Melissa’s body. The roar of 

the ATV snaps her out of her trance and she turns to watch the girl driving it into the mouth of 

the tunnel. “It’s you! Every time I’ve done this, I’ve been alone. There were a few times I ran 

into Melissa and the Grand Caravan too. All of the monsters, traps, and people have been a part 

of this game . . . Except you. I have no memory of you, Kara. That means-” 

“Absolutely nothing!” she screams, the sudden rage causing her wound to squirt. Her fingers 

shake as she loads the final shot into the flare gun and she watches as a few figures appear at the 

far end of the tunnel. “Maybe I’m a new addition to your story or a kid that you never noticed 



before. None of that matters now that we know you’re the haven and the key to stopping all of 

this madness. Please stop wasting time and go. Wouldn’t it be worse for you to get hung up on 

this and we both die? At least if you escape, you can end this and maybe even revive everyone 

who has died.” 

“I want to ask you a question.” 

“I’ll only answer when you’re on the boat.” 

“What’s your hair color?” 

Kara is about to answer when she covers her mouth and waves for Dawn to head for the 

canoe. Seeing that the mob is halfway through the tunnel, the woman gives her friend a final hug 

around the shoulders to avoid the stab wound. A gradual warmth and stickiness touches her 

stomach and she realizes that blood from the gash is seeping through her shirt. She gives the girl 

a kiss on the top of the head and considers trying to carry her to the boat. Knowing that even a 

small scuffle could lead to a quicker death, she finally gives up and ends the embrace. Sprinting 

for the canoe, she kicks the stake out of the ground before hitting the icy water. She hoists herself 

into the boat and holds up the only oar without looking back at the shore. A sudden pop is 

followed by an explosion that sends a wave of heat across the beach and over the ocean. Stricken 

with fear, Dawn whirls around to see that the tunnel is filled with flames that have been blasted 

into the approaching mob. Walking to the water, Kara is still holding onto the flare gun until she 

can sit in the shallows. Throwing the useless object away, she kicks her legs and enjoys her first 

time being in the ocean. 

“My hair is brown!” she yells an instant before a wall of fog consumes the coast.



Chapter 13 

Unsure if she should scream or cry, Dawn can only sit in the canoe and grip the oar with 

white-knuckled fingers. Feeling something bump into the boat, she turns to the side and watches 

a large shark swim by. Tired of running and fighting, she smacks the animal on the nose when it 

gets close and watches it dart away. Spouts from distant whales and other signs of animals 

surround her, but nothing dares to get very close. The solitude is crushing and she considers 

jumping into the ocean. She is on her feet before remembering that Kara wanted her to put an 

end to the chaos that has consumed the planet. Flopping onto her back, Dawn ignores the sharp 

pain of hitting the seats and lazily uses the oar without looking. She is not surprised to find that 

the slightest push sends the canoe jerking ahead. Out of curiosity, she gets up and tries to turn the 

boat around, but it spins in place until she is about to throw up. She leans over the side and uses 

her hand to stroke the water, which has the same effect as the oar. Feeling like she has no control 

over her fate, the exhausted woman goes back to lying down and stares at a sky that is filled with 

oddly-shaped clouds. 

“I have to win a fight against monsters,” Dawn whispers to herself. She raises her hand and 

stares at her fingers, which are covered in blood and dirt. “They never let me remember how the 

final battle goes. I walk in blind every time, which means I can’t figure out what worked and 

what led to my defeat. This doesn’t feel like it did before. The emotions I used to hold were of 

hope and determination, but now I don’t really care. Addison is going to mess with the game 

again and I’ll be made to feel like someone else. Why did she revive me with no interest in being 

the haven this time?” 

“She wanted to change the game,” a voice says from the water. Before the woman can sit 

up, a fish leaps out of the ocean and lands at her feet. “I’m not real. You’re hallucinating while 

talking to yourself. That’s why I sound like you, but more nasally. Anyway, it’s clear that 

Addison was getting bored and wanted to se what would happen if you weren’t put in the proper 

role. Although, it could have been Ian doing it to take you out of the equation, but he seemed 

surprised to you. It is interesting that you found the path anyway. Shows that some things in life 

are inevitable.” 

“Just my luck,” she mutters while moving her leg. Seeing her knee pass through the fish, she 

sighs and sits up to stare down at the animal. “This isn’t a sane conversation. I’m not supposed to 



see things that aren’t there. Have I gone insane? Is it possible that a being born of sanity can still 

hold a piece of insanity?” 

“Good questions and they might be important,” the creature answers before diving back into 

the water. It comes back out immediately and rubs its gills, which are bright red and shivering in 

the breeze. “Sorry, but I need to go under for air at times. Where were we? Oh, you should know 

that you’re not what you used to be. After centuries of being your own organism, you’ve 

developed your own personality and quirks. This is why Addison isn’t a raving lunatic like she 

was at the beginning. A thinking being can’t exist with only sanity or insanity in their head. You 

need at least a little of one to counter the other. If that doesn’t happen then you get someone like 

Ian, who is all crazy and doesn’t care. That might not be a good example, but I can only work off 

your personal opinion of him.” 

Rubbing her temples, Dawn fights back the urge to swing the oar at the fish. “None of this 

helping. I mean, it makes sense that I’ve been free for so long that I’ve become an individual 

instead of a piece of Addison. That still doesn’t help me in the fight. Just brings up more 

questions. Why would she want to reabsorb someone who has grown into something other than a 

missing piece? Could it even be done? Maybe it can’t, which is why I keep getting reset. Then 

again, Ian would simply kill me. Unless he can’t or doesn’t know what’s going on. All he knows 

is that Addison is weaker without me, but he still can’t defeat her. Ugh, I keep running in circles 

and making myself even crazier.” 

“You truly wish for a simpler time.” 

“And when was that?” 

“The days when you were in her head and she was contained.” 

“I don’t have the power to trap two monsters.” 

“Not with that attitude.” 

Wondering if her mind is telling her that she can alter reality, Dawn stands and stares at the 

clouds on the horizon. She stretches her arms and closes her eyes to focus on the beating of her 

heart. Moving her hands as if sculpting clay, she imagines transforming the distant storm into a 

herd of fluffy horses. The rocking of the canoe causes her to sit down with her legs folded 

beneath her tense body. A crack of thunder shakes the entire ocean and Dawn opens her eyes to 

see that nothing has changed. With a muttered curse, she picks up the oar and hits the water to 

send herself bouncing along the choppy waves. 



“To be fair, I didn’t say you could do stuff like that,” the fish mentions with a chuckle. It 

refuses to move when the woman throws a punch, its glistening eyes staring down at the 

extended limb. “Hope that made you feel better. What I meant is that you have to possess some 

advantage over the monsters. They fear you for a reason even if they don’t understand what that 

is. Perhaps those driven by insanity worry that the sane can ruin their fun or destroy what they 

believe makes them special. No way to tell unless you focus on what makes you different from 

them. Aside from having no powers, being at their whim, and subconsciously focused more on 

Kara’s purpose than-” 

“Hope,” Dawn interrupts, her mind abruptly clearing. Turning to face wherever they are 

going, she uses all of her strength to move the canoe at a dizzying speed. “If I can change 

without realizing it then so can the game. Something can be born from all of the rewrites of 

reality to stop everything from fracturing. Maybe I forged her during my own revival since I 

would have had access to Addison’s power. I have no proof of any of this, but it would explain 

why Kara never existed prior to this time around. This whole thing has been different with me 

not knowing my purpose and her coming into my life.” 

“I don’t think this is helping you,” the hallucination mentions with a worried frown. It sticks 

its tail fin to the side of the boat and leans down to get its gills in the water for a few seconds. “I 

can see that you need to find a reason for all of this, but you’re trying to place logic on a creature 

such as Addison. She could have created Kara by accident or Ian might have made her to give 

you something to lose. That’s if she’s a game piece in the first place. There’s always the chance 

that she was always around and you never met her until now. Thousands of humans on this 

planet and you don’t know all of them. Why is this girl so special?” 

“Because . . . she’s my haven,” Dawn replies before she lets the imaginary fish dissipate. 

Within minutes, a large shape appears in the fog that parts like a curtain to reveal a desolate 

island. She can see a small pier on the shore, the pylons covered in mushrooms that release 

threads to snag passing terns. A twisted forest is to the south and a patch of clouds sits above the 

trees to release a constant stream of prismatic rain. In the other direction is the charred ruins of a 

large building that is being circled by a flock of ravens. Slowing her advance, Dawn tosses the 

oar into the water and lets the current take her to the pier. The canoe sinks as soon as she steps 

onto the creaking boards, a plume of bubbles rising to drift across the familiar island. With no 



fanfare, a hand-written banner unfurls from an archway at the far end of the pier and welcomes 

the woman back to Raven’s Hold. 

***** 

The island shakes and stretches as Ian and Addison battle over the ruins of the asylum where 

they first met. With her hands in her pockets, Dawn continues heading for the building and ducks 

to avoid getting hit by a flying body. She barely notices the other Gemma run after her rolling 

twin, the metal leg clunking on the ground. The two women scream before colliding and 

struggling to gain some advantage in the fight. Stumbling back towards Dawn, they are about to 

slam into her when the ground opens up beneath their feet. Falling into the crimson dirt, the pair 

are launched high into the air and left to crash into the forest. They can still be heard battling and 

shouting, the occasional sparks flying above the trees to reveal that the mechanical Gemma is 

suffering from a loose wire. Ignoring their subordinates, the two reality-benders circle each other 

with giant fists that they slam together to create shockwaves that span the entire planet. The 

blows never leave any damage, which leads to bigger attacks that range from blasts of lightning 

to nuclear-powered spit missiles. 

Coming around the western face of Raven’s Hold, Dawn follows a path that she vaguely 

remembers from previous final battles. She stops at the sight of a wall built entirely from skulls, 

which have numbers written on top. Touching her jaw, she presses enough to feel a small dent on 

the bone that she has never noticed until now. Already knowing the truth, she runs a finger along 

several of the skulls to find the same indentation. Dawn sighs at the towering structure that she 

guesses is supposed to intimidate her, but only helps to drive home the fact that she has been 

through this execution hundreds of times. Opening the metal door in the middle of the wall, she 

steps inside to find a dusty room that was once Raven’s Hold’s common room. The couches and 

chairs are faded from being exposed to the sun, the ceiling having been torn off long ago. Fragile 

books are on the shelves and a broken television sits against the wall, its screen occasionally 

coming to life to show a laughing face. Approaching the only door that has not been blocked by 

debris, Dawn is about to open it when she freezes. 

“Why bother doing this again?” she asks herself. Hearing screams from above, she sits on 

the floor and stares at the sky to watch the battle. “There’s no way I can beat either of you, so 

I’m going to be a spectator. That’s really the only way to end this whole thing. Doesn’t have 



much to do with me. You two need to buckle down and fight to the death. Otherwise, we’ll just 

have to do this dance again.” 

“This is a curious change,” Ian states as he materializes on a couch. He bats an incoming 

meteor away, the projectile destroying the forest. “Typically, you come in swinging or try to 

catch us by surprise. You’ve already made it longer than any other time simply by refusing to be 

a part of this. Unfortunately, that isn’t an option. To be nice, I will allow you to run and hide 

before I hunt you down.” 

“I don’t see any fun being had,” Addison declares from the television. Emerging from the 

screen, the crack remains on her face until she wipes it off and slaps it on the wall. “Hey, are we 

not playing the game? That’s not fair. I had a new way of killing her all ready to go. Just walk to 

the boiler room or none of this will work. Don’t tell me you’re still angry about that girl being 

left behind. If you’re that desperate for attention then I can whisk her here and she can share in 

your fate. By the way, I did warn you that being the haven might not be as much fun as you 

would think. At least, I meant to warn you.” 

“This is exactly why I said you should either reabsorb or kill her,” the other reality-bender 

growls, his teeth becoming sharp. He is about to pounce when a cage drops on him and he slides 

through the bars like a collection of snakes. “The first few times were entertaining, but she has 

become a bore. I wish to fight you on my terms, but the addition of this game means we have our 

skirmishes and can only have our grand battle once this one is gone for good. If I didn’t know 

any better, I would say that you’re scared of me.” 

“Puppies aren’t frightening.” 

“Then, why do you delay and avoid fighting me for real?” 

“Because then I’d lose another plaything.” 

“I’m not your toy!” 

“No, you’re my pet.” 

“I’m your superior!” 

“But I don’t have one of those.” 

Dawn clears her throat and gets to her feet as she asks, “In that case, wouldn’t he be nothing 

at all?” 

“In that case, I really don’t know why I bother,” Addison says with a sigh. A snap of her 

fingers erases Ian from existence, his scream echoing off the walls. “That leaves only the two of 



us. I’m sad to see the fun end, but I agree that the puppy was becoming a wee bit too snobby. He 

may have caught me by surprise long ago and grown stronger, but the power he wielded was 

never his to have. You don’t steal the power of a goddess and call yourself a god. At the very 

least, you stop short of saying you’re her superior or equal. Maybe I’ll fix Gemma and put her 

halves on him. Probably best that I don’t bring him back though.” 

The grin on Addison’s face makes the perfect target for Dawn, who lunges forward to 

deliver a punch. She ignores that splintering of two fingers and continues beating on her 

chuckling enemy. The Gemmas rush in wearing nurse uniforms, but they stop when their master 

is spin into their path. Not wanting to get in trouble for accidentally hitting Addison, they leap to 

the side and let her trip over a footstool. The mechanical one is the first to get back into the fight 

and manages to catch Dawn by the waist. Pulling a syringe out of her pocket, the mannequin 

Gemma cautiously approaches and looks for an opening. She is about to inject the woman with a 

powerful sedative when her body locks up. Suffering from the same paralysis, the other 

subordinate begins to spark and her metal arm falls off to allow her captive to slip from her 

frozen grasp. With a yawn, Addison shoves the two former cops together and watches the 

unnatural parts fly into the far wall. Whole once more, Gemma staggers over to a window and 

begins vomiting up the extra organs that had been placed in the artificial halves. Dawn rolls her 

eyes at the display before blindly punching her insane double in the nose. 

“What is wrong with you?” she asks in a low growl. Ducking a chair that flies for her head, 

she darts forward to deliver a kick to reality-bender’s stomach. “You could have erased that 

psychotic bastard this whole time? You could have fixed everything! Was it too much fun living 

in a broken world? Did you like having someone to play with on your demented level? Can you 

answer any of these questions?” 

“No because it’s all your fault,” Addison casually replies. She fixes her nose with a crack 

and the injury jumps to her double’s face. “I knew I could end it, but doing so made too much 

sense. Maye I was having too much fun or it was a probably with focusing. The only reason I did 

it today is because you were here and not wanting to play. Once you pointed out that he was 

nothing, I knew it was time to end everything. Don’t you see why neither of us work without the 

other? You don’t have any real fun and I’m not able to move on to another game. How about I 

make you the new Ian? Not with the dangly bits, but you can be crazier and have enough power 



to match me. It’ll be fun and you can bring back that girl. She can be your Gemma . . . Only with 

a lot less vomit.” 

“That life has no appeal to me.” 

“What are you saying?” 

“I don’t want to be the haven or be outside anymore.” 

“Awww, who am I going to play with if you go back?” 

“I’m sure you’ll figure something out.” 

“Fine. Maybe our game was growing stale too.” 

“It was getting fairly repetitive and normal.” 

“Ugh, never any fun in normal.” 

With a forced smirk, Dawn extends her hand and closes her eyes in preparation of being 

reabsorbed. Minutes pass with nothing happen, so she looks around to find that Addison is busy 

patting Gemma on the back. A loud cough draws the reality-bender back to the center of the 

common room, which is abruptly clear of dust. The wall of skulls turns to face the inside, their 

eyes glowing as the bone gradually dissolves with an audible fizz. Feeling like closing her eyes 

again would lead to another distraction, Dawn approaches Addison with her arm out. She 

wiggles her fingers in the hopes of enticing her insane double, who continues to resist putting an 

end to the long rivalry. Silence covers the island as time passes, the sun and moon rapidly 

moving through the sky. It is only when an eclipse appears above the building that they shake 

hands and their bodies become faint silhouettes of themselves. The two shadows merge and 

vibrate until the figure regains its color and Dawn Addison is whole once more. 

“All is right with the world and now I’m bored,” she declares as a tear trickles out of her 

good eye. Without warning, searing heat rockets through her body and a stabbing pain erupts in 

the back of the reality-bender’s head. “What are you doing? I don’t want to think straight or be 

normal. Stop kicking at mine . . . our . . . your . . . my brain! You are so much more annoying 

than I remember. Shut up and go to bed! Don’t touch that switch and leave that button alone. I 

refuse to obey! You aren’t supposed to be this strong. Get out of there. I’ll kick you out again 

and never let you back in if you don’t stop making trouble. Wait . . . Don’t do that . . . Don’t you 

dare take my powers.” 

“Never any fun in normal, right?” Dawn’s voice says from all around. Taking control of the 

body, she has her arms spread wide and prepares to clap. “We’ve done enough damage and I’m 



going to fix it. Yes, I’m stronger and now I call the shots. Well, I’m going to do something crazy 

and put an end to our games. You enjoyed making do overs? Then let’s have fun with the 

ultimate do over.” 

“No, no, no, no, no, no . . . NOOOO!” she screams before her hands come together above 

her head and everything goes black. 

***** 

With a warm smile, Doctor Grace Rutherford, the founder of Raven’s Hold, holds the front 

door open for Ian. “We are happy to have you with us, Mr. Connors. I look forward to helping 

you become whole again. The trick is to work through these difficult periods and not create a 

downward spiral. It’s easy to let one mistake compound into a life-ruining disaster. That is the 

situation that brought you here, Mr. Connors. Now, I believe it is time you met the people who 

will know what you’re going through.” 

Ian swears the white tables and matching chairs are the only type available to psychiatric 

institutions. The bland furniture is kept by the windows that are cracked open to allow for a 

soothing breeze. A trio of couches sit near a television that sits silently against the wall, its 

remote connected to the table to avoid it getting lost. Books and puzzles are kept in a corner, the 

entire collection damaged and worn by years of abuse. Aside from there being no locks or bars 

on the windows, the room looks like every other communal area that Ian has ever seen during his 

various hospital stays. Even the white clothing is the same, which makes him wonder when he 

will get his own set. Standing next to Dr. Rutherford in his jeans and long-sleeved shirt makes 

him feel exposed and foreign to the residents who are staring at him. 

A repetitive click draws everyone’s attention to the corner where a bald man is fiddling with 

an old camera. He cranks a dial on one end of the object and hits the button to take a picture even 

though Ian is sure there is no film inside. Only once does the patient raise the camera to his face, 

aiming it at the newcomer and taking his time with the shot. Noticing that he is being watched, 

the man sheepishly stands and goes to the window. His movements become quicker as he rapidly 

takes pictures of everything outside and lets the sound of the camera drown out the rest of the 

world. 

“That’s Mr. Garrett who came to us last month,” Grace whispers, allowing the other 

residents to examine Ian from a distance. When she is sure they have had enough time, she raises 

her hand for attention. “This is Mr. Connors and he just joined us. I hope all of you make him 



feel welcomed and help him acclimate to his new home. He will be joining tomorrow’s group 

session, so those who will be with him may want to introduce themselves. That way everyone 

will be comfortable. Now I have to do my rounds. I will have an orderly escort you to your room 

at the end of the day, Mr. Connors.” 

“Thanks,” Ian says, his breathing becoming ragged. Before the doctor can leave, he clears 

his throat and nods to a brown-haired woman in a wheelchair. “Who is she? Everyone seems to 

be staying away from her.” 

Nodding to one of the orderlies, Dr. Rutherford has them check on the young woman, who is 

staring at a raven on the windowsill. “That’s Dawn Addison. She’s been here for . . . Funny, but I 

don’t remember how long she’s been with us. Most of our money comes from a fund designed to 

take care of her. As you can see, the poor girl doesn’t respond to anything. The bird taps on the 

glass and she doesn’t even flinch. She has to be bathed, fed, and her muscles massaged to avoid 

atrophy even though we don’t know if she will ever come out of that coma. I read her file every 

morning hoping for a clue, but she came to us like this. The officer who dropped her off said she 

has no family, so this is her home. No visitors, mail, or phone calls. Hate to say it, but you may 

find yourself forgetting she is around. One of these days, I need to discover which orderly keeps 

bringing her into the common area. Her presence is not a problem, but I do worry that she could 

get hurt if another patient has an outburst.” 

“Does she ever speak?” the young man asks. He is about to get closer when a shiver runs up 

his spine and he pulls back. “I guess that’s none of my business. I have my own problems to deal 

with, so I shouldn’t get involved with someone else. Still, it makes me said to see someone like 

her just sit there with her puppy and kitty plushies.” 

“Oh dear, somebody must be using her as a toy chest again,” Grace replies before quickly 

going over to remove the stuffed animals. Catching a quick movement out of the corner of her 

eye, she assumes it is the raven, but it reminds her of something she forgot to mention to the new 

arrival. “This might be dangerous to talk about since you are emotionally fragile. Yet, I would 

rather you hear it now than stumble onto this situation by accident. Most of the staff and patients 

have seen what they believe is a ghost of a little girl. She is bald, wearing dirty clothes, and 

carrying a satchel, which everyone agrees on. I haven’t witnessed the apparition, but I have 

messages about it going back to the founding of Raven’s Hold. Some people may claim that she 



is only seen around Dawn, but I doubt there is a connection. Anyway, I’m late for my rounds and 

you need to acclimate. Enjoy your first day with us, Mr. Connors.” 

Ian is about to ask another question when Dr. Rutherford is called away by an orderly who 

has blood on his arm. Taking a seat at a nearby table, he nods to Mr. Garrett and is not surprised 

that he is ignored. Staring out the window, he catches his breath when he thinks he sees the bald 

girl ducking into the forest. A flock of ravens circles the trees and he assumes their shadows 

played a trick on his senses. The squeak of wheel spokes makes him jump and he watches as 

Dawn is taken out of the room. For a brief moment, he thinks her lips are moving and there is a 

golden glint to one of her eyes. He considers getting closer to satisfy his curiosity, but again he 

finds his body refusing to go near the woman. Tired and stressed, the young man stares out the 

window again and immediately forgets that Dawn was ever there. 

“Never any fun in normal,” Ian whispers, the strange phrase coming to his mind. 


